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Abstract
In this thesis, we consider bi-intuitionistic logic and tense logic, as well as the combined bi-intuitionistic tense logic. Each of these logics contains a pair of dual connectives, for example, Rauszer's bi-intuitionistic logic [100] contains intuitionistic implication and dual intuitionistic exclusion. The interaction between these dual connectives makes it non-trivial to develop a cut-free sequent calculus for these logics.
In the first part of this thesis we develop a new extended sequent calculus for biintuitionistic logic using a framework of derivations and refutations. This is the first
purely syntactic cut-free sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic and thus solves an
open problem. Our calculus is sound, semantically complete and allows terminating
backward proof search, hence giving rise to a decision procedure for bi-intuitionistic
logic.
In the second part of this thesis we consider the broader problem of taming proof
search in display calculi [12], using bi-intuitionistic logic and tense logic as case studies. While the generality of display calculi makes it an excellent framework for designing sequent calculi for logics where traditional sequent calculi fail, this generality
also leads to a large degree of non-determinism, which is problematic for backward
proof-search. We control this non-determinism in two ways:
1. First, we limit the structural connectives used in the calculi and consequently,
the number of display postulates. Specifically, we work with nested structures
which can be viewed as a tree of traditional Gentzen's sequents, called nested sequents, which have been used previously by Kashima [73] and, independently,
by Briinnler and Strafiburger [17; 21; 20] and Poggiolesi [97] to present several
modal and tense logics.
2. Second, since residuation rules are largely responsible for the difficulty in finding a proof search procedure for display-like calculi, we show how to eliminate
these residuation rules using deep inference in nested sequents.
Finally, we study the combined bi-intuitionistic tense logic, which contains the
well-known intuitionistic modal logic as a sublogic. We give a nested sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic tense logic that has cut-elimination, and a derived deep inference nested sequent calculus that is complete with respect to the first calculus and
where contraction and residuation rules are admissible. We also show how our calculi
can capture Simpson's intuitionistic modal logic [104] and Ewald's intuitionistic tense
logic [39].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background and motivation

Classical logic can be seen as a "mathematical model of deductive thought" [38]; it is
a formal and rigorous approach to building and analysing deductions. In addition to
classical logic, there is a large body of work concerning various non-classical logics
that are either restrictions or extensions of classical logic. These specialised logics are
often motivated by philosophical or practical considerations; they capture reasoning
that cannot be captured using classical logic.
Perhaps the best known alternative to classical logic is intuitionistic logic, which
dates back to the early 20th century and was developed during the study of constructive mathematics [112]. Because of its constructive nature, intuitionistic logic forms a
rigorous foundation for the type theory of programming languages [93] via the CurryHoward isomorphism [70] between proofs of intuitionistic formulae and terms in the
/\-calculus. The A-calculus is a Turing-complete model of computation, introduced by
Church as part of an investigation into the foundations of mathematics [24]; variants
of it have been an inspiration to designers of a number of functional programming
languages ([109], [79]).
Modal logic [14] is another non-classical logic; it extends classical logic with modalities, such as possibility and necessity. Variants of modal logic also allow temporal
constructs such as "some time in the future" [85]. Modal logic and its variants have
numerous application areas, such as knowledge representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence and automated verification of hardware and software [14]. For
example, description logics, which are syntactic variants of modal logics, provide a
rigorous foundation for the semantic web [66; 6].
In this thesis, we will consider two aspects of logic: proof theory and proof search.
While proof theory deals with the analysis of proofs [111], proof search is concerned
with algorithmic methods for finding proofs [45] and determining whether a particular logical formula is a theorem. Sequent calculi [46] are one of the logical formalisms
that serve both purposes well and as a result are widely used. Sequent calculi consist
of a number of rules which allow us to form proofs. A very important rule is the cut
rule which effectively encodes the transitivity of theoremhood; it has two premises
r => ^ and y4
A, and a conclusion T => A:
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When viewed downwards from premises to conclusion, the cut rule reads: if we
can derive A from T and A from A, then we can derive A from T; we refer to A as the
cut formula.
A fundamental question in proof theory is whether for a given sequent calculus,
the cut rule can be eliminated from the set of the rules whilst allowing to prove the
same theorems as before. If this is the case, the calculus is said to have cut-elimination.
Cut-free sequent calculi are also very important for backward proof search, since the
non-deterministic nature of the cut rule complicates backward proof search [45]. More
specifically, backward proof search is a method of proof search that starts with the conclusion and attempts to prove it by applying sequent rules backwards. Since the cut
formula is not present in the conclusion of the cut rule, the theorem proving procedure
needs to guess it before it can apply the cut rule.
While traditional proof search methods focus on attempting to prove theorems,
there is also a smaller body of research concerned with finding refutations of nontheorems [81; 50; 94]. Refutation calculi are formalisms that are specifically designed
to reason about non-provability as a first-class citizen, rather than conclude nonprovability as a result of failed proof search.
In this thesis we will study a number of non-classical logics that we call bi-logics;
these logics are extensions of intuitionistic and modal logics with converse operators. For example, bi-intuitionistic logic [100] is an extension of intuitionistic logic
with the exclusion connective, which is converse to the intuitionistic implication. Biintuitionistic logic has applications in programming language theory - while the traditional Curry-Howard isomorphism relates the implication connective to a function [70], the exclusion connective can be used to describe control mechanisms such as
co-routines [28; 29]. Another example of a bi-logic is tense logic, which is the extension
of modal logic with converse modal operators [85].
While converse operators give bi-logics more expressive power than their individual sublogics, this often comes at the price of more intricate proof search algorithms.
Specifically, it means that the traditional mechanisms used to develop cut-free sequent
calculi for the sublogics cannot simply be applied to the bi-logics. For example, while
there are many cut free sequent calculi for intuitionistic logic (e.g. [46; 36; 34]), biintuitionistic logic has lacked a cut-free sequent calculus for around 30 years [95].
In addition to traditional sequent calculi, there are a number of extended sequent
calculi mechanisms that are often used in logics where traditional methods do not
suffice. For example, display calculi [12] are an extremely general proof-theoretical
framework that can cater for a wide range of logics, including modal logic [116] and
bi-intuitionistic logic [51; 53]. The most pleasing property of display calculi is that
if the rules of the display calculus enjoy eight easily checked conditions, then the
calculus is guaranteed to obey cut-elimination [12]. However, these calculi contain a
large degree of non-determinism and as a result are not immediately suitable for proof
search [75].

§1.2 Summary of

1.2

contributions

Summary of contributions

Chapter 2 sets the scene for this thesis and gives an introduction to the proof theory
and proof search of non-classical logics. In the rest of the thesis, we will develop new
extended sequent calculi formalisms that will allow reasoning in logics such as biintuitionistic and tense logic where previous calculi have failed. We will do so using
two complementary approaches:
• In Part 1 (Chapter 3) we develop a framework of proofs and refutations as first
class citizens, and give sequent calculi rules that allow to combine proofs and
refutations in order to achieve a cut-free sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic
logic where traditional calculi fail. We give the first cut-free sequent calculus
for bi-intuitionistic logic that is amenable to proof search. We then show our
calculus to be sound and complete with respect to the Kripke semantics of biintuitionistic logic. Finally, we give a decision procedure for bi-intuitionistic
logic based on our calculus.
• In Part II, we consider the broader problem of proof search in display calculi,
and use display-like calculi to develop reasoning techniques for bi-intuitionistic
logic (Chapters 4 and 5), tense logic (Chapter 6) and a combination of the two
logics (Chapter 7).
We control the non-determinism of proof search in display logic by using the
concept of deep inference in nested sequent calculi. Nested sequent calculi [73;
17; 19; 97] operate on structures that are trees of traditional sequents, and deep
inference allows us to apply sequent rules to any formula nested deep inside the
nested structure.
Specifically, we show that for a number of bi-logics, deep inference allows us
to simulate residuation rules, which are at the heart of display calculi. Since
residuation rules are one of the biggest sources of non-determinism in backward
proof search for display calculi, our work is a significant first step towards proof
search in general display calculi. Our work is the first which establishes a direct
correspondence between proofs in a display-like calculus (with explicit residuation rules) and proofs in a deep-inference calculus (with no explicit residuation
rules).
For each of the bi-logics considered, we give two sequent calculi; the first one
is derived from a display calculus and the second one uses deep inference and
nested sequents. We give a cut-elimination proof for the first calculus, and then
show that the second calculus is syntactically complete with respect to the first
calculus. Finally, we give a terminating proof search strategy for the second
calculus, which yields a decision procedure for the particular bi-logic.
Chapter 8 surveys related work, and Chapter 9 provides some directions for further work and concludes the thesis. Appendix A gives a short introduction to display
calculi and reviews a display calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic. Appendix B contains
some additional proofs.
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Chapter 2

Background and motivation

In this chapter, we place our proposed work in the context of existing research. In
Section 2.1, we set the scene with a brief review of the concepts of syntax, semantics
and proof calculi, using classical propositional logic as an example. In Section 2.2, we
give a brief synopsis of some non-classical logics that are relevant to our work. We
then introduce bi-intuitiordstic logic in Section 2.2.4 and tense logic in Section 2.2.5.
In Section 2.3, we motivate our work by highlighting the shortcomings of some of the
existing approaches to proof search in bi-intuitionistic and tense logics.

2.1

Logic

While logic in the most general sense is the study of reasoning and encompasses topics
from philosophy, computer science and mathematics, in this thesis we will focus on
symbolic logic, which is a "mathematical model of deductive thought" [38].
From now on, we will use the term "logic" in a more narrow sense to mean a
particular formal system or object logic. We will study a number of such object logics
from three different angles: syntax, semantics and proof calculi. The syntax of each
logic defines the formal language we use to write down logical statements; the semantics defines the meaning of those statements, and the proof calculi allow us to reason
purely syntactically in this logic and construct logical inferences or proofs of logical
statements.
We now introduce the concepts of syntax, semantics and proof calculi in more
detail, illustrating them using the well-known classical propositional logic as an object
logic.

2.1.1

Syntax

The statements of an object logic are called formulas; they are built from a denumerable set Atoms of atomic propositions (atoms for short) using logical connectives. The
set of all syntactically correct formulas for an object logic is often specified using a
BNF grammar.
For example, the formulas Fml of classical propositional logic CPC are given by the
following grammar, where p € Atoms, T and J . are logical constants, and the logical
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V{p)

=

V(p)

(2.1.1)

V(T)

=

true

(2.1.2)

17(1)

=

false

(2.1.3)

V(AAB)

=

J true
\ false

\iV{A) = true and V{B) = true
otherwise

(2.1.4)

V(AVB)

=

J true
\ false

if V(/l) = t r u e or V(B) = true
otherwise

(2.1.5)

=

J true
\ false

i{V{A) = false or 1/(B) =: true
otherwise

(2.1.6)

=

J true
1 false

if V{A) = false
otherwise

(2.1.7)

V(A-^B)
V(^A)

Figure 2.1: Semantics of CPC

connectives are A (conjunction), V (disjunction), ^ (implication) and
A:=p\T

(negation):

\±\AAA\AVA\A^

For example, if po is an atomic proposition "the bicycle is blue" and
is an atomic
proposition "the sun is shining", then the CPC formula po
pi formally represents
the statement "if the bicycle is blue then the sun is shining".
We will often need to refer to meta-formulae which define the shape of a formula
and can be instantiated to specific formula instances; we call such meta-formulae/ormula schemes and use capital letters to denote them. For example, A ^ {B
A) is a
formula scheme and both po
(qo ^ Po) and (po A qo)
{{ro V SQ) ^ (po A qo))
are instances of it.
We write 0 to mean the empty set. Given a formula A and two sets A and P of
formulae, we write A, T for A U T and we write A, .4 for A U {/I}.
2.1.2

Semantics

While the syntax of an object logic defines the formal language we use to represent
statements, semantics defines the meaning of those statements. More specifically,
the semantics describes how to assign truth values to formulae, as well as what it
means for some formula to be a logical consequence of (a set of) other formula(e). Depending on the object logic, its semantics may be given by a range of mathematical
structures, from basic truth tables in CPC [90] to algebraic [115], relational [77] and
game-theoretical [102] semantics of other logics. We will now review the semantics of
CPC; later in this chapter we will introduce the more intricate semantics of other object
logics such as Kripke semantics for modal logic [77].
In CPC, the truth values of atomic propositions are given by a valuation, which is
a function V : Atoms
{true, false}: for each atom, the valuation tells us whether

§2.1
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this atom is true or false^ Then the truth value V : Fml
{true, false} of compound
formulae and logical constants is determined as given in Figure 2.1 [38]. For example,
using the atoms po and pi from the previous section, if V{po) = true and V(pi) =
false, then V{po ^ p\) = false according to Equation 2.1.6.
We say that a formula A is valid in CPC, if for every valuation V, we have V{A) =
true. We say that a formula A is falsifiable in CPC, if there exists a valuation V such that
= false. Given a set P of CPC formulae and a CPC formula A, we say that >4 is a
logical consequence of T and write F N .4 if for any valuation V the following holds:
if (for all B e r we have V{B) = true) then V{A) = true.
Note that if F = 0 then t= iff ^ is valid.
We may define or formulate an object logic semantically, by specifying the set of
all valid formulae in this logic.
A well-known valid formula of CPC is
-iy4; the fact that this formula is valid is
known as the laiv of excluded middle. Another law that holds in CPC is the law of noncontradiction, that is: y4 A ->^4 is always false, that is, every valuation makes A A^A
false. As we shall see later in this chapter, there are other non-classical object logics
where these laws do not hold.
2.1.3

Calculi

We use proof calculi for formally expressing inferences in an object logic. Proof theory
is an area of logic that deals with the meta-theoretic analysis of such proofs, as well
as translations from one formal theory into another [111]. A proof in some object
logic can be formally expressed using one of three basic types of logical formalisms:
natural deduction, Hilbert calculi and sequent calculi [111]; we often use the terms
"derivation" or "deduction" for such proofs. In this thesis, we will mostly focus on
sequent calculi and occasionally refer to Hilbert calculi.
2.1.3.1

Hilbert calculi

A Hilbert calculus for an object logic consists of a set of axioms, which are formula
schemes, and (a small number of) inference rules. For example, the axioms of a Hilbert
calculus for CPC [111] are given in Figure 2.2. The only rule of inference in the Hilbert
calculus for CPC is called modus ponens (MP) and allows to infer B from A ^ B and A.
A deduction of a formula in a Hilbert calculus from a set of assumptions (formulae) F is often presented as a list of formulas, where each formula is either a member
of F, or an instance of an axiom, or is obtained from previous members of the list
using an inference rule. We write F h /I to mean that A is deducible from F. For
example, the following is a Hilbert calculus deduction of the formula qo from the as' T h e CPC valuation is often referred to as a "truth assignment" in introductory logic textbooks |90;
38]. However, as we shall see later, the semantics for modal logic and other non-classical logics uses the
concept of "valuation" that serves a very similar purpose to the "truth assignment" in CPC. Therefore,
for consistency reasons, we are using the term "valuation" for all object logics considered in this thesis,
including CPC.
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A)

(2.1.8)
(2.1.9)

A^

AVB

(2.1.10)

B-^

AVB

(2 1.11)

(A^C)^((B-^C)^(AVB^C))

(2 1.12)

{AAB)-^A

(2 1.13)

(AAB)^B

(2 1.14)

A-^{B^{AAB))

(2 1.15)
(2 1.16)

±^

(2 1.17)

^
Figure 2.2: Hilbert axioms for CPC

sumption po A (po
each deduction step:

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

^o) in CPC where the right hand column gives justification for

po A (po ^ (Jo)
{po A (po ^ qo)) ^ {poqo)
po ^ qo
(po A (po
'?o))
Po
Po
qo

assumption
instance of axiom (.4 A B) ^
apply MP to (1) and (0)
instance of axiom {A A B) ^
apply MP to (3) and (0)
apply MP to (2) and (4)

B
A

Hilbert calculi are often used to define or formulate an object logic syntactically:
we say that the theorems of some object logic are exactly those formulae that can be
proven in some Hilbert calculus from the empty set of assumptions.
2.1.3.2

Sequent calculi

A sequent is the basic building block of a sequent calculus derivation, and consists of
a pair of multi-sets of formulas separated by a "turnstile". For example, F
A is a sequent in Gentzen's sequent calculus for CPC [46]; the sequent consists of an antecedent
r and a succedent A. The intuitive reading of a sequent P
A is that we can deduce
some formula in A from the set of formulae P. That is, the formula translation of the sequent r ^ A is the CPC-formula P —> A: a conjunction of all the members of P implies
the disjunction of all the members of A.
A rule of inference in sequent calculus contains one or more premises, which are
sequents, and a single conclusion sequent. For example, the following is Gentzen's
original rule for implication on the left [46], where V ^ A, A and B, P
A are the
premises, and y4 ^ B, P
A is the conclusion:

§2.1
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A-^BJ^A

^

The reading of the - ^ l rule is: if we can deduce A, A from F and we can deduce
A from B, T then we can deduce from A ^ B,V. The formula translation of the —^L
rule is: if r ^ (A V A) and (B A T) ^ A then ( ( ^ ^ 6) A f ) ^ A.
Another example of a sequent calculus rule is the rule for conjunction on the
left [46], where F, Aj => A is the premise and F, /4i A ^42 => A is the conclusion.
r,A-iAA2^

A

A,

for/€{1,2}

Note that this rule has two versions:

The reading of the
rule is: if we can deduce A from F, Aj for some / £ { 1 , 2 } ,
then we can deduce A from F, y4i A A2A rule of inference is specified using formula schemes; the formula that is introduced in the conclusion is called the principal formula, the other formulae are called
side formulae. An instance of a rule contains an instance of the principal formula and
instances of every side formula. For example, the following is an instance of the
rule above, where po
qo is the principal formula:
ro

So, to, Po
qo, ro
sq, to
Po
qo, fo
So, to

Derivations in sequent calculi are trees that consist of sequents, connected using
rules of inference. The leaves of the tree are axiomatic sequents of the form A ^ A,
and every sequent in the tree is the conclusion from its predecessor(s), and the root of
the tree contains the conclusion of the entire derivation. Formally:
• All instances of axioms of the form A ^ A are derivations.
• For any instance of a rule p, if the premises Fj =4> Ai to F„ ^ A„ have derivations FFi to n„ for some n > 1, then the conclusion F
A has the following
derivation:
Hi
n„
Fi ^ Ai
•••
F„ ^ A„
F^ A
^
The — r u l e above is an example of a logical rule, because it operates on the logical connectives in a formula, in this case, the —» connective. Sequent calculi can also
contain structural rules, which operate on the physical structure of the sequent. Figure 2.3 shows Gentzen's original contraction and weakening rules on the left and on
the right, as well as several versions of the cut rule, which we shall discuss in the next
section.
For example, the contraction left rule (cl) replaces two copies the principal formula A in the premise with one copy of /I in the conclusion, and involves no logical
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• CL

A,r^
r^B,A

7—1

A

B,r'^

Cr

A,A
A'

r, r' ^ A, A'

muliplicative cut
additive cut

r ^ A

multicut

r ^ A

Figure 2.3; Structural rules in Gentzen's sequent calculus for CPC

connectives explicitly.
The following is an example sequent calculus derivation of the formula qo from
po A (po ^ qo) in CPC:
Po => Po

=> qo
go

Po, po^qo^

^^

Po/Po A (po ^ go) ^ qo
Po A (po ^ go), Po A (po ^ qo)
Po A (po

qo)

qo

qo

•At
•CL

Another example of a structural rule is the weakening rule. For example, the intuitive reading of the Wi rule in Figure 2.3 is that if we can deduce some formula in
A from the set of formulae F, then we can still deduce the same formula from the set

2.1.3.3

T h e cut rule

In addition to the logical and structural rules, a sequent calculus may contain a cut
rule, which effectively encodes the transitivity of derivability. Consider the multiplicative cut rule of Figure 2.3. Since the cut formula B need not be a subformula of
either F or A, this rule violates the subformula property, which states that all formulae
occurring in the premises of a rule are subformulae of the formulae in the conclusion [45]. Moreover, when read upwards, the multiplicative cut rule partitions the
antecedent into F and F' and the succedent into A and A'. Another version of the cut
rule is the additive version (see Figure 2.3), which still violates the subformula property but does not require partitioning the antecedent and succedent of the conclusion.
One of the main contributions of Gentzen was that he showed that the cut rule can
be eliminated from the rules of his sequent calculus LK, that is, any derivation that
uses the cut rule can be transformed into a derivation of the same sequent that does
not use the cut rule [46]. This process is called cut-elimination, the resulting derivation
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is called cut-free, and the calculus is said to have cut-admissibility. In general, we say
that a rule is admissible in a sequent calculus if we can leave out this rule and still
derive the same sequents as before. Formally, a rule p is admissible in some calculus
C if the following holds: if there exists a derivation of T =4> A in C+p, then there exists
a derivation of F
A in C.
In some sequent calculi where the contraction rule is not admissible, cut-elimination
is complicated for derivations that include an instance of contraction immediately
above an instance of cut. Then the multicut rule (see Figure 2.3) may be used, where
B'" and B" stand for m and n copies of the formula B respectively.
If n = m = 1, multicut becomes the traditional cut rule. If n > 1 and/or m > 1,
multicut can be seen as a combination of contraction and cut:
r^B"',A
•mXCR
r^B,A
""
r^A

B",r^A
„ r ^ A " X CL
B,r=>A
^

It is often easier to prove multicut-elimination than cut-elimination [111].
Cut-admissibility has a number of important corollaries. We briefly note some of
them here; full details are given by Troelstra and Schwichtenberg [111]. Firstly, cutadmissibility implies the separation property: any derivable sequent P ^ A always
has a derivation using only the logical rules and/or axioms for the logical operators
occurring in F => A. This property is helpful if we wish to find a derivation of some
sequent P
A, since it limits the number of axioms and rules we need to consider.
Secondly, cut-admissibility often implies Craig's interpolation [26; 111], which is an
important proof-theoretic result on its own and also has applications in software and
hardware verification [86]. Formally, Craig's interpolation theorem for CPC states: if
the sequent 0 ^
B is derivable then there is a formula 7 such that the sequents
(I) ^ A ^ I and 0
/ ^ B are derivable, and every atom of / occurs in both A and
B.
An important property of a sequent calculus rule is invertibility. Formally, a rule p
is invertible if the derivability of the conclusion implies the derivability of the premise(s).
For example, the contraction rules Ci and cr in Figure 2.3 are invertible in LK, but the
weakening rules WL or ZVR are not.
2.1.3.4

Backward proof search

While proof theory is an important research area on its own, it also has applications
in automated deduction, which is concerned with algorithmic methods for proving
theorems [45]. Increasingly, sequent calculi are used to decide theoremhood by applying the rules in a backward fashion. Thus it has become important to study such
calculi from this proof search perspective. In backward proof search, we start with the
sequent we wish to prove, and apply rules backwards to obtain premises, and so on,
until we have reduced each premise to an axiomatic leaf sequent. For example, if we
wanted to prove the sequent
^ B, P ^ A, we would use the — r u l e backwards
and obtain the premises P ^ A, y4 and B, P => A, which we would then attempt to
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prove. Notice that the formulae A and B in the premises are strict subformulae of
A —y B, meaning that the subgoals T => A, y4 and B, F
A are somehow simpler than
the original goal /4
B, F
A.
However, the structural rules are problematic for backward proof search. For example, if we were to apply the contraction rule backwards with principal formula A
to the sequent A,r ^ B, we would obtain the premise A,A,V^
B, and so on, thus
potentially causing an infinite loop in the theorem proving procedure. Therefore the
use of contraction rules needs to be controlled to avoid this problem. This is done,
for example, by Dyckhoff: his LJT [36] is a contraction-free sequent calculus that can
be used for proof-search in intuitionistic logic, which we shall introduce later in this
chapter. Additionally, once we have shown that the contraction rule is admissible in
some sequent calculus, we may consider sequents as pairs of sets of formulae rather
than pairs of multisets of formulae. The use of sets instead of multisets can lead to
a simpler backward proof search procedure, therefore contraction admissibility is a
desirable feature of a sequent calculus.
The weakening rules also pose problems for backward proof search due to their
non-deterministic nature: when we attempt to prove a sequent F ^ A, both the weakening left and weakening rules are applicable to any formula in F or A. However, the
weakening rules are not rnvertible, meaning that applying them too early might mean
losing formulae that are essential for finding the derivation. Fortunately, weakening
can often can be shown admissible quite easily, if we build it into the axioms. That is,
the axioms of the sequent calculus become T,A^
instead of A ^ A. In terms of
backward proof search, this modification means we postpone the weakening step for
as long as possible, which allows us to keep all formulae potentially relevant to the
derivation we are looking for.
Of all the structural rules, the cut rule is the most problematic from a backward
proof search perspective. Since the cut formula B does not appear in the conclusion
of the rule, the theorem proving procedure needs to guess it. This is because the cut
rule violates the subformula property. Moreover, if the multiplicative version of the
cut rule is being used, the theorem proving procedure needs to guess the partitioning
of the antecedent into F and F' and the succedent into A and A'. As Gallier [45] points
out, Gentzen's cut-elimination result [46] is very important for backward proof search,
because in cut-free derivations all inferences are purely mechanical and require no
ingenuity. Since we are looking for proof search algorithms for a range of object logics
that we shall introduce shortly, a large part of our work will consist of developing
cut-free sequent calculi, and calculi with cut-elimination, for these logics.
2.1.3.5

Connection to semantics

When developing a proof system such as a sequent calculus for an object logic, we
typically want to ensure that this proof system allows us to derive exactly those formulae that are semantically valid in this logic.
More formally, we first want to show that if a formula is syntactically derivable in
the calculus, then it is semantically valid - this property of a calculus is called soundness
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and is typically quite easy to show. Secondly, we want to show that if a formula is
semantically valid, then it is syntactically derivable in the calculus - this property is
called completeness and is often non-trivial to show.
We typically also want to link logical consequence with derivability from a set of
assumptions. That is, we want to show that we can derive A from the set of assumptions r if and only if A is logical consequence of P. In this thesis, we will focus only
on validity and therefore devise proof calculi that allow us to derive a formula (or a
sequent) rather than a formula from a set of assumptions.

2.2

Non-classical logics

In addition to classical propositional logic, there is a large body of work concerning
various non-classical logics that are either restrictions or extensions of classical logic:
modal, intuitionistic, paraconsistent logic to name a few. These specialised logics are
often motivated by philosophical or practical considerations and capture reasoning
that cannot be captured by classical logic.
2.2.1

Modal logic

Modal logic extends classical logic with modalities, such as possibility and necessity;
variants of modal logic also allow temporal constructs such as "some time in the future". Modal logic and its variants have numerous application areas, for example,
knowledge representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence and automated verification of hardware and software [14].
2.2.1.1

Syntax

The basic modal logic K consists of the connectives of classical propositional logic, as
well as modal connectives diamond 0 and box • , where the reading of
is "possibly
A" and the reading of
is "necessarily A". Formally, formulas of modal logic K are
given by the following grammar, where p is an atom:
A:=p\T\±\AAA\AVA\A^A\-^A\OA\
2.2.1.2

DA.

Semantics

The semantics of modal logic K due to Kripke [76] uses graphs and is referred to as
possible world semantics. A Kripke model is a graph consisting of worlds connected
by a reachability relation, and each world has a different valuation for propositional
atoms. While the truth value of atoms and propositional formulae is determined at a
single world, the truth value of modal formulae is determined by examining neighbouring worlds.
More formally, a K-frame is a pair {W,R), with W a non-empty set (of worlds) and
RCW xW. A K-model is a triple (W, R, V), with (W, R) a K frame and V : Atoms
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for all IV
iff wl}" A
iff ivlb ACT w\hB
iff Vu. if wRu then u\\- A

ivl\-A^B
w\\- A AB

for all w
iff wfAoiiv\\-B
iff zv\\- A and w\\-B
iff Bu.zvRu and u\\- A

Figure 2.4: Forcing of K-formulae

a valuation mapping each atom to the set of worlds where it is true^. We use
to mean the powerset of the set W.
For a world if G W and an atom p € Atoms, if w £ ^(p) then we write xv\\-p and
say p is forced by w; otherwise we write zv 1/ p and say p is rejected by w. Forcing of
compound formulae is defined by mutual recursion in Figure 2.4. A K-formula A is
valid if and only if it is forced by all worlds in all models, i.e. if and only if w Ih /I for
all (W, R, V) and for all w € W. A K-formula A is falsifiable if and only if some world
in some model rejects A, i.e. if and only if w Ij^ A for some (W, R, V) and some if G W.
2.2.1.3

Calculi

The Hilbert axioms for K are all those of CPC plus the following axiom [44]:
a{A ^ B) ^ (•/! ^ DB)

(2.2.1)

In addition to the modus ponens inference rule, the Hilbert calculus for K has the
necessitation rule: infer
from A. Modal logic K is thus a conservative extension of
CPC, meaning that every formula B of K such that B consists only of CPC connectives is
a theorem of K if and only if B is a theorem of CPC.
As Fitting [44] points out, axiomatic proof calculi are elegant, but often difficult for
proof discovery. On the other hand, sequent calculi (and their close cousins tableaux
calculi [52]) are suitable and therefore widely used for proof search in modal logic. A
basic sequent calculus for modal logic consists of all the rules of Gentzen's LK [46]
plus the following two rules where DP = {DB | B e T} and OA = {OB | B G A} [44]:
Ol

OA,nr^<}A

r n r ^Dr^OA,aA
AA

For example, the following is a derivation of axiom 2.2.1:
^ ^

B=> B

*L

• ( / I B ) , n / 1 ^ DB
^ B) ^ D ^
> n{A ^ B){DA

_

DB
^

DB)

^Note the subtle difference between a CPC valuation and a K valuation. Since the CPC models effectively consist of only one world, a CPC valuation maps each atom to {true, false }.
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Extensions

In addition to the basic modal logic K, there are a variety of extensions of it [44], These
extensions are usually defined either axiomatically (by specifying additional Hilbert
aixioms to those for K), or semantically as conditions on the frames. For example, the
modal logic S4 extends K by adding the following two axioms to the Hilbert calculus
for CPC:

4 :
T:

D ^ ^ DDA

(2.2.2)

^ ^

(2.2.3)

The frames of S4 are pairs {W,R), with W a non-empty set (of worlds) and R C
W X W, such that R is reflexive and transitive.
2.2.2

Intuitionistic logic

Perhaps the most well-known alternative to classical logic is intuitionistic logic, which
dates back to the early 20th century and was developed during the study of constructive mathematics [112]. Reasoning in intuitionistic logic can be seen as a process of constructing mathematical structures [15]: a formula C is a theorem if we can construct
a concrete proof of C. For example, we could prove Ay
A ii we could construct
a proof of the fact that A holds, or if we could construct a proof of the fact that -^A
holds. Thus, Ay ^ A need not be true in intuitionistic logic, and hence the law of the
excluded middle does not hold in intuitionistic logic.
Because of its constructive nature, intuitionistic logic forms a rigorous foundation
for the type theory of programming languages [93] via the Curry-Howard isomorphism [70] between proofs of intuitionistic formulae and terms in the A-calculus. The
/\-calculus is a Turing-complete model of computation, introduced by Church as part
of an investigation into the foundations of mathematics [24]; variants of it have been
an inspiration to designers of a number of functional programming languages ([109],
[79]).
2.2.2.1

Syntax

Formally, formulas of intuitionistic logic Int are given by the following grammar,
where p is an atom:
A:^p\T\±\AAA\A\/A\A^A
2.2.2.2

\ ->.4.

Semantics

Kripke has also presented possible world semantics for intuitionistic logic [78]; they
have many similarities to the semantics of S4. An I n t frame is a pair (W, < ) , where W
is a non-empty set of worlds and < is a reflexive and transitive binary accessibility relation. An Int model M = (W, < , V) is an Int frame (W, < ) together with a valuation
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for all w
for all w

w\\- AVB
w-i\AVB

iff
iff

a; Ih ^ or w Ih 6
iv-\\Aandw-\\B

w\\- A AB
zv^lAAB

iff m; Ih and a; Ih B
iff It; HI A or If HI B

w\\-^A
w-\\^A

iff
iff

w\\-A^B
w-\\A->B

iff
iff

\fu>w.uA\A
3u>w.u\\-A
yu^w.u-WAorul^B
3u>iv .ii\\- Aandu-\\B

Figure 2.5: Forcing and rejecting of Int-formulae

V : Atoms

which obeys the persistence property:
€ W.Vp e Atoms {if w < u and w e V(p) then u e

V{p)).

For some statement X and some fixed w G W, we sometimes use the abbreviations:
\lu>w.X
VU < w.X
3u > IV.X
3u < w.X

means
means
means
means

VU
VK
3u
3u

e
£
G
G

W. if iv < u then X
W.if u < w then X
W.w < u and X
W.u < w and X.

Given a model M = (W, <, V), a world w £ W and an atom p G Atoms, we write
w Ih p (a; forces p) iff zv G V{p), and we write w-l\p (w rejects^ p) iff w 0 V(p). We
define forcing and rejecting of compound formulae by mutual recursion in Figure 2.5.
2.2.2.3

Calculi

The Hilbert calculus for Int contains all the Hilbert axioms of CPC (as presented in
Figure 2.2), except the law of double negation (axiom 2.1.17). The omission of the law
of double negation prohibits us from proving formulae such as V .4 in Int.
A sequent calculus for Int may be obtained from Gentzen's LK for CPC via either
of the following modifications:
1. Restrict all sequents of LK to at most one formula in the succedent; the resulting
^Note that we deliberately use HI for rejection in intuitionistic, dual intuitionistic and bi-intuitionistic
logic, as opposed to 1/ for rejection in modal logic. We do this because it makes it easier to extend the
notions of forcing and rejection to sets of formulae in Definition 2.2.2. While it is the case that a single
formula is either forced or rejected by a world, a set of formulae may be forced, rejected or neither forced
nor rejected by a world. Therefore we define rejection in its own right, rather than simply as a negation
of forcing.
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sequent calculus is called LJ [46]. This approach is very common and is often
referred to as singletons on the right. For example, the following are Gentzen's
implication left and right rules in LJ:
'

R

2. Replace Gentzen's implication right rule with a rule which has a single formula
in the succedent of the premise but allows multiple formulae in the succedent of
the conclusion, as shown below:
r,A=>B

This approach has been used by Maehara [83] and Dragalin [34] to present multisuccedent sequent calculi for I n t .

2.2.3

Dual-intuitionistic logic

While intuitionistic logic rejects the law of excluded middle, paraconsistent logic is another non-classical logic which rejects the law of non-contradiction. That is, in paraconsistent logic, the formula AA ^ A need not be false; we use ~ to emphasize that
paraconsistent negation is different from classical negation. The main feature of paraconsistent logic is that it allows reasoning in the presence of inconsistent information:
whilst in classical logic A A -'A is always false irrespective of A, this is not the case in
paraconsistent logic [8]. One example of a paraconsistent logic is dual intuitionistic
logic [114; 49; 30].
2.2.3.1

Syntax

Formally, formulas of dual-intuitionistic logic D u a l i n t are given by the following
grammar, where p is an atom:
A:=p\T

\±\AAA\AWA\

A.

The ^ connective is called "exclusion", and also known as "subtraction" or "coimplication" in the literature. Intuitively, the formula B-<C reads "B excludes C".
We can define paraconsistent negation ~ A using exclusion as T - < / l .
2.2.3.2

Semantics

Several authors have given algebraic semantics of D u a l i n t (e.g. [100; 49]). We now
present a Kripke semantics that is dual to the Kripke semantics for I n t and is a subset
of Rauszer's semantics for B i l n t [100], which we shall discuss later in this chapter.
A D u a l i n t frame is a pair (W, < ) , where W is a non-empty set of worlds and < is a
reflexive and transitive binary accessibility relation. A D u a l i n t model M = {W, < , V)
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for all w

tfHI±

w\h A VB
iv-\\A\/B

w\\- A or w\\- B

iff
iff

wHI/landwHIB

A AB iff

Aandwlh B

iff

W-\\AAB

w\\- ^ A
wHI ~ /I

W-\\AOTIV-\\B

3u < IV .u-\\ A
yu<w.u\h A

iff

iff 3u <w .u\}- Aandu-\\B
.U-\\AOTU\\-B
w-\\A-<B iff YU <IV
Figure 2.6: Forcing and rejecting of Duallnt-formulae

is an Dualint frame (W, < ) together with a valuation
the reverse persistence property:

yu,w e W.Vp

G

V : Atoms

Atoms (if w < u and u

0

V{p)

then

which obeys

w ^ V{p)).

Given a model M = {W, <, V), a world w S W and an atom p € Atoms, we write
w \\- p {w forces p) iff w e V(p), and we write uH\p (w rejects p) iff w 0 V{p). We
define forcing and rejecting of compound formulae by mutual recursion in Figure 2.6.
Comparing Figures 2.5 and 2.6, we can observe the semantic differences between
^ and —<: while the
connective "looks forward" along the relation < , the ^
connective "looks backward" along the relation < .

2.2.3.3

Calculi

In a sequent setting, the introduction rules for exclusion are symmetric to the introduction rules for implication. Using a singletons on the left approach [114; 49; 30], the
introduction rules for exclusion are shown below:

A^ B,A
A~<B ^ A

C=^A,A
B^A
C^A~<B,A

We could also develop a Dragalin-like sequent calculus for Dualint where the
- ^ i rule (as shown below) has a single formula on the left of the premise but allows
multiple side formulae on the left of the conclusion:

A^B,A
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Bi-intuitionistic logic

We now introduce bi-intuitionistic logic, which is one of the two main object logics
studied in this thesis.
2.2.4.1

History

Bi-intuitionistic logic (Bilnt), also known as subtractive logic and Heytrng-Brouwer
logic, is the union of intuitionistic logic and dual intuitionistic logic; it was introduced by Rauszer as a Hilbert calculus with Kripke semantics [100]. Bilnt is a conservative extension of both its Int and Dualint components, and Rauszer's Hilbert
calculus also includes interaction axioms between the Int-connectives and Duallntconnectives. Recently, Pinto and Uustalu have suggested that Bilnt has potential
applications in the area of type theory [95]; Filinski [43] and Crolard [28] have already
done initial investigations in this direction. Additionally, Curien and Herbelin [29],
and Ariola et al [4] have studied the type theory of classical logic with the exclusion
connective.
2.2.4.2

Syntax

Formally, formulas of bi-intuitionistic logic are given by the following grammar, where
p is an atom:
A :=p

\ T \ ± \ AAA \ AW A \ A ^ A\^A \ A^A

A.

The cormectives —^ and are those of intuitionistic logic, the connectives ^ and
~ are those of dual intuitionistic logic and the connectives V and A are from both.
2.2.4.3

Relationship to classical logic

Note that because of conservativity over Int, Bilnt is different from classical logic
with an exclusion connective. Similarly, conservativity over Dualint means that the
exclusion connective is independent and cannot be defined using the other connectives. However, Bilnt can be seen as being closer to classical logic than either Int or
Dualint is, as evidenced by the following two theorems of Bilnt which combine the
two negations:
A
—I

(2.2.4)
A^A

(2.2.5)

Moreover, the law of excluded middle holds for the Duallnt-fragment of Bilnt:
the following formula is a theorem of Bilnt, if A contains only the Duallnt-connectives:
AV^

A

(2.2.6)
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for all w
for all w

w\\-T
w-\\±
w\\- A\/B
w-\\AVB

iff
iff

w\b Aoiw\h B
w-\\A and w-\\B

w\\- A AB
w-i\AAB

iff
iff

w\\- A and w\\- B
w A or w-\\B

w\h

.u-\\A
iff yu>w
iff 3u >w .u\\- A

A^B
w^lA
B

iff Vu > w . u A or u \\iff 3u > w . u\\- A and u

w\\- ^ A
w-\\ ~ /I

iff 3u <w . u-\\A
iff yu <w.u\h
A

w Ih A~<B
w^lA^B

iff 3u <w .u\\- A and u
iff Vu < w . u -\\ A OT u

Figure 2.7: Forcing and rejecting of Bilnt-formuiae

Similarly, the law of non-contradiction holds for the Int-fragment of B i l n t : the
following formula is a theorem of B i l n t , if A contains only the Int-connectives:
(2.2.7)
2.2.4.4

Kripke semantics

We now review Rauszer's Kripke semantics for bi-intuitionistic logic [100]: it is the
obvious combination of the Int and Dual Int semantics we have already presented.
A B i l n t frame is a pair (W, < ) , where W is a non-empty set of worlds and < is a
reflexive and transitive binary accessibility relation. A B i l n t model M = (W, < , V)
is a B i l n t frame (W, < ) together with a valuation V : Atoms —» 2 ^ which obeys
persistence:
Vu,w e W.Vp e Atoms, (if w < w and w e V{p) then u e

V{p)).

Definition 2.2.1. Given a model M = (W, < , V), a world w eW and an atom p e Atoms,
we write w \\- p (w forces p)iffwG
V{p), and we write w-\\p(w rejects p) ijfw 0 V{p).
We define forcing and rejecting of compound formulae by mutual recursion in Figure 1.7.
From the semantics, it is clear that the connectives
and ~ can be derived from
^ and - < respectively. Therefore from now on we restrict our attention to the connectives — - < , A, V only.
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By induction on the length of a formula A, it follows that the persistence property
also holds for formulae, and the reverse persistence property holds for formulae, that
is:
Persistence: VM = (W, < , V)Nw e V^MA G Fml.^u > w.{if w\h A then u Ih A).
Reverse persistence: VM = (W, < , y).Vw G W.V^ G Fml.Mu < w.{\i iv-\\A then u-i\A).
If we view the < relation as describing the flow of time, then the persistence property says that once an atomic fact becomes known (true), it will remain known at all
future points in time. Moreover, more atomic facts may become known as time progresses. Conversely, the reverse persistence property says that if an atomic fact is
unknown (false) at the current point in time, it has been unknown at all past points in
time. Moreover, more facts may become unknown as we revisit earlier points in time.
Definition 2.2.2. Given a model M = (W, < , V) and a world w eW,
wlhr

ijf

W-\\A iff

Vy4Gr.wlh/l

we write:

\fA£A.wA\A.

Definition 2.2.3 (Validity and falsifiability). Given sets P and A of Bilnt
Bilnt formula A and a B i l n t model M = (W, < , V), we write:
M\\-A
Mlhr

iff
iff

\fwe]N.w\\-A
Va; G W.zw Ih r

M^\A
MHIA

iff
iff

formulae,

a

3w£V\l.w-\\A
G W.wHIA.

Then validiti/, falsifiability, satisfiability and unsatisfiability are:
VM.M Ih A

validity

unsatisfiability

^YJ.wW- A

(2.2.10)

VM = (W, < , V).yw G W.w HI A.

(2.2.11)

3M = {YJ,<,V)3w

We write t^Biint A for "A is Bilnt-valid",
2.2.4.5

(2.2.9)

3M.M HI A

falsifiability
satisfiability

(2.2.8)

and Hgiint A for "A is

Bilnt-falsifiable".

Rauszer's Hilbert calculus

Rauszer's Hilbert calculus for B i l n t [99; 100] consists ofthe axioms given in Figure 2.8
and the following two inference rules:
B

Amp

- ^ R

Axioms 2.2.21 to 2.2.29 relate the I n t and Dualint connectives - we call these interaction axioms. We now give some intuitions (no pun intended) on the exclusion connective and interaction axioms. While implication A ^ B can be read as "if we can
verify A, then we can verify B", exclusion A-<B can be read as "we can verify A but
we do not have enough information to verify B". Then the intuition of axiom 2.2.21 in
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(A^B) ^ { { B ^ C ) ^

(A-^C))

(2.2.12)

A-^

AVE

(2.2.13)

B^

AW B

(2.2.14)

( A ^ C ) ^ { { B ^ C ) ^ { i A v B ) ^ C ) )
(AAB)^

(2.2.15)
(2.2.16)

A

(AAB)^B

(2.2.17)
(2.2.18)

{ A ^ { B ^ C ) ) ^ { i A A B ) ^ C )

(2.2.19)
(2.2.20)

A^{BV{A^B))
(/I ^ B )

( - B ^ ^A)

(2.2.22)

(/I ^

(2.2.23)

(^^B)
({A^B)~<C)

^

(2.2.21)

B)

(2.2.24)

{A-<{B\/C))

-^{A^B) -^(A-^B)

(2.2.25)

(/I

(2.2.26)

(B-CB)) ^

- n / 1 ^
({B ^
~

^

(B^B))

(2.2.27)

A

(2.2.28)

B)^A)
(

(

B

B

)

Figure 2.8: Hilbert axioms for B i l n t
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Figure 2.8 is "if we can verify A, then we can either verify B, or we can verify the fact
that (we can verify A but we do not have enough information to verify B)".
2.2.4.6

Sequent calculi

While the proof theory of intuitionistic logic and dual intuitionistic logic separately
has been studied extensively and there are many cut-free sequent calculi for intuitionistic logic (e.g. [46; 36; 34]) and dual intuitionistic logic (e.g. [114]), the case for
bi-intuitionistic logic is less satisfactory. Although Rauszer presented a sequent calculus for bi -intuitionistic logic and "proved" it cut-free [99], Pinto and Uustalu [95]
have recently shown that it fails cut-elimination. Rauszer's sequent calculus is incomplete without cut because it does not handle the interaction between intuitionistic
implication ^ and dual intuitionistic exclusion
We now give an example that explains this interaction in more detail. Consider
the sequent^ p
^ ( ( P ^ < 7 ) A r) [95]. It has a derivation using cut in Rauszer's
G1 [99], as shown below:
Example 2.2.4.

" id
>q,p~<q

p => p

r

{p-<(l)

p ^ q ^ r ^

((p-<q)Ar)

(ip^q)Ar)

AR

Ar
cut

The end sequent contains three complementary pairs, a positive and negative occurrence of p, q and r respectively: note that p occurs positively and q negatively in
the p-^q in the end sequent. In particular, the pairs involving p and q occur in the
axioms and are essential for the derivation.
Now consider a backward attempt to derive this sequent without cut. The only
non-structural rule that could give the conclusion is the
rule. But for intuitionistic
soundness, the conclusion of ^ R in Rauszer's calculus needs to be restricted to a
singleton succedent. Thus we must weaken away the q to obtain the premise p
r
{{p^q)
A r). But we have lost the essential occurrence of q. The only alternative
is to weaken away p or r
{{p~<q) A r). But neither of the resulting premises is
derivable.
Crolard's dependency tracking [28] is one way to relax the intuitionistic restriction of "singletons on the right" to retain the essential q, so that cases like the above
example remain cut-free derivable whilst retaining soundness. The idea is to record
the dependencies between antecedents and succedents of the axioms, and use these
dependencies to impose side conditions on the rules. Thus dependency tracking is
not immediately suitable for backward proof search since the side conditions need to
be known when the rules are applied backwards, before the axioms, and hence the
dependencies, are computed.
^Using our previous notation, we would write po
on, we will leave out the subscripts for readability.

90,''o

((Po^lo)

A rg). However, from now
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Tense logic

Having introduced B i l n t , we now turn our attention to tense logic, which bears many
similarities to B i l n t , both from semantical and proof theoretic perspectives. Tense
logic is an extension of modal logic with black box • and black diamond • operators.
2.2.5.1

Syntax

Formally, formulas of tense logic are given by the following grammar, where p is an
atom:

A:^p\T

A\AAA\AVA\DA\OA\mA\^A.

The axioms of minimal tense logic Kt are all the axioms of classical propositional
logic, plus the following [85]:

•

B)

DB)

(2.2.30)

U{A

B) ^ (B/l ^ UB)

(2.2.31)

A

n^A

(2.2.32)

A

m(}A

(2.2.33)

(D/i

The theorems of Kt are those that are generated from the above axioms and their
substitution instances using the following rules:

^ ^ ® ^ MP
B

^
Necn
D^

^

Necm

As can be seen from axioms 2.2.32 and 2.2.33, there is an interaction between the
• and • connectives of tense logic, as well as between the • and 0 connectives. This
interaction makes the development of a cut-free sequent calculus non-trivial, just as
in the case of bi-intuitionistic logic, where there is an interaction between ^ and - < .
2.2.5.2

Kripke semantics

Semantically, Kt can be defined using Kripke frames with bi-directional relations.
More formally: A Kt-frame is a pair {W,R), with W a non-empty set (of worlds)
and R C W X W. A Kt-model is a triple {W,R,V),
with {W,R) a Kt frame and
V : Atoms
2 ^ a valuation mapping each atom to the set of worlds where it is
true.
For a world zv G W and an atom p e Atoms, if w e V(p) then we write w Ih p and
say p is forced by w; otherwise we write w
p and say p is rejected by zv. Forcing of
compound formulae is defined by mutual recursion in Figure 2.9. A Kt-formula A is
valid if and only if it is forced by all worlds in all models, i.e. if and only if w I h y4 for
all (W, R, V) and for all w £ W. A Kt-formula A is falsifiable if and only if it is rejected
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W\\- T

iff
^ V B iff
w\h
iff
MA
iff

wlh

for all W
A

WF

W\\- ACT

W\\-B

Vw. iizvRu then u\\- A
Vw. if uRw then u Ih A
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zvlhA^B
WLH AAB
wlh
W Ih

iff
iff
iff
iff

for all W
wl}^ A or wlh B
iv\\- A and w\\- B
3u.wRu and u Ih A
3UMRIV a n d u Ih

Figure 2.9: Forcing of Kt-formulae

by some world in some model, i.e. if and only if iv
some zv £W.

A for some (W, R, V) and for

Viewed philosophically, tense logic allows to reason about the flow of time [85]:
while the • and 0 modalities refer to future worlds, the • and • modalities refer to
past worlds.
Just as the basic modal logic K can be extended by various axioms that semantically
correspond to frame conditions, we can build extensions of the minimal tense logic
Kt. For example, we can obtain the reflexive-transitive extension Kt.S4 by adding the
following axioms:

(2.2.34)

4n:
4. :
To:

2.2.6

MA ^

muA

(2.2.35)

A ^OA

(2.2.36)

A

(2.2.37)

Relationship between bi-intuitionistic logic and tense logic

In this section, we highlight the similarities between B i l n t and tense logic with reflexive transitive frames Kt.S4 by reviewing two translations between these logics.

2.2.6.1

Welter's translation from B i l n t to Kt.S4

Starting with Godel [48], many authors have developed translations from Int-formulae
to S4-formulae that preserve validity, that is, they map valid Int-formulae to valid
S4-formulae, and falsifiable Int-formulae to falsifiable S4-formulae. Using the usual
symmetry between Int and Dualint, Int-to-S4 translations can be extended to give
translations from B i l n t to Kt.S4. The following translation has been developed by
Wolter [121]; an equivalent translation was presented by Lukowski [82], but his paper
contains a typographical error.
Definition 2.2.5 (Bilnt to Kt.S4 translation). In the following, q is an atomic formula, A
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T ( . ) is a Kt.S4

T{q)

=

T(AAB)

=

T(AVB)

=

T(^A)

=

T(A^B)

=

T(^A)

=

T(A-<B)

=

problem

for

formula.
Uq
T(A)AT(B)
T{A)VT{B)
O-^T(A)
D(T(A)^T(B))
i^T(A)

Bilnt is

^(T(A)A-'T(B))
PSPACE-complete.

To show that Bilnt is in PSPACE, we use the polynomial translation of Bilnt
into Kt.S4 given in Definition 2.2.5. Since Kt.S4 is in PSPACE [105], we know that Bilnt
is also in PSPACE.
To show that Bilnt is PSPACE-hard, we use the fact that Bilnt is an extension
of Int, which is PSPACE-complete [106], and hence PSPACE-hard. Therefore Bilnt is
PSPACE-complete.
Q.E.D.
Proof.

Although we won't be using it in the rest of this thesis, there is a reverse translation
from S4 to Int which we briefly review next.
2.2.6.2 Fernandez's translation from S4 to Int
Fernandez [41] has developed a polynomial validity-preserving translation from S4formulae to Int-formulae; see also earlier unpublished work by Egly [37]. As both
authors point out, the translation from S4-formulae to Int-formulae is much more
difficult than the reverse direction. Fernandez explains this difficulty semantically:
while S4 models consist of Kripke frames which contain clusters of worlds (a cluster
is a set if worlds C such that for any u,zv £ C, it is the case that uRw), Int frames
are trees. Additionally, S4 obeys the law of the excluded middle, while Int does not.
The basic idea of Fernandez's translation is to use a "layering" scheme to simulate
the clusters of S4 models in Int. He adds a number of new propositional atoms to
simulate D-formulae.
We conjecture that it is possible to extend Fernandez's translation to a translation from Kt.S4-formulae to Bilnt-formulae: using the symmetry between Int and
Dualint, we would add special propositional atoms to simulate B-formulae of Kt.S4
similarly to Fernandez's translation of D-formulae.

2.3

IVIotivation

As discussed in Section 2.2.4.6, Rauszer's sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic
is incomplete without the cut rule. As illustrated by Uustalu's counterexample, traditional sequent calculi methods fail for bi-intuitionistic logic. This problem is not
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unique to bi-intuitionistic logic; it is also present in a range of other non-classical logics (e.g. [5; 7; 25]). As a result, a range of other extended sequent mechanisms have
been developed that give cut-free sequent calculi for complicated logics where traditional sequent calculi fail.
These extended sequent mechanisms differ from traditional sequent mechanisms
in terms of the structures contained in the sequents, as well as the kind of rules that
can be applied to the sequents. For example, a hypersequent [5; 7; 25] consists of one or
more traditional sequents, while a nested sequent is a tree of traditional sequents [87;
88; 35; 73; 17; 19; 97].
The aim of this thesis is to develop extended sequent calculi mechanisms for biintuitionistic and tense logic, as well as the combined bi-intuitionistic tense logic. We
will do so using two complementary approaches which we introduce next.
2.3.1

A calculus of derivations and refutations

In Part I (Chapter 3) of this thesis, we will give a purely syntactic cut-free sequent
calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic which combines derivations and refutations as firstclass citizens. We now set the scene by reviewing the notions of traditional derivation calculi, theorems, refutation calculi, non-theorems, proof/ refutation search and
counter-models, and explaining why a combined calculus makes sense.
Derivation calculi are used to reason about a syntactic derivability relation h. For
example, Gentzen's LJ [46] is a sequent calculus for propositional intuitionistic logic,
where a judgement I- P => /I means the sequent F
is derivable: that is, the
formula A is syntactically derivable from the multiset of formulae F in intuitionistic
logic. Increasingly, sequent calculi are used to decide whether F =>
is derivable
by applying the rules backwards, so it has become important to study such calculi
from this "proof-search" perspective. Indeed, a "contraction-free" variant of LJ, called
LJT [36] can be used for proof-search in intuitionistic logic. But note that a single
non-derivation is not really a first-class citizen in this setting.
Refutation calculi are syntactic formalisms for reasoning about a syntactic refutability relation H (say). They show syntactically that a formula is a non-theorem and were
introduced to modem logic by Lukasiewicz [81], although the idea originated from
Aristotle. For example, Goranko has given refutation calculi for some modal logics [50] where the judgement H A means that A is refutable, i.e., a non-theorem of the
logic. The notion of "backward refutation-search" asks whether A is refutable imder
the assumptions in F, and some refutation calculi have been designed with this aim.
For example, using F / A as a conjunction/disjunction of all the members of F / A, Pinto
and Dyckhoff use "sequents" of the form F
A to give a refutation "sequent" calculus CRIP for intuitionistic logic [94] where the judgement \-CRIP F
A means that the
formula F ^ A is a non-theorem. Importantly, these calculi produce refutations that
are first-class objects (trees).
As usual, we can relate syntactic derivability (in LJT) to semantics if the calculus
is sound and complete: thus h F
y4 (in LJT) iff F ^ A is valid (in intuitionistic
logic). Such a correspondence is vital in many applications: we pinpoint why A is not
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derivable from F by constructing a counter-model showing that V
A is falsifiable. But
since derivation calculi do not construct counter-models directly, the counter-model
is constructed using meta-level reasoning to "stitch" together many non-derivations
of the sequent V ^ A.
Dually, we can relate syntactic refutability (in CRIP) to semantics if the calculus is
sound and complete: thus h T
y4 (in CRIP) iff the formula t
A is falsifiable (in
intuitionistic logic). Indeed, specially designed refutation calculi, such as CRIP, allow
us to reason about refutability and obtain a counter-model since a single refutation
corresponds directly to a counter-model. Of course, they are not immediately suitable
for demonstrating validity.
Although derivation calculi and refutation calculi are usually studied as distinct
calculi, there are desirable meta-level relationships between derivability and refutability (for the same logic). For example, for any input V and A, either there is a derivation
of r
in LJT, or a refutation of P ^ /I in CRIP [94]. It therefore makes sense to
ask what would happen if we were to combine derivation calculi with refutation calculi in one single setting. For example, the modus tollens rule used in some refutation
calculi combines a derivation of A ^ B and a refutation of B to obtain a refutation of
A. As Goranko suggests, we could also combine derivations and refutations to produce
derivations. Indeed, he predicts that such combined deductive systems "have a greater
potential efficiency than the orthodox ones, since they can employ on a syntactic level
self-reference to some of their meta-features, which are beyond the expressive abilities
of the traditional systems" [50].
To retain the link with semantics as well as the potential for backward (proof or
refutation) search, the combined calculus must be such that derivations/refutations
preserve validity / counter-models downwards while providing a decision procedure if our logic is decidable. There is a subtlety here, for Larchey-Wendling [80]
has already combined proof search and explicit counter-model construction to obtain
an efficient decision procedure for an extension of intuitionistic logic called GodelDummett logic. But Larchey-Wendling constructs a counter-model merely as a tool
used at certain times during proof search. Thus his calculus does not contain derivations and refutations as first-class citizens.
2.3.2

Nested sequent calculi

In Part II of this thesis, we consider the broader problem of proof search in display calculi (introduced shortly), and use display-like calculi to develop reasoning techniques
for bi-intuitionistic logic (Chapters 4 and 5), tense logic (Chapter 6) and a combination
of the two logics (Chapter 7).
Belnap's Display Logic [12] (we prefer the term display calculi) is an extremely
general proof-theoretical framework; see also Chapter A for a more detailed introduction to display calculi. A display calculus obeys the display property: any sequent
containing a particular formula occurrence A can be transformed into another sequent
in which the occurrence of A is either the whole of the antecedent or the whole of the
succedent, using only a subset of the rules called the display postulates. The occur-
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rv^

(A<(B>c))=>c
(A<(B>C)),B^C

'

A<(B>C)^B>C
A^(B>C),(B>C)
A^B^C
Figure 2.10: Non-terminating backward proof search attempt in a display calculus for biintuitionistic logic

rence of A is then said to be displayed. The most pleasing property of display calculi
however is that if the rules of the display calculus enjoy eight easily checked conditions, then the calculus is guaranteed to obey cut-admissibility. That is, one single
cut-admissibility proof suffices for all display calculi. This modularity makes it an excellent framework for designing sequent calculi for logics, particularly when we wish
to mix and match the intuitionistic, modal, or substructural aspects of different logics
into a new logic [116; 51]. In particular. Gore has developed a display calculus for biintuitionistic logic [53], and Wansing has recently extended a variant of Gore's system
with constructive negation [120].
The generality of display calculi is obtained by adding a structural proxy for every logical connective and using residuation principles to implement the display property. For example, a display calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic contains Gentzen's
"comma", but also two binary structural connectives " > " and " < " which allow us
to hide structures by nesting them inside one another. The following are the logical rules for implication and exclusion in Gore's display calculus for bi-intuitionistic
logic [53]:
A^B^X>Y

Z^A-^B

A<B^Z

A^X

Y ^B

*R
.

Here > is a structural proxy for — a n d < is a structural proxy for
The following are the structural rules for the cormectives " > " and " < " , where
rp> implements residuation between comma and > , and rp^ implements residuation
between comma and < , and double lines indicate that the rule may be used both
reading from top to bottom and vice versa:
X,Y^Z
Y^X>Z

=^^

^

Z^X,Y
Z<Y^X

=

The main disadvantage of display calculi is that the display postulates can and
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must create large structures during the process of displaying a particular formula occurrence, making display calculi bad for backward proof-search. More specifically, the
invertible structural display postulate rules (for example, rp> and rp< above) allow
"pointless" shuffling of structures and easily lead to non-termination of proof search
if applied naively These rules are at the heart of display calculi and guarantee the
display property, therefore eliminating them without losing the display property is
not obvious.
Another issue is the presence of explicit contraction and weakening rules in display calculi which are couched in terms of structures rather than formulae. Replacing
these rules with ones based on formulae can break one of the conditions for a display
calculus, namely, the (C6/C7) condition that "each rule is closed under simultaneous
substitution of arbitrary structures for congruent parameters" [75]. Absorbing them
completely to obtain a "contraction-free" calculus is thus not an obvious step. Figure 2.10 illustrates both problems.
To sum up, a disciplined proof-theoretic methodology for transforming a display
calculus into a more manageable traditional "contraction-free" and "residuation rule
free" calculus whilst preserving cut-admissibility is an important goal. Although display calculi were not designed for automated proof-search there is a surprising lack
of interest in the study of proof search for display logics: the only exceptions are the
works of Wansing [117] and Restall [101].
Our first step towards taming display calculi is to limit the structural connectives used in the calculi and consequently, the number of display postulates. Specifically, we work within display structures which can be viewed as a tree of traditional Gentzen's sequents, called nested sequents, which have been used previously by
Kashima [73] and, independently, by Briinnler [17; 18] and Poggiolesi [97] to present
several modal and tense logics. We comment further on the various nested sequent
calculi in Section 8.2.
Nested sequent calculi allow either "shallow" or "deep" inference: in shallow inference calculi inference rules are applied at the top/root level only, and residuation
rules are used to re-orient the trees to bring the required structures to the top-level.
In deep inference calculi, inference rules can be applied at any level, and propagation
rules move formulae around the trees. "Deep" inference is a refinement of shallow
inference, since we do need to bring the required structure to the top-level to apply
a rule to a formula in this structure, but we can simply apply the rule to the formula
inside the structure.
Since residuation rules are largely responsible for the difficulty in finding a proof
search procedure for display-like calculi, our second step is therefore to eliminate
these residuation rules without losing completeness; and we will do so by using deep
inference. More precisely, we will show that we can simulate residuation using deep
inference for a range of logics: bi-intuitionistic logic (chapter 5) and tense logic (chapter 6), and finally bi-intuitionistic tense logic (chapter 7), as well as their sub-logics
and some extensions. Note that the idea of using deep inference for taming proof
search is not entirely new: Areces and Bemardi [3] appear to be the first to have noticed the connection between deep inference and residuation in display logic in the
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context of categorial grammar. However, they do not give an explicit proof of this
correspondence as we do here for our calculi.

2.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reviewed the concepts of syntax, semantics, proof calculi
and proof search in the context classical propositional logic. Additionally, we introduced a number of object logics that we will use throughout the rest of the thesis:
modal, intuitionistic, dual-intuitionistic, bi-intuitionistic and, finally, tense logic. We
then discussed the limitations of traditional proof search methods for logics such as
bi-intuitionistic and tense logic, and introduced the two approaches we will use to
address these limitations.
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Chapter 3

A calculus of derivations and
refutations for bi-intuitionistic logic

In this chapter, we give a purely syntactic cut-free sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic
logic which combines derivations and refutations as first-class citizens. In particular,
both soundness and completeness are proved in a purely top-down manner. This is
the first cut-free and complete sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic. Moreover,
it can be used for backward proof search. We remind the reader that the syntax and
semantics of bi-intuitionistic logic were described in Section 2.2.4.
In section 3.1, we give a high-level overview of our sequent calculus and show
an example derivation that illustrates our calculus, before we formally present the
calculus GBiInt in section 3.2. We prove the soimdness and completeness of GBiInt
in section 3.3. In section 3.4, we describe a decision procedure for bi-intuitionistic
logic and analyse its computational complexity. In section 3.5, we compare GBiInt to
previous work.
Note. The results of this chapter have been published in [22] and [55].

3.1

An overview of GBiInt

A GBiInt sequent is an expression iS r => A P or <S F ^ A P where F/A are traditional sets of formulae, S/V are sets of sets of formulae, and the turnstiles => and
indicate whether we have a derivation or a refutation. The extra components 5 / P
are variables, which are a mechanism to pass information from premises to conclusions [103], similarly to attributes in attribute grammars [74]. In our case, the variables are sets of sets of formulae containing subformulae discovered at the leaves of
refutation trees. Our rules transmit these essential formulae down towards the root
of refutations, and use these formulae to obtain a derivation from a refutation. In fact,
we obtain a demand-driven cut as viewed from a backward (proof/refutation) search
perspective: rather than having to guess cut formulae at each sequent, we perform
cut-free backward search as usual, and use the contents of variables when we find a
refutation: Section 3.2 gives details.
We then relate our generalised syntactic judgement ^ (either

or 7^) to a gener-
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alised semantic judgement (either validity or falsifiability) via a combined soundness
and completeness proof. We show that the rules preserve the generalised semantic judgement downwards: validity/falsifiability is preserved downwards in derivation/refutation trees. Thus derivable sequents are valid and refutable sequents are
falsifiable. Additionally, we show that in certain special cases we can combine a refutation with a derivation to obtain a derivation. Finally, we give a terminating procedure which decides whether a generalised sequent T
A is derivable or refutable
using a number of side conditions that the rules must obey. Thus completeness follows directly from our ability to derive or refute every input sequent, rather than
indirectly from the failure of a systematic proof search procedure.
We now give a high-level overview of how our sequent calculus GBiInt solves the
difficulties posed by interaction formulae in bi-intuitionistic logic that we discussed
in section 2.2.4.
Recall that the sequent p =>
((p^q)
A r) has a derivation using cut in
Rauszer's calculus, but does not have a cut-free derivation [95]. A cut-free derivation
of this sequent in our calculus GBiInt ends as shown below:

{•••}p,r

^

(p^q) Ar{{p^q}}
p ^

p => q, r ( ( p ^ q ) A r), p ^ q

^^^

{{p^q)Ar)

In addition to the traditional antecedent and succedent, our sequents contain two
non-traditional components, which we call variables. In the derivation sketch above,
{ { p ^ q } } is one of the variables of the top left sequent; we have not shown the variables of the other sequents. The
turnstile in the left premise denotes a refutation,
the
turnstile in the right premise denotes a derivation, and the —»r2 rule allows
us to compose the refutation with a derivation to produce a derivation.
Notice that the variable { { p ^ q } } in the left premise contains the crucial subformula p ^ q , which is also present in the formula part of the right premise. This is a
crucial feature of our calculus; it can also be viewed in an operational way as a "flow"
of variables from a refutation in the left premise of the
rule to the derivation in
the right premise of the rule.

3.2

The sequent calculus

We now present a Gentzen-style sequent calculus for B i l n t . The sequents have a
non-traditional component in the form of variables that are sets of sets of formulae.
When our calculus is used for backward search, the variables are instantiated at certain leaves of the search tree, and passed to lower sequents from premises to conclusion. Note that the variables are not names for Kripke worlds, so our sequents contain
no semantic features.

§3.2 The sequent calculus
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Sequents

We introduce an extended syntax to simplify the presentation of some of our sequent
rules.
Definition 3.2.1. If A is a Bllnt formula, then A is an extended B i l n t formula. If Q is
a set {{/Ig, • • • ,Al°}, ••• , {A%, • • •
of sets o / B i I n t formulae, then y Qand /\Q
are extended Bilnt formulae with intended semantics
V Q = (/Ig A • • • A Al") V - - - W { A i A - - - A A l - )
A 2 = (Ag V • • • V

(3.2.1)

A • • • A (/lO V • • • V AI-).

(3.2.2)

The following semantics follows directly from Definition 3.2.1:
Definition 3.2.2. Given a B i l n t model M = (W, <, V), a world w €W, and two extended
Bilnt formulae \J S and A 'P, we write:
wW-yS
w\^/\P

iff
iff

31 e
e I.w; Ih ^
"iU&VSA&U.wWA

w-\\^V

iff
iff

V I G 5.3/1 € I.w^HI^
JU £V.\fA
eU.wA\A.

We can now extend Definition 2.2.2 offorcing of sets of Bilnt formulae to forcing of sets of
extended Bilnt formulae in the obvious way. That is, if P and A are sets of extended B i l n t
formulae, and A is an extended Bilnt formula, then:
wlhr

iff

V^Gr.zyll-^

wHIA

iff

\/AeA.w-\\A

Definition 3.2.3 (Sequent). A GBiInt sequent/antisequent is an expression of one of the
forms
SV ^ AV
SV ^
AV
and consists of the following components: a left hand side (LHS) P which is a set of extended
Bilnt formulae; a right hand side (RHS) A which is a set of extended Bilnt formulae; two
variables S, V, each of which is a set of sets o / B i l n t formulae; and a turnstile which is
either ^ for traditional sequents or ^ for antisequents.
We shall often use the following simplifications when referring to sequents:
S r ^

AV when we are referring to either a traditional sequent or an antisequent;

P = > A o r r 7 ^ A o r r 4 - A when the values of the variables are not important.
We now define the semantics of a sequent. In the following, r is a translation
from sequents to B i l n t formulae, and a is a translation from sequents to semantic
judgements, and P/A is a conjunction/disjunction of all the members of P/A:
t(5P4>AP)

=

V^AP^AVAT^

(3.2.3)

a{Sr

AV)

=

Ngiint T(5 P ^

A P)

(3.2.4)

AT)

=

NBiint T(5 P

A V)

(3.2.5)

a{Sr

^
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The reading of (3.2.4)/(3.2.5) is that the formula corresponding to a sequent/antisequent
is valid/falsifiable.
Definition 3.2.4. A sequent T

A /s saturated ijfall of the following hold:

rnA = 0
r and A contain only B i l n t formulae
if A AB^r
then A e T and B € T
if A AB e A then AG AorB e A
if Ay B G A then A G AandB G A
if A \/B GT then A G T or B £ T
IF A^BGV
then AGAOTEGV
if A-<B G A then
AGAOTEGT
if A~cB G r then ^ e r
if A ^ B G Athen B G A.
Definition 3.2.5. A sequent T 4 A is strongly saturated iff all of the following hold:
(/) r 4 A fs saturated
3.2.2

(n) if A ^ B G A then AGT

{in) if A^B

G T then B G A.

Sequent rules and various calculi

We now describe the sequent rules, axioms and anti-axioms that are used to build
derivation and refutation trees. Rather than summarising all the rules in one large
table, we break them into groups and describe each group in turn. We start with the
axioms and anti-axiom, which are the leaves of derivations and refutations respectively:
Axioms:

%V,A ^

Anti-axiom:

{T} T

A, A % id

0

A {A} Ret

T ^

A 0 ±1,

0 T

A , T 0 TR

where T ^ A is strongly saturated.

The axioms id, ± L and TR have the traditional sequent turnstile
while the
anti-axiom Ret has the antisequent turnstile
The rules will propagate these turnstiles down the trees, eventually arriving at the root, which will be a derivation if the
root sequent is a traditional sequent
or a refutation if the root sequent is an
antisequent ("7^")- Note that the anti-axiom Ret instantiates the values of the S and
V variables to {P} and {A} respectively, while the axioms id, _LL and TR set the variables to empty sets 0. The sequent rules will transmit the variables down the trees,
and combine variables from multiple premises in some cases.
Using terminology from [52], the static rules of our sequent calculus are:
a-rules:
S r,AAB,A,B
S r,AAB

AV
AV

S r,A-^B,A
Sr,A^B^oAP
S r,A^B

^
Ai

AP

4-0 A P

Where 4-i = 4>o G

S T
S r
s r

^

^A,AV

B,A,B

A,Ay

V

BV

A,A^B,BV
SrAoA,A^BV

VR
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^-rules:
Sir,AVB,A

4i

A Pi

S2V,AyB,B

5 I U 5 2 R, / I V B

r

4>1

4>O

w^

AV1UV2

r

A , ^ AB,.4 PI
;

A

4>2

A B , B P2

^

AR

5 i U 52 r =>0 A, ^ A B P i U P2
B

A , ^ Pi

5 i U ^2 r, /I ^
5 i r , B 4>i

_

_ _
r

5I U 52

Where 4>o =

=>

Pi
7

=>0

^2

B , B 4-2 A P2

^

B 4 o A P i U p2
52 r 4>2 a , a ^ b , a P2
.
_
_
P I U P2

A, A - < B

if 4>i = =i> and 4-2 =
otherwise.

These rules use many features of Dragalin's GHPC [34] for intuitionistic logic (Int);
we have added symmetric rules for the dual intuitionistic logic (Dual I n t ) connective
We chose Dragalin's multi-succedent calculus since the restriction to single
succedents/ antecedents for some sequents is one of the causes of incompleteness in
Rauszer's calculus for B i l n t [99]; see also Maehara [83] for early work on a multisuccedent calculus for Int. But using Dragalin's calculus and its dual does not give
us B i l n t completeness. We therefore also follow Schwendimann's approach [103] of
passing relevant information from premises to conclusions using variables, which we
instantiate at the refutation leaves: see Ret above.
We have also added the static rule
for implication on the right (and symmetrically,
originally given by Svejdar [107]. Although Svejdar himself does not
give the semantics behind this rule, or explain the precise role it plays in his calculus,
his rules are best explained by reading them from conclusion to premises, as used in
backward search. Consider the — r u l e when =>o =
= A - As we shall show
later, finding a refutation of the conclusion involves falsifying the formula A ^ B.
Rather than immediately creating the successor that falsifies
^ B, the
rule first
pre-emptively adds B to the right hand side of the sequent. The rule effectively uses
the reverse persistence property: if some successor v forces A and rejects B, then the
current world w must reject B too. These rules are very useful in our termination proof
and saturation strategy in Section 3.4.
Contrary to GHPC and other traditional sequent calculi, our
rule and the symmetric ^ R contain implicit contractions on formulae other than just the principal
formula. That is, during backward search, they carry their principal formula and all
side formulae into the premises. Our rules AT., AR, VL and VR also carry their principal formula into their premises. We chose this approach because it allows us to
give a semantic interpretation to the anti-axiom Ret. Because the static rules keep
the principal formula from conclusion to premises, we can immediately deduce that a
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strongly saturated sequent, i.e., an instance of Ret, has a counter-model. The proof of
Lemma 3.3.4, case
makes use of this property of our calculus.
Many of our rules use the generic
turnstile, and a clause that specifies whether
the conclusion should have the "=>" or the " A " turnstile. This indicates that various
combinations of "=>" and " i > " are possible for the premises, and determines the turnstile of the conclusion in each case, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.2.6. AW of the following are possible instances of the AR rule:
1. An instance which combines two derivations into a derivation:
9 cj,r ^

q Ar,q $
% q,r ^

$ q,r ^

q Ar,r tj ^^

q Ar%

2. An instance which combines a derivation and a refutation into a refutation:
%q,r ^

qAp,q%

{{q,r}}

{{^I'r}} q,r A

q,r A qAp,P

{{qAp,p}}

A p {{<? A p, p}}

AR

3. An instance which combines a refutation and a derivation into a refutation:
q,r A

{{pA(?,p}}

{{'?''-}}

A pAq

^ q,r

pAq,q%

{{pAq,p}}

AR

4. An instance which combines two refutations into a refutation:
{{t,r}}

t,r A qAp,q
{{t,r}}

{{qAp,q}}
t,r
qAp

{{t,r}} t,r i> qAp,p
{{qAp,q},{qAp,p}}

{{qAp,p}}

^^ ^

As Example 3.2.6 shows, the conclusion of each of our rules assigns the variables
based on the variables returned from the premise(s). In defining the rules, we use
the indices 1,2 to indicate the premise from which the variable takes its value. For
rules with a single premise, the variables are simply passed down from premise to
conclusion. For example, the conclusion of AL has the same value of the variable S as
the premise. However, for rules with multiple premises, we take a union of the sets
of sets corresponding to each premise. For example, in Example 3.2.6(4) above, the
V variable contains both {q A p,q} and {q A p,p}, where the first set is from the left
premise and the second set is from the right premise.
Thus the sets of sets stored in our variables determinise the return of formulae to
lower sequents: semantically, each refutable premise corresponds to an open branch,
and at this point we do not know whether it will stay open once processed in conjunction with lower sequents. Therefore, we need to temporarily keep all open branches.
See also Remark 3.3.10 for a syntactic motivation for the set-of-sets concept.
The following are the transitional rules of our sequent calculus:
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SA^A,BV
Preirij

^

• • • Prem;^

{r'}

o r ^
Premj^
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Sr,A^BV
A
. n-r,

• • • Prem;;^

A

- ,Cn-^D„

{A'}

where
(1) r' = r,Ai-<Bu--,A^<B,„
(2) A' = A,CI ^ D I , - - - ,C„
(3) r'
A' is saturated
(4) r does not contain ^ -formulae and A does not contain
-formuale
(5) \/i e {!,••• ,m}yje{l,--,n} :
(a) Prem;^ =
A, ^ A', Bt V^ (b) Prem"^ = Sf' f , Cj A Dj Vf
(c) 3 1 e s;.L c R
(rf) 3n e Vf.u c A'.
The
rule is from Dragalin's GHPC [34], and the
is symmetric for the
Dualint case: these rules introduce their principal ^-formula on the right or
formula on the left. The Refute rule composes refutations of its premises to give a
refutation of a sequent that may contain a number of ^-formulae on the right and
-<-formulae on the left. That the premises be refutable is stipulated by side conditions (5a) and (5b), which state that all premises have the
turnstile and hence are
refutations. The extra side conditions (3), (4), (5c) and (5d) ensure that the conclusion
of an instance of Refute is falsifiable (see the proof of Lemma 3.3.7) meaning that only
certain refutations can be combined using this rule.
Example 3.2.7. The following is an example instance o/Refute;
{s} s ^ b,a^b,t
{b,a
b,t}
{r,s,q
r,s^t,a}
{r,s,q
r,s^t} r,s,q
r,s^t

r,s,q
r,s-<t,a
b,a^b{b,a^b}

^ b {b}

Refute

In this case:
• m = 1, n = l,r = {r,s,q
• Prem:^ = {s} s ^ b,a

r}, A = {b}
b,t {b,a
<f,o} r,s,q

• Prem^ — {r,s,q

b,t}
b {b}.

r,s^t,a

The following special logical rules are used to derive additional transitional rules:
r , n i ^ A Pi

• • • s„,r,'n^

^

AV^

u r ^ , r , v ( { n i , - - - , n „ } ) ^ A UR^,
Sir

r,Ax ^ A

Li,AVi

^

••• Sk r,Ai, ^ AVk

[j\s,r,M{{Ai,---,A„}})
r =» Ai,AVi

••• s„r

^ A[j\v,

••• SkT ^ Ak,AVi,

AR
S

'

=> AT

5r,A(iiUi2) ^
sr

^

AP

vni,vn2,Ap
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These rules simply allow us to introduce extended B i l n t formulae. The VL RU^^
allows us to introduce V-formulae on the left, and the symmetric A r rule allows
us to introduce A-formulae on the right. The AL allows us to introduce a A-formula,
containing a single set containing a set of formulae, on the left, and the AL rule allows
us to introduce a larger A-formula from two smaller ones; the VR and VR rules are
dual.
The following structural rules are also used to derive additional transitional rules:
SxT ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
SAJ^AV

A,AP,
U 52

r

(LW)
'

^

S2A,r=>AV2
A -p, U P2
^ M ^ ^ ( R W )
SV ^
A,AV

Finally, the following derived transitional rules are used to achieve cut-free completeness, and their derived status will be explained shortly:
S A ^

A,BV

A Pi

••• S„ r,A^B,l„A

j>„ V„

r , A ^ B 4 o A Ui^,

L2

crr
V 1 f
T J _L
I => if 4>, = => for all 1 < z < «
Where5 = { I i , • • • , ! „ } for« > 1 and=^>o = S ,
' .
~
[ ^
otherwise
sr,A

BV

r 4-1 u ^ , a , a ^ b P i

•••

r

n„„A,A ^ b v ,

r 4 o A,/l ^ B U f r ,
WhereP = { n i , . . . , n „ } f o r m > l a n d 4 o = | ^
[

if 4

»R2

= ^ for all 1 < ; < m

Otherwise

These rules compose a refutation of the left-most premise with one or more derivations/refutations of the right premises, where the formula-parts of the right premises
contain formula sets like I , and n, found in the variables of the left-most premise.
That is, the right premise 5, P
n „ A , B Vi of the —>R2 rule contains the
formula set n, e V, where V is one of the variables of the left-most premise.
We now explain how we can use the -+R2 and -<L2 rules during backward search
by giving an operational left-to-right reading for the rules. We first refute the left-most
premise, which gives an instantiation of S and V. In the —+R2 case, we then extract the
variable V, and create m > \ right premises, where each right premise corresponds
to the conclusion together with additional formulae found in one of the members of
V. We then attempt to derive/refute the right premises using backward search, and
put
equal to "=>" or
depending on whether or not all the right premises are
derivable.
Having introduced all the sequent rules, we now define several sub-calculi that we
shall use throughout the rest of the chapter: see Figure 3.1. GBilntO is the base system,
which is sound (Lemma 3.3.8) and complete (although we do not show it), but uses
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calculus

Axioms, anti-axioms, static and transitional rules
Special logical rules
Structural rules
Derived transitional rules

GBilntO

GBilntl

GBiInt

/
/
/

/
/
/
/

/

/

Figure 3.1: Calculi GBilntO, G B i l n t l and GBiInt

the cut rule. GBilntl is obtained fronn GBilntO by adding two rules
and
which are GBilntO-derivable and hence sound (Lemma 3.3.11). GBiInt is obtained
from GBilntl by removing the special rules and structural rules and is cut-free, sound
(Theorem 3.3.14) and complete (Theorem 3.4.15). GBiInt with additional blocking
conditions is also the sequent calculus we use for backward search in Section 3.4. We
use the generic name GBiInt* when we refer to any of the calculi, for example, in
definitions, descriptions of rules and so on. Note that all these calculi are equivalent
in terms of provability, and we only use separate calculi to structure sovmdness and
completeness proofs.
Note that our main calculus GBiInt is cut-free: the cut rule is used only for showing the soundness of our derived transitional rules
and
Intuitively, we
show how variable-passing absorbs essential instances of (cut) in a demand-driven
way. Proving that variables absorb all essential cuts would give syntactic cut-admissibility.
GBiInt also has the subformula property. This is obvious for the LHS- and RHScomponents of the sequents. For the variables, the subformula property is of a global
nature: when the variables are instantiated at instances of the Ret anti-axiom, they
take values from the LHS- and RHS-components of this anti-axiom. When the variables are passed down towards the root of refutations, they are combined using the
union operator, so no new formulae are created. Thus all formulae are subformulae
of the end-sequent.
GBiInt is also free of all other structural rules; that is, explicit contraction and
weakening is not required to achieve completeness. We could have also started with
sequents as multisets instead of sets and shown that contraction is admissible, but
since all our static rules contain implicit contractions, this would be a simple and
redundant exercise.
Definition 3.2.8. A GBiInt* tree is a tree of sequents where each leaf is an instance of
the GBiInt* axioms or anti-axiom, and parents are obtained from children by instantiating
a GBiInt* rule. The height of a GBiInt* tree is the number of sequents on the longest
branch. A derivation is a GBiInt* tree rooted at S V ^ AV. A sequent is derivable if
there exists a derivation for it; xve ivrite I- 5 P ^ AV. A refutation is a GBiInt* tree
rooted at S V
AV. A sequent is refutable if there exists a refutation for it; we ivrite
\-SV
A V.
We deliberately use h for both derivability and refutability to emphasise their firstclass status.
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Example

We now revisit Uustalu's example [95] that we first saw in Section 2.2.4, and show the
full derivation of this example using GBilnt. In all cases below, X : = {p^q)
A r.
Let (1) be the refutation below:
{{p,r,q}}

p,r,q

X, p k q { { X , p ^ q } } ^^^

^

{{p,r,q}}

p,r ^

X,p<q

Hi p,r

^

{{X,p<q}}

Let (2) be the derivation below:
~wy,q

0p ^

q,r ^X,X,p<q%
0p ^

q,r ^ X,X,p <q,ip %

(?,r->X,X,p^q0

Then the following is a cut-free derivation of Uustalu's [95] formula p ^ (qV {r
{{p^q)

A r)), simplified to the sequent p ^ q,r ^ {{p^q)
•id

(1)
{{p,r,q}}

A r):

p,r ^

{p<q)Ar{{X,p^q}}

% p ^

q,r^

{{p<q)Ar)

"
0

The top left anti-axiom in (1) is an instance of Ret because the sequent is strongly
saturated. The variables S and V that are assigned at this Ret anti-axiom transmit
information down to the parents and across to their siblings via the
rule.
The key to the derivation is the bolded p ^ q formula that occurs in the variable
Note
V of the left-most leaf of (1) and in the RHS of the right premise (2) of
that
has only one right premise here, since the V variable contains only one set
of formulae.
We can also read the above derivation as a backward search. We start with the
end-sequent p
q,r
{{p
Ar), which we want to prove or refute. Since the
only possible principal formula is a —»-formula on the right, we know that we need
to use either
or Refute. In all cases, we need to consider the sequent p, r 4>
(p <q) A r. We then find a refutation of the sequent p,r
(p ^q) A r, obtaining
{{p,r,q}}
p,r ^ (p k A r { { X , p k q } } and thus receiving back the variables 5 =
{{p,r,q}}
and V = { { X , p - c q } } . We then apply the
rule since its side conditions
are met. The left premise is {{p,r,q}}
p,r
(p k (j) A r { { X , p ^ q } } , and we create
a single right premise because the V variable contains a single member {X, p k q}.
Since the right premise is derivable, so is the end-sequent, so we put
= => and
obtain 0 p => q,r
({p <q) Ar)

3.3

Soundness and completeness

In this section, we prove the soundness and completeness of GBilnt with respect to
the semantics of B i l n t (recall Section 2.2.4.4 where we introduced B i l n t semantics).
We start by proving that the base rules of GBilntO are sound.
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Soundness of GBilntO

We first observe that the variables are empty at the root of derivations.
Lemma 3.3.1. IfST

A V is derivable then S ^ $ and P = 0.

Proof. By induction on the height of the given derivation. This is obvious for all
GBiInt* rules which combine "=>"-premises into a "=>"-conclusion since the union
of empty sets is 0.
The more interesting cases are the rules
and --<12, which combine a refutation
of the left-most premise with a combination of refutations
or derivations
("=>") of the right premises. Here, the variables at the conclusion are the union of
the variables of the right premises only. Since the condition in these rules specifies
that a derivation of the conclusion is obtained only when all the right premises are
derivations, again the variables at the conclusion are the union of empty sets, giving
the empty set as required.
Q.E.D.
We will prove soundness of the rules by showing that each rule preserves the
semantic judgement a from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) downwards, so we start by formally
defining this concept.
Definition 3.3.2. A GBiInt* rule p with conclusion So TQ 4>O AQ VQ and n >1 prettiises,
with i-th premise S, T,
A,preserves the semantic judgement a downwards if every
premise is the conclusion of a GBiInt* derivation or refutation and:
VF E {1, • • • ,n}. if a{S, T,

A, P,) then a(SO TQ 4>O AQ VO).

Lemma 3.3.3. The static, special, —>-RI and -^LI logical rules, and all structural rules preserve the semantic judgement a downwards.
Proof. Easily follows from translations 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 and the definitions of the rules.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.3.4. The sermntic judgement a holds at the leaves 0/GBiInt* trees. That is, the
^-leaves are valid, and the ^-leaves are falsifiable.
Proof
A leaf F => A must be an instance of id,
formula shown below is valid:

or TR. In all cases, the corresponding

A A

AV.4VA0

=

I^A/L

^

±L V 0 A r A - L
TRVSAT

^ AVA0
^ A V T V A 0

=
=

tA±
f

^ A
^ A V T .

id

yiD At

AV.4

A leaf r
A must be an instance of Ret. We show that the corresponding formula
V ^ A f ^ A V A T ' i s falsifiable. Since Ret assigns 5 : = {T} and P : = { A } , the
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corresponding formula under translation T is
V{r} a T ^ A v a { a }

=

fAT-^AvA

=

T-^A.

To falsify P ^ A, we create a model with a single reflexive world WQ, and for
every atom p in F, we let V{p) = {wo}/ and for every atom q in A, we let V{q) =
0. An atom cannot be both in F and A since F
A must be strongly saturated
and thus F n A = 0.
To show that f
A is falsifiable at WQ, we need to show that wq II" F and Wq "II
For every atom in F and A, the valuation ensures both. For every composite formula A, we do a simultaneous induction on its length. Since the side condition
of Ret implies that F ^ A is strongly saturated, we know that the required subformulae are already in F or A as appropriate, and they fall imder the induction
hypothesis.
Thus we know that WQ II" F and WQ HI A, therefore F

A is falsifiable.
Q.E.D.

Definition 3.3.5. Given an instance 0/Refute, zve use -^-premises to refer to the premises
P r e m ^ , • • • , Prem;p , and -^-premises to refer to the premises P r e m j , • • • , Prem;^.
Definition 3.3.6. Given tivo valuations di = Atoms\ U { T , _L} ^
and
= Atomsj U
{ T , J_}
•^iifj 1/^10^2 = 0, ive define the disjoint union of d^ and d2 as a set of pairs:
diU&2-={(p,S)

I p € AtomsiUAtoms2LJ
{T,±}
andS = {w\w eWi U W2
[w G di{p)

or iv e

Mp)]}-

The proof of the next lemma has similarities to parts of a traditional completeness
proof.
Lemma 3.3.7. The Refute rule preserves the semantic judgement

doxvmvards.

Proof We assume that the semantic judgement a holds for all the premises, and show
that a holds for the conclusion. That is, we assume that all the premises are falsifiable
and show that the conclusion is falsifiable. To show that the conclusion is falsifiable,
we need to show that there exists a B i l n t model M = (W, < , V) and a world w e W
such that w II- F' and iv HI A'. We construct the model as follows:
Step 1. Let W : = {WQ} and < 0 : = {(zyo/^t'o)}Step 2. For all atoms p 6 F, let V{p)
{wq}- For all atoms q £ A, let V{q) := 0.
That is, the valuation makes every atom in F true at WQ. Since side condition
(3) of Refute ensures that the conclusion is saturated. Definition 3.2.4 implies
F n A = 0, and hence the valuation makes every atom in A false at WQ. Then,
since the conclusion is saturated, induction on the size of members of F and A
gives Wo IH F and wq HI A.
Step 3. For each

e F':
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(a) Since the premise Prem^ = Sj" Ai
A', B, V^ is falsifiable by assumption, we know there exists a Bilnt model M, = (W„ <„i9,) and a world
Wi 6 W, such that Wi Ih V S^, At and w,- HI A', B i, f\ V^. If necessary, we rename the worlds in W, to ensure their names are disjoint from the names of
worlds already in W.
(b) Let W := W U

W,.

(c) Let <o:=<o U <,- U{ (wi, Wo)} thus making Wj an <o-predecessor of Wq.
(d) Let V := V U

using Definition 3.3.6.

Step 4. For each Cy —» Dj G A', perform an analogous procedure to Step 3, using
Premy = Sj^ T',Cj
Dj V f , except sub-step (c) becomes <o:=<o U </
U{{wo,Wj)}.
Step 5. Let < be the transitive closure of <0.
Step 6. We now have that (W, <) is a Bilnt frame.
Step 7. To show that M = (W, <, V) is a Bilnt model, we also need to show that it
obeys persistence. From Steps 3 and 4 we know that xvq has <o-predecessors w,
and <o-successors Wj. Forward persistence holds between all iv, and wq, and
between wq and all Wj because:
(a) Step 3 gives (i) a;, Ih
We have Aj e T' because Aj^B, £ T and
condition (3) of Refute implies F' ^ A' is saturated. Therefore (ii) Wq Ih Aj.
We have (iii) wo Ih \/S^ because of side condition (5c) of Refute and the
semantics of the V connective: see Definition 3.2.2. From (ii) and (iii) we
get Wq Ih V
Ai, and so every formula forced by the z-th <o-predecessor
Wj is also forced by ivg.
(b) By inspection, all —^-premises 1 to « contain F'. This gives us that every formula found in F' and hence forced by wq is also forced by all <o-successors
in Step 4.
Similarly, reverse persistence holds because of side condition (5d) of Refute and
the fact that all ^-premises 1 to m contain A'.
To show that persistence holds for all <-related worlds, we use transitivity of the
subset relation and the initial assumption, specifically the fact that persistence
holds in all models M, and Mj used in Steps 3 and 4.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.3.8. GBilntO is sound.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3.3 to 3.3.7.

Q.E.D.
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Soundness of GBilntl

The only difference between GBilntO and GBilntl is that GBilntl contains the extra
transitional rules
and
We now show that each of these rules is derivable
in GBilntO. In particular, instances of
and
can be seen as absorbing certain
instances of cut and weakening. Since GBilntO is sound, so are the extra derived
rules.
The following lemma is crucial for showing the soundness of —»r2 and
because it shows that the variables at the root of a refutation in fact contain the information required to him the refutation into a derivation. More specifically, we will
use the S variable to obtain a derivation from the refutation when we apply the —<l2
rule, and will use the V variable when we apply the
rule. Reading GBiInt* trees
top-down, we do not know which variable will be required at a lower sequent, so we
keep both S and V.
Lemma 3.3.9. For all S, T, A, V:
if\-sr
^ AV, then \-D /\r,r

^

A 0 onrf h 0 r ^

A, V 5 0-

Proof. By induction on the height of the refutation of 5 P ^ A V.
Base Case: A refutation of height 1 must be an instance of Ret:
{r} r
A {A} Ret where T
A is strongly saturated
That is, 5 = { r } and hence 0 r ^ A , V . S 0 i s 0 r ^ A, V { r } 0. Then the
following is a derivation of 0 T => A, V { r } 0, where T = { r i , • • • , n } for some
k>l:
0 r ^

A,71 0
0 r ^

•••
0 r ^
A,v{r} 0

A,n

0

't
^^

Dually for A ^ on the left.
IH: Assume the lemma holds for all refutations of height < k, and for all S, P, A, V.
Induction step: Consider a refutation of height k + l, and the lowest rule application.
There are two cases:
Case 1: For all rules except Refute, we can use the induction hypothesis for the
premises to easily obtain the required derivation. For example, consider the AR rule:
5i P 4-1 A,AAB,A

5 I U 5 2 P =>0

Where ^ 0 = ,

52 P 4-2 A,AAB,B

Vi

V2

• A R

A, A A B P I U ^ 2

if =»i =
and =^2 =
otherwise

Since the conclusion is refutable by assumption, we know that 4>o =
the condition of the rule one or both of

?

then by

?

and =>2 is also

The cases when either
— ^ or ^ 2 = A are straightforward. If both =^1 = 7^
and 4>2 = 7^ then both premises are the roots of refutations of height < k. Then
the induction hypothesis gives derivations
of 0 A 'Pi / T
A,A/\B,A% and 82 of
0 A "^2/ r
A,AAB,B0,
from which we obtain the following derivation:
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I vv

I w
A

0 A(^iu:P2),r ^

A,AAB9

^^

Dually for V 5 on the right.
Case 2: Consider the Refute rule. That is, 5 = { T ' } and hence 0 T'
A', V ^ 0
is 0 r
^
A ' , V { r ' } 0. Then a derivation of 0 T ^
A ' , V { r ' } 0, where T' =
V , A - I ^ B i , • • • , A „ ^ B „ = { Y I , •••
for some > 1 is:
0 r

^

A ' , r i 0 • id
0 r

Dually for A

^

•••

-TTTT,
0 r

7-,
A',n

0TT id

A',v{r'} 0

on the left.

Q.E.D.

Remark 3.3.10. Case 1 of the induction step in the previous proof shows why we need to keep
variables as sets of sets and form the union of variables from all premises. If we only kept, say
Pi, at the conclusion of the AR rule, the above case would not go through since we would not
be able to show that the right premise is derivable.
We now show that the —>r2 and
rules are sound by showing how they absorb
certain instances of cut. Intuitively, we show that instead of guessing the cut formula
required for a derivation, we can combine the variables at the root of the refutation of
the left premise with a derivahon of the right premise to obtain the derivation of the
conclusion.
Lemma 3.3.11. The

and

Proof We show the case for
SV,A

^

BV

rules are sound.
the case for —<i2 is symmetric.

r j>i Hi,A, A

B Pi • • • 5„, T

u^^, r =>0

n „ . A, A ^ B Vm

>R2

There are two cases: either all the right premises are derivable, or at least one is
refutable.
1. If all the right premises are derivable, then 4>o =
derivable. We show how to replace an instance of
the cut rule.

i.e. the conclusion is also
with a sound instance of

The left-most premise S T, A
B V of
is refutable. Then by Lenmia 3.3.9,
there is a derivation 61 of the sequent (/} /\V,r, A ^ B 0.
All the right premises of
are derivable, that is, SiV
A, A B , n, P, has
for 1 < f < « and w > 1. By Lemma 3.3.1, we have that S, = %
a derivation
and Vi = 0, thus each 4 is a derivation of 0 T ^ A,A
B, n, 0. Then let 62
be a derivation of 0 T
A, A ^ B,/\'P (D, where V = { H i , • • • , n „ } for « > 1,
as shown below:
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6",
•••
0 r

0 r ^

^

B,AV

B,n„ 0

0

Then a cut on f\V gives a sound derivation of the conclusion of —>r2 as follows:

0 ^V,V,A

52
A,A^B,f\V9

0 /\V,r

0r
Thus, if 0 r

^

A, A

BID

—

Bin cut

A,A^B9

B 0 is the conclusion of

is a GBilntO derivation of 0 T

^

^

in G B i l n t l , then there

A, A —> B 0. We have used only the part of

L e m m a 3.3.9 relating to V. The symmetric case of —<i.2 requires the part relating
to S.
2. If any right premise is refutable, then 4>o = A , i.e. the conclusion is also refutable.
But the RHS of each right premise contains the RHS of the conclusion, while the
LHSs are the same, so if any right premise is falsifiable, then the conclusion is
also falsifiable.
Q.E.D.
We now illustrate the effect of the transformation in the previous lemma by showing the example derivation of Section 3.2.3 using an instance of cut instead of an instance of
Example 3.3.12 (Derivation using cut). Below is a GBilntl-derivation
interaction formula p ^

(q V (r

A r). Let X := (p^q)

({p^q)
instead of

q,p

{ {p^q)

of Uustalu's

[95]

A R)), simplified to the sequent p A q,r

A r and Y = r ^

X. This derivation uses a cut on

^
p^q

variables. All variables have a value of^so we omit them to save space.
p <q,p,r ^ X,p-<.q
p<q,v,r ^ X,r
Id
Id
^
—
q,Y,p-(q
p=^p,q,Y,p<q
pq, p,r => {p ^ q) Ar
-<R
p^q,Y,p<q
p<q,p=>q,r^((p<q)hr)
p^q,r ^ {(p<q)hr)
"

AR

Comparing the derivation of Example 3.3.12 with that of Uustalu's original derivation (Example 2.2.4) shows that their basic structure is the same. There are some notational differences since G B i l n t l uses variables (which are empty and omitted in this
case). Also, the cut rule in G B i l n t l is additive rather than multiplicative to ensure an
easy transformation of instances of ^ r 2 and

into cut. A more significant differ-

ence is the hidden contraction in -<R and AR, where the principal formula is carried
from the conclusion to the premises. As a consequence, the axioms of the derivation
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of Example 3.3.12 contain additional formulae to those found in Example 2.2.4. The
additional formulae, and hence the contractions, are redundant in this case since the
rules have produced a derivation, but would be essential otherv^^ise.

3.3.3

Soundness and completeness of GBiInt

The difference between GBilntl and GBiInt is that GBiInt omits the structural rules
and the special rules for A and V- Thus GBiInt is soimd, since it is a subset of
GBilntl, whose soundness we showed in the previous section. To show the completeness of GBiInt, we will use the fact that all the rules preserve the semantic judgement
a downwards, and that if a sequent is not derivable, then it is refutable. That is, a
refutation gives a semantically correct counter-model, and we can obtain such a refutation whenever we cannot obtain a derivation. We now prove the precursor to the
sovindness and completeness corollaries.
Theorem 3.3.13. For all S, V, A, V:

1. If b S r ^ AV then
2. 7/h 5 r ^

NEIMT

T(5 T

A P then ^BIINT T ( 5 T

A V).
A V).

Proof. We proceed by simultaneous induction on the height of the derivation or refutation. If the height is 1, we have a leaf node, so both cases 1 and 2 follow by Lemma 3.3.4.
For all S, V, A, V, assume the lemma holds for all derivations/refutations of height
< k. Let p be the lowest rule application of a derivation/refutation of height
k+I.
The premises of p obey the IH. By Lemmas 3.3.3, 3.3.11 and 3.3.7, p preserves the
semantic judgement a downwards. Thus, cases 1 and 2 hold for the conclusion of
p.
Q.E.D.
In some sense. Theorem 3.3.13 is our main result, since it shows that derivability/refutability captures validity/falsifiability. But traditionally, we wish to obtain
soundness, which says that derivability implies validity, and completeness, which
says that validity implies derivability. The traditional soundness result easily follows
from Theorem 3.3.13, as shown below:
Corollary 3.3.14 (Soundness). IfhSV

^

A V then Ngimt T

Proof By case 1 of Theorem 3.3.13, we have Ngunt r(S
Lemma 3.3.1, we have 5 = 0 = P and thus Nennt T
A.
Corollary 3.3.15 (Pre-completeness). If\-Sr

^

A.

V ^

AV).

Then by
Q.E.D.

AV then ^iBimt T ^ A.

Proof By case 2 of Theorem 3.3.13, if H 5 V ^ A P then Heimt T ( 5 T
A V). That
is, there exists a B i l n t model M = (W, < , V) and a world w G W such that Ih V >5, T
and w HI A, A V. Then clearly a; Ih T and w HI A, that is, Heimt T ^ A.
Q.E.D.
For full completeness, we also need decidability, which we establish next.
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Decision procedure and complexity

In this and the subsequent section, we concentrate only on GBiInt, that is, the sequent
calculus without cut and special rules, but with the derived transitional rules
and
-<L2- We show that GBiInt is terminating and gives a decision procedure for B i l n t .
Indeed, we can even create GBiInt trees automatically, using backward search.
We start with V A A, where
is unknown, and we want to determine whether
4> =
or 4> =
We apply the rules of GBiInt backwards, using the systematic
procedure outlined in Figure 3.2. When the recursive calls of the procedure return,
they replace 4> with either
or
depending on the derivability/rehitability of the
subtrees and thus the appropriate rule form. At the end, our rules will deliver either
We first outline a simple blocking condition to ensure termination.
Definition 3.4.1 (Blocking condition). Let p be a rule with n > 1 premises nijor 1 < / <
n, and conclusion y. Apply p backwards only if: \/n,.{LHSn^ 2 LHSy or RHS„, % RHSy).
Intuitively, the general blocking condition of Definition 3.4.1 states that we apply
a rule backwards only if the application results in a premise which is a strict superset
of the conclusion, for otherwise we would be in a loop. This simple condition, the
persistence property of B i l n t and the contractions built into our static rules ensures
termination, as we show later in this section.
Remark 3.4.2. Note that Definition 3.4.1 implicitly includes the following:
ifp=^R2thenVUeV.n^RHSy

(3.4.1)

ifp=

(3.4.2)

then V I e 5 . 1 ^ LHSy

From a backward search perspective, the only difference between
—<l2 and
the other rules is that we must receive the variables from the left-most premise, before
we can determine whether or not to create the right premises and fully apply the rule.
The intuition behind the classification of the logical rules in Section 3.2.2 is that
backwards applications of static rules add formulae to the current world in the countermodel, transitional rules
and - ^ n create new worlds and add formulae to them,
transitional rules —>r2 arid
update existing worlds with new interaction formulae received from successors/predecessors, and the transitional rule Refute moves
back towards the root of the counter-model when successors/predecessors do not return any new information. The classification justifies the search strategy defined in
Figure 3.2.
Definition 3.4.3. For a Bilnt-formula A, the subformulae sf{A) are defined as usual. The
subformulae of an extended Bilnt-formula y Q or /\Q are the subformulae of its members.
To show that the procedure in Figure 3.2 gives us a decision procedure, we need
to show that for all input F ^ A, it terminates and returns either true, meaning h
0 F ^ A 0, or false, meaning h 5 F
A V . We show termination first. So let
m — |s/(F U A)| in the following definitions and lemmas.
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Output: true (meaning h 0 T ^

A 0) or false (meaning h 5 T ^

A V)

1. If p e {FRF, J-i., TR } is applicable to TTQ then return true
2. Else if p = Ret is applicable to TTQ then return false
3. Else if p is a static rule that is applicable to TTQ then
(a) Let TTi, • •• , 7r„ be the premises of p obtained from ttq
(b) Return A"=i
4. Else if Decide{N-I)
p =

Decide(ni)
= true for some premise instance TTI obtained from TIQ via

then return true

5. Else if Decide{n-i)

= true for some premise instance TTJ obtained from TTQ via

p = ^ L i then return true
6. Else if Decide (n) = false for some left premise instance n obtained from TTQ via
p=
and condition 3.4.1 is met then
(a) Let TT, for 1 < ! < M and n > 1 be the right premises of p obtained from TTQ
(b) Return A?=i

Decide{ni)

7. Else if Decide{n) = false for some left premise instance n of obtained from TTQ
via p =
arid condition 3.4.2 is met then
(a) Let TT, for 1 < / < M and w > 1 be the right premises of p obtained from TTQ
(b) Return A"=i

Decide(ni)

8. Else p = Refute must be applicable to TTQ. A p p l y p and return false.
9. Endif
We have left out the variables for simplicity, but in each return statement it is implicit
that the variables are returned as specified in the conclusion of the rules defined in
Section 3.2.2. Also, A"=I Decide{ni) is true iff Decide{n,) is true for aU premises TT, for
l<i<n.
Figure 3.2: A proof search strategy for G B i I n t

Definition 3.4.4 (LEN). Let >/f„ be a lexicographic ordering ofsequents:
(r2 ^

A2) >ien ( H 4 A j ) iff [(|r2| > IPil) or (|r2| = Ireland IA2I > |Ai|)].

Definition 3.4.5. We use the following terms:
• successor rules to refer to
• predecessor rules to refer to

—»R2 and Refute.
—<l2 and Refute.
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• successor premises to refer to the premise of
^-premises 0/Refute.

the left premise of

• predecessor premises to refer to the premise of
the -<-premises

logic

and the

the left premise of

0/Refute.

• transitional premises to refer to both predecessor premises and successor

premises.

Definition 3.4.6. Given a GBilnt-tree T and a branch or part thereof B in T, we say that
and successor
B is successor-only if B contains only applications of static rules, —>RI,
premises. Similarly, B is predecessor-only if B contains only applications of static rules,
—<Li/ —<L2/ and predecessor premises. A branch is single-directional if it is successoronly or predecessor-only. Finally, a branch contains a direction switch if it is not singledirectional.
Lemma 3.4.7. Every single-directional

branch of every GBilnt-free is 0{m^)

long.

Proof. We prove only the successor-only case since the predecessor-only case is symmetric.
We show that on every successor-only branch, the length of a sequent defined via
>ien increases with every rule application, and that it can increase 0 { m ^ ) times.
Consider a rule p, and a backwards application of p to some F
premises P, ^
(r, ^ A,)

>ien

A, which yields n

where 1 < / < «. If p is a static rule, then for all premises i, we have
(r

A) from the generalised blocking condition (Definition 3.4.1).

We only show the case for p ==

since the other cases are similar:

Case p = —>Ri: The principal formula is
^ B. Consider the premise H
Ai.
According to our strategy, the —> j; rule has already been applied and thus B G A,
so
is applied only if A ^ V. Therefore, for the premise, we have
| > |r|.
The length of a sequent can increase either by adding a subformula to the LHS, or
by keeping the LHS unchanged and adding a subformula to the RHS. We can add a
subformula to the LHS at most m times. After each such addition, the length of the
RHS either remains the same (if a static rule was applied) or decreases to 1 (if — > R I ,
—I-R2 or Refute was applied). In the latter case, we can again add a subformula to the
RHS at most m - 1 times. Hence the length can increase O(m^) times.
Q.E.D.
Definition 3.4.8 (Degree). The degree of a B i l n t formula A is the number of

and

-<

connectives in A. The degree of a sequent V ^ Ais defined as:
deg(rAA)=

X

deg{A)

AesfiruA)

Corollary 3.4.9. By the subformula property, the degree of a sequent cannot increase in backward search. For any sequents r\ and 72, deg{r2) < deg{Yi)
5/(72) £ s / ( y i ) .
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TTi = (.4i 4> Bi,Ai)

Bo

no = (To

7

^ Bo)

Figure 3.3: GBiInt switching premises
That is, removing some formula A from a sequent during backward search decreases the degree of the sequent if A is not a subformula of any other formula in the
sequent since A no longer contributes to the sum of degrees of subformulae.
Lemma 3.4.10. Even/ rule of GBiInt has a finite number of premises.
Proof. Obvious for all rules except
and
For
and
the number
of premises is 1 + w, where n is the number of sets in the variable 5 or P of the left
premise. But both S and P are subsets of the powerset of s / ( T U A) of the end sequent
r 4 A. Therefore, each of 5 and P are of finite size 0(2'"), where m = |s/(r U
A)|.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4.11. Let B be any branch of any GBiInt tree that contains a direction switch, and
let ttq be the conclusion of a successor (resp. predecessor) rule and let n\ be the premise of a
predecessor (resp. successor) rule. Then deg^n^) < deg(7to).
Proof. We do the case where B contains —>ri and -^u:
see Figure 3.3. An inspection of the rules in Section 3.2.2 shows that expanding ttq during backward search
using
with the principal formula AQ
Bq yields the same successor premise
To,
4 Bo as using
Similarly for the corresponding ^-premise of Refute, and
symmetrically for predecessor premises. Thus all other cases of direction switches are
equivalent from a backward search perspective.
LetC e s/(7ro) be some formula such that deg(C) = max{{deg{A) \ A e s/(7ro)}):
that is, C is one of the subformulae with the maximum degree. In particular, this
means that C is not a subformula of any formula with a larger degree. We shall now
show that C ^ sf{7Zi).
There are two cases:
C 0 s/(ro): Then C G s/(Ao) or C = ^o ^ Bo- In both cases, C ^

sf{n^).

C e s/(ro): ThenC G sfiA^) or C G s / ( B i ) implies
/ I i ^ B j ) > deg(C), contradicting our assumption that deg(C) = max{{deg{A) \ A G sf{no)}).
Therefore,
either:
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• C and all its occurrences in subformulae disappear from the sequent at the
premise of
in which case C 0 s f ( n i ) , or
• C is moved to the RHS of the sequent by applying the
rule to some formula C
D G s/(ro). However, since deg{C
D) > deg(C), this again
contradicts our assumption that deg(C) = max{{deg{A) \ A e 5/(710)}).
We have shown that for some formula C we have C G s/(7to) and C 0 s f { n i ) .
Also, by the subformula property of GBiInt we have s/(7ri) C sf{no). Together with
C G sfino) andC 0 s/(7ri), this means s/(7ri) C sf{no). Then by Corollary 3.4.9 we
have deg(ni) < deg{no). Note that the steps indicated by vertical ellipses (dots) in
Figure 3.3 are arbitrary, since by Corollary 3.4.9 no rule can increase the degree of a
sequent. Since deg{TTI ) < deg{ TIQ), every direction switch must decrease the degree of
the sequent.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4.12. Any branch in any GBiInt tree built via the strategy of Figure 3.2 is 0{m^)
long.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4.7, we can move in one direction 0{in^) times, before we must
stop or change direction. By Lemma 3.4.11, every direction change decreases the degree of the sequent. We can change direction 0{m) times since the degree of the end
sequent is ( s , i 6 s / ( r u A ) = 0{m). Thus, every branch has length 0{m^) x
0(m) = 0{m^).
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.4.13 (Termination). Every GBilnt-free built via the strategy of Figure 3.2 is
finite.
Proof By Lemmas 3.4.10 and 3.4.12, every tree is firutely branching, and every branch
is finite.
Q.E.D.
Note that the strategy of Figure 3.2 is required for both completeness and termination. In particular, transitional rules must be applied only to saturated sequents as this
blocks the transitional rules from creating an infinite branch by repeatedly using the
same formula as the principal formula. The other aspects of the strategy are required
for completeness.
Theorem 3.4.14 (Decision procedure). For every P 4> A, there is an effective decision
A0orl-5r
AV, where S C
and
procedure to decide whether h 0 r
•p c
Proof By Theorem 6.4.6, the backward search procedure of Figure 3.2 terminates for
all r, A. It is clear that cases 1 to 8 of Figure 3.2 are exhaustive, thus it is fully
deterministic and always returns an answer of either true (h 0 T => A 0) or false (
h 5 r ^ AT).
Q.E.D.
We can now obtain traditional completeness and its "dual" as corollaries:
Corollary 3.4.15 (Completeness). If l=Biint f

A then h 0 T => A 0.
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Proof. Suppose l=Biint P —> A. Run our procedure on F
A, and obtain by Theorem 3.4.14 that either l - 0 r ^ A 0 o r h 5 r ^ A P . In the first case we are done,
since we have shown what was required. In the second. Theorem 3.3.15 gives us that
=iBiint r ^ A. But this contradicts our assumption that t=Biint f" ^ A. Hence the
second case is impossible.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.4.16. If^Bum T ^ A then

S T

A P for some S and V.

Proof Symmetric to the proof of Corollary 3.4.15.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.4.17. A GBiInt sequent takes 0(2'") space.
Proof A GBiInt sequent S V ^ A P consists of 4 components. Each of T and A
are of size 0{m), and each of the variables S and P are subsets of the powerset of
s / ( r U A). Therefore, each of P and S are of size 0(2™), and the overall sequent is of
size 0{2"').
Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.4.18 (Complexity). Our decision procedure GBiInt takes 0(2'") space.
Proof Since our decision procedure performs depth-first construction/traversal of
GBiInt trees, it suffices to show that any path of a GBiInt tree takes 0(2™) space.
By Lemma 3.4.12, any path is at most of polynomial length, and by Lemma 3.4.17,
each sequent on such a path uses at most exponential space. Therefore, any path of a
GBiInt tree takes 0(2™) space.
Q.E.D.
Given a graph, a cluster is a set of nodes which form a strongly connected component. A cluster is proper if it contains more than one node. A B i l n t frame is rooted
if there exists a root world w such that every world u can be reached from w by following <-edges or < ^-edges. The next corollary follows directly from termination
and from our construction in the proof of Lemma 3.3.7 since we never create proper
clusters, i.e., we do not reuse worlds.
Corollary 3.4.19. B i l n t is characterised by finite rooted reflexive and transitive frames with
no proper clusters.
An exponential-space decision procedure for a PSPACE problem may seem suboptimal, especially since a PSPACE decision procedure for a very similar logic [68]
already exists. But the situation is not that simple as we show next. While the initial algorithm given by Horrocks et al. is indeed in PSPACE , it is too inefficient in
practice due to the many restarts: "the technique is not used in practice as rebuilding the
discarded parts of the completion tree can be very costly" [65]. In fact, the usual approach is
to implement decision procedures for logics with inverse roles without the depth-first
strategy, but this makes it necessary to "save the state of the whole completion tree at each
V-rule application" [65], which is similar to our encoding of the open branches using
sets-of-sets. Thus practical decision procedures do not necessarily have to be optimal,
meaning that our suboptimal approach for B i l n t is not as bad as it may appear.
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Finally, the space usage of our algorithm is amenable to optimisation. We can
make a number of observations about how the formulae in the variables are passed
down from leaves towards the root, and store them in more efficient data structures
than sets of sets. For example, an approach like frequent-pattern trees [61] can be used
to efficiently store sets containing overlapping elements. Additionally, it is likely that
some of the traditional optimisations for tableau calculi [67] are still applicable in the
intuitionistic case.

3.5
3.5.1

Comparison with related work
Other sequent calculi for Bilnt

As mentioned before, Uustalu has recently given a counter-example [95] to Rauszer's
cut-elimination theorem [99]. Uustalu's counterexample also shows that Crolard's sequent calculus [27] for Bilnt is not cut-free. Uustalu's counterexample fails in both
Rauszer's and Crolard's calculi because they limit certain sequent rules to singleton
succedents or antecedents in the conclusion, and the rules do not capture the "forward" and "backward" interaction between implication and exclusion.
Pinto and Uustalu have recently given a cut-free sequent-calculus for Bilnt [95].
Their calculus uses labelled formulae, thereby utilising some semantic aspects, such
as explicit worlds and accessibility, directly in the rules. On the other hand, our calculus GBilnt is purely syntactic and our variables S and V have no semantic content,
although they clearly have some proof/refutation search content. Nevertheless, some
aspects of our work bear similarities to Pinto and Uustalu's work. In particular, our
termination proof relies on the fact that no branch of a GBiInt* derivation can have
an infinite number of direction switches: essentially the same result is shown by Pinto
and Uustalu for their proof search procedure [95].
If we were interested only in decision procedures, we could obtain a decision procedure for Bilnt by embedding it into the tense logic Kt.S4 [121], and using tableaux
for description logics with inverse roles [68]. However, an embedding into Kt.S4
provides no proof-theoretic insights into Bilnt itself. Moreover, the restart technique of Horrocks et al. [68] involves non-deterministic expansion of disjunctions,
which is complicated by inverse roles. Their actual implementation avoids this nondeterminism by keeping a global view of the whole counter-model under construction. In contrast, we handle this non-determinism by syntactically encoding it using
variables and extended sequents. Moreover, the persistence and reverse persistence
properties of Bilnt are not present in classical modal or tense logics. These properties
of Bilnt are in fact very helpful in developing our decision procedure, in particular
the saturation process.
3.5.2

Comparison with other calculi for Int

Recall that LJT [36] is a traditional sequent calculus for Int, and CRIP [94] is a refutation calculus for Int. Although we developed GBiInt independently from these
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calculi, we now compare the three calculi.
In L JT and in other traditional sequent calculi, one relates the syntactic judgement
of derivability to the semantic judgement of validity by showing that the rules preserve validity downwards (if the premises are valid, then the conclusion is valid).
Similarly, in CRIP, one shows that the rules preserve falsifiability downwards (if the
premises are falsifiable then the conclusion is falsifiable). Both are local notions referring to a single rule. For completeness or sufficiency in traditional sequent calculi, one
typically shows that a counter-model can be constructed from a failed proof search,
referring to a global notion of failure.
Because GBiInt contains both derivations and refutations, we show that GBiInt
rules preserve the generalised semantic judgement (either validity or falsifiability)
downwards. In addition, the side conditions in some of our refutation rules incrementally encode aspects of proof search failure that allow us to directly construct a
coimter-model from a refutation; thus proof search and refutation search are interleaved in our decision procedure. Then all we need to show for completeness or sufficiency is that for every input sequent, our calculus will produce either a derivation
or a refutation.
Since the Refute rule of GBiInt serves a similar function to rule (11) in CRIP [94],
our proof of Lemma 3.3.7 bears similarities to a part of the counter-model construction
for CRIP. Indeed, if we were to restrict GBiInt to the Int (or the Dualint) fragment of
Bilnt, we would obtain a calculus whose refutation part is similar to CRIP, with the
major difference being the termination mechanism. CRIP and L JT achieve termination
using four separate contraction-free implication left rules each of which inspects the
structure of the formula
in .4 —» B. A previous attempt to extend this idea to the
case where A is of the form C ^ D was unsuccessful [32]. Thus the technique of inspecting the form of
in
—» B and B in A ^ B is unlikely to succeed for Bilnt.
In a certain sense, this is because in Int/Duallnt the transitional rules always create
successors/predecessors. That is, there is no interaction as there is in Bilnt. Additionally, because Bilnt requires contraction in the implication left and exclusion right
rules for completeness, our termination mechanism relies on the implicit contractions
in all our static rules and the generalised blocking conditions.
3.5.3

Other termination mechanisms

There are other ways to obtain a terminating sequent calculus for Int using contractionfree calculi [36] or history methods [63; 71]. However, as explained above, contractionfree methods are less suitable when the interaction between Int and Dualint formulae
needs to be considered, since they erase potentially relevant formulae too soon during
backward proof search.
Our saturation-based termination mechanism, which relies on the persistence property of Bi Int, may be seen as a replacement for Heuerding's history-based loop checks.
But we found it easier to prove semantic completeness with our method than with
history-based methods since both Heuerding et al. [63] and Howe [71] prove completeness using syntactic transformations of derivations. Dynamic blocking [68] is
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another possible solution for termination, but it also requires histories in a sequent
calculus setting.

Part II

Towards taming proof search in
display logic

Chapter 4

A shallow inference nested sequent
calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic

We begin our quest for a proof search method for display logic by using bi-intuitionistic
logic as our first case study. This chapter gives two shallow inference calculi for
B i l n t , while the next one gives deep inference calculi. The shallow calculi LBilnti
and LBiInt2 which w e present now sit somewhere in between display calculi and
traditional sequent calculi in terms of cut-elimination and proof-search:
LBilnti: The calculus LBilnti shares some features of display calculi, in that it has
certain structural rules that allow shuffling of structures in a sequent, akin to
the display postulates used in display calculi to display a formula in a structure. The syntactic judgments in LBiInt] can be seen as a tree of (traditional)
sequents, and the structural rules can be used to " d i s p l a y " a sequent by bringing it to the root of an equivalent tree. The logical rules of LBilnti are similar to those in Gentzen's traditional sequent calculus, as they apply only to the
topmost sequent in the tree of sequents. The virtue of LBilnti is twofold: its
contraction and weakening rules can be restricted to formulae while its purely
syntactic cut-elimination proof is simple and very similar to the cut-elimination
proof for display calculi.
LBiInt2: The calculus LBilntz is a refinement of LBilnti and is obtained by absorbing all the structural rules of LBilnti into the logical rules. The calculus LBiInt2
is easily shown to be sound, since its rules are derivable in LBilnti. But from
a proof-search perspective, w e are able to associate a terminating and systematic backward proof-search strategy for applying the rules of LBilntz. The idea
behind backward proof search for LBiInt2 is that the introduction rules for implication and subtraction can be used to 'suspend' proof search of a (top-level)
sequent and to 'restart' it at a later stage. Such restart rules are already known
in the literature, but as far as w e are aware, our work is the first time they have
been given a purely proof-theoretic setting.
We do not have a direct syntactic proof of completeness of LBiInt2 with respect
to LBilnti - Instead, w e prove the semantic completeness of LBiInt2 directly by
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T-(A)

=

A

=

T-(x)AT-(y)

r+{A)
T+{X,Y)

=
=

^

T-(x,y)
T-(x>y)

=

T-(x)^T+(y)

T+(x>y)

=

T - ( x ) ^ T + ( y )

T(x^y)

=

T+(x)VT+(y)

T-(x)-^T+(y)

Figure 4.1: F o r m u l a translation of nested s e q u e n t s

showing how to construct a counter-model from a failed proof search attempt in
LBiInt2.

Sections 4.1 to 4.3 present the calculus LBilnti and its meta theory via theorems on
cut elimination, soundness and completeness. While the structural rules in LBilnti
are somewhat more restrictive than display calculi, and hence reduce slightly the nondeterminism arising from the structural rules of display calculi, they still pose some
difficulty in proof search. In Section 4.4, we present a restricted version of LBiInt],
called LBilntz, in which all the structural rules are omitted and are instead absorbed
into logical rules. In the same section we also give a terminating proof search strategy
for LBiInt2, and a direct semantic completeness proof of LBiInt2.
Note. Some of the results of this chapter have been published in [57].

4.1

The sequent calculus LBilnti

Our methodology is to use nested sequents which are similar to the structures in display calculi but which are more restricted than those used in display calculi. In particular, not all the display structural connectives used in Gore's display calculus for
B i l n t [53] are allowed and certain display postulates are missing. The idea is to get
as close as possible to sequent calculus, because then we may be able to use the standard saturation techniques for proof search common in sequent calculus. Chapter A
in the Appendix provides a more detailed comparison between LBilnti and Gore's
calculus.
A structure is defined by the following grammar, where y4 is a B i l n t formula:
X

0 I ^ I (X,X) I X o X .

The structural connective "," is associative and commutative and 0 is its unit. We
always consider structures modulo these equivalences. To reduce parentheses, we
assume that"," binds tighter than "t>". Thus, we write X, y o Z to mean (X, y ) > Z.
If X and y are structures, then X => y is a nested shallow sequent. The structural
connective comma "," is a proxy for conjunction (on the left) and disjunction (on the
right), while t> is a proxy for exclusion (on the left) and implication (on the right): see
Figure 4.1 for a formula-translation of nested sequents. Note that our structures are a
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Identity and cut:
id

r;

.

cut

Structural rules:
X^Y

X^y

X,A,A^Y

( X i > y i ) , X 2 ^ y 2

Xi

X i , X 2 ^ y i , y 2

X2 0 y2

'

X^A,A,Y

^ y i , ( X 2 > y 2 )

x , , x 2 ^ y i , y 2

Yi

Xi ^

'

X2 0 r 2

Logical rules:
X,Bi^Y
X, Bi A B2 ^ y
X,A^Y

A ^B,Y

^^

X,B^Y

^

X^B.Y
4 A H V
X^AAB,Y

Y ^

- I' J

X,B^Y

X^^y

X^A,Y

A L ' e { l , 2 }

^^

X^Bi,Y

^^

X^

X,A^B

A, Y

X,B^Y

Figure 4.2: LBilnti: a shallow inference nested sequent calculus for B i l n t

simplification of Gore's structures, since we overload the "t>" connective by interpreting it differently in positive and negative contexts, just as the structural connective ","
can be overloaded to represent both disjunction and conjunction in different contexts.
In order to formally describe the "zooming-in" to a substructure within a nested
sequent, we will use the notion of a context. A context is a structure with a hole or
a placeholder []. Contexts are ranged over by ![]. We write I [ X ] for the structure
obtained by filling the hole [] in the context I[] with a structure X.
A siinple context is defined via:
I ^ [ L m

I

Intuitively, the hole in a simple context is never under the scope of >. The hole in a
simple context is of neutral polarity. Positive and negative contexts are defined indue-
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tively as follows:
If I[] is a simple context then I[] t> Y is a negative context and Y > I[] is a positive
context.
• If I[] is a positive/negative context then so are (![], Y) and ( Y , ! [ ] ) and I[] > Y
and Y > 1 0 .
The hole in a negative context has negative polarity, and the hole in a positive
context has positive polarity. We write I~[] to indicate that I[] is a negative context
and I+[] to indicate that it is a positive context.
Note that our definition of polarities is non-traditional since further nesting within
t> does not change polarity. As we explain later, this becomes useful when we want to
nest and un-nest X > Y-substructures of sequents: the > connective is effectively a
nested turnstile.
Example 4.1.1. The context [], (X > Y) is a simple context but ([], X) i> Y is not. (([], X) t>
Y) i> Z is a negative context and (X > Y, []) o Z is a positive context.
A fc-hole context is a context with k holes. Given a ^:-hole context Z[• • • ] we write
Z[X'^] to stand for the structure obtained from Z[- • •] by replacing each hole with
an occurrence of the structure X. A A:-hole context is positive if every hole in it has
positive polarity, and it is quasi-positive if every hole in it is either neutral or positive.
A A:-hole context is negative if every hole in it has negative polarity, and it is quasinegative if every hole in it is either neutral or negative.
Example 4.1.2. The 3-hole context [],([]> Y) >([] o Z) is quasi-negative. The 2-hole context
{Yt>[])>{Z>[])
is positive.
Our first sequent calculus LBilnti for bi-intuitionistic logic is given in Figure 4.2.
The introduction rules for the logical connectives are the standard ones. The logical rules — f o r implication on the left and ^ r for exclusion on the right are noninvertible, since they lose structures or formulas going upwards. Since we have contraction and weakening, on both sides of the sequent, it is possible to formulate invertible logical rules by implicit contraction, as we shall see later. LBilnti is very
similar to the display calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic of Gore [51], but with some
differences:
• The contraction and the weakening rules are applicable to formulae only, not
structures in general like in display calculi. But we shall see that the general contraction and weakening rules are derivable from the "atomic" ones in LBilnti,
which is not the case for Gore's system.
• The structural rules SL and SR are more general than the display postulates in
display logic. These rules are derivable in Gore's system, but one needs to use
contraction and weakening on structures. We give the detailed derivation in
Lemma A.L4 in the Appendix.
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As a consequence of these differences, cut elimination for LBilnti does not necessarily
follow from cut elimination for its display calculus counterpart. However, it may be
possible to modify Gore's system in such a way that there is a mapping between the
cut free proofs of both LBilnti and the modified calculus. We leave the details of such
a connection to future work.
Display property. A nested sequent can be seen as a tree of traditional sequents.
The structural rules of LBilnti allow shuffling of structures to display/un-display
a particular node in the tree, so inference rules can be applied to it. This is similar
to the display property in traditional display calculi, where any substructure can be
displayed and un-displayed. We state the display property of LBilnti more precisely
in subsequent lemmas. We shall use two "display" rules which are easily derivable
using sl, Sr, >i and
double lines indicate that the rules may be applied both topto-bottom and vice versa:
(Xi>X2)=^Y
Xi^X2,y
Let D P =
DP".

^
'Pl

X,=>(X2>Y)
^ ^ ^ ..
Xi,X2^y

^
-^PR

{rp%,rpl} and let DP-derivable mean "derivable using rules only from

Lemma 4.1.3 (Display property for simple contexts). Let L\} be a simple context. Let
X be a structure and p a propositional variable not occurring in X nor IQ. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
1. Y ^ pis DP-derivable from X ^ L[p] and
2. p ^ Z is DP-derivable from L[p] ^

X.

Proof. By induction on the size of the context
The non-trivial cases are when
I = I i [ ] , ( W ) o r I = ( W ) , I i O - W e give the required derivations for the first case; the
second case is analogous due to the commutativity of comma.
1. We first obtain the following derivation:

Xt>W^Li[p]

^Pl

Now we apply the induction hypothesis to the smaller context I i [] to obtain the
required derivation:
^Pl

Y^p
2. We first obtain the following derivation:

Iib]^ w>x

^^
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Now we apply the induction hypothesis to the smaller context I i [] to obtain the
required derivation:
^

M

p

w

^

>

z

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.1.4 (Display property for positive contexts). Let I [] be a positive context. Let
X be a structure and p a propositional variable not occurring in X nor ![]. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
1. Y ^ p is DP-derivable from X ^ L[p], and
2. Z ^ p is DP-derivable from L[p] => X
Proof. We prove both statements simultaneously by induction on the size of the context ![]. The non-trivial cases are when I[] = W > I i [] or I[] = !][][> W. The following
are the required derivations:
1.

• Case when L[] = W > I i []. We first obtain the following derivation:
•M
If I i [] is simple context, we apply Lemma 4.1.3 to X, W t> I i [p], otherwise
I i [] is a positive context and we apply statement (1) of the induction hypothesis to X, W > I ] [p]. In both cases, we obtain the required derivation:

•

^VR

Y ^ p
Case when I[] = I i [] o W. We first obtain the following derivation:

X,L,[p]^W

J

U[p]=>{X>W)

^^

Here I j [] must be a positive context, so we apply statement (2) of the in-
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(X t> W) and obtain the required derivation:

U[p] ^

2.
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( X > W ) ^Pr

• Case when I[] = W o I i []. We first obtain the following derivation:

If I i [] is simple context, we apply Lemma 4.1.3 to (W > X) ^ I ] [p], otherwise I i [] is a positive context and we apply statement (1) of the induction hypothesis to (W d> X) ^ I i [p]- In both cases, we obtain the required
derivation:
iW>U[p])=^X
(W>X)=>I,[p]

^^

Y^p
Case when I[] = I i [] > W. We first obtain the following derivation:

Here I i [ ] must be a positive context, so we apply statement (2) of the induction hypothesis to I i [p] => W, X and obtain the required derivation:

Z => p
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.1.5 (Display property for negative contexts). Let L[]bea negative context. Let
X be a structure and p a propositional variable not occurring in X nor ![]. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
1. p ^ Y is DP-derivable from X => L[p] and
2. p^Z

is DP-derivable from l[p] => X.
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Q.E.D.

Note that since the rules in DP are all invertible, the derivations constructed in the
above lemmas are invertible derivations. That is, we can derive Y
p from X ^ L[p]
and vice versa. Note also that since the rules in DP are closed under substitution, this
also means Y => Z is derivable from X => I[Z], and vice versa, for any Z.
The display property of pure display calculi is the ability to display/un-display
a particular structure with respect to a top-level turnstile h (say) as the whole of the
antecedent or succedent. For example, we have to display V > W as the whole of the
antecedent or succedent a s V c > W I - Z o r Z I - y > W .
Our nested sequent calculus instead enables us to "zoom in" to V > W in X ^ Y by
explicitly transforming the latter into X', V ^ W,Y' so we can apply a rule to any toplevel formula/structure of V or W. Indeed, this is why the notion of polarity in our
nested sequent calculus is non-traditional: when we display a structure V > W at the
top level as X', V
W, Y', we want V to be negative and W to be positive regardless
of how deep V > W is nested.
The following two propositions state the admissibility of the general contraction
and weakening rules. These can be proved by using the structural rules Sl, sr, i>l and
>RProposition 4.1.6 (Admissibility of general contraction). The two contraction rules shown
below are cut-free admissible in LBilnti;
X,Y=»Z

^

X^Y,Z

^

Proof. We prove this simultaneously by induction on the size of Y. We show a derivation of the gCi rule; the case for gCR is symmetric. The non-trivial case is when
Y = Y] > Y2. We show that in this case, the contraction rule can be reduced to contractions on smaller structures, which therefore are admissible by the induction hypothesis (IH):
X,(Yi>Y2),(YI>Y2)=»Z ^
{Y^t>Y2),Y,^Y2,{X>Z)
Vi^Vi ^ Y 2 , Y 2 , ( X > Z )

/
\

Yi [> Y; ^ X o z ^^
X,(Yi1>Y2)^Z ""
Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.1.7 (Admissibility of general weakening). The two weakening rules below
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are cut-free admissible in LBilnt].X ^ Z
x,y ^ z °

X =» Z
X ^ y,z

Proof. We prove this simultaneously by induction on the size of Y. We show a derivation of the gwi rule; the case for gWR is symmetric. The non-trivial case is when
Y — Y-[t>Y2. We show that in this case, the weakening rule can be reduced to weakening on smaller structures, which therefore are admissible by the induction hypothesis
(IH):

Yi^Y2,(X>Z)

^

(Yi>Y2)^(X>Z)

/

X,(Yit>Y2)^
Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.1.8. The id rule can be restricted to the atomic form:

Proof We show that the general id rule is derivable given the atomic id rule, that is,
for any B i l n t formula A, there is an LBilnti derivation of X, .4 => y4, Y whose leaves
are instances of the atomic id rule. We prove this by induction on the length of A; the
base case when
is an atom is trivial. We show two example cases; the others are
similar or easier.
• Case when A = CAD.We construct the following derivation, where the induction hypothesis gives us that X, C ^ C, Y and X, D
D,Y have derivations
whose leaves are instances of the atomic id rule.
X,C^C,Y
^
^L
X,CAD=>C,Y
^
X,CAD ^
• Case when A = C ^

X,D^D,Y
,
^ ^ . r^
Al
X , C A D ^ D, Y
AR
CAD,Y

D.

X,C^C,Y
X,C=^C,D,Y

"

X,D^D,Y
X,C,D^
D,Y

Q.E.D.
So from now on, we assume that all id rules are of the atomic form.
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Xi^Yup

02
p,X2^Y2

logic

cut

n
02
,X2=>Y2
P^P

id

...

Y^p

id

Hi

U2
V, X2 ^ Y2
—
7T7
^
\

n'
Figure 4.3: Cut-elimination example

4.2

Cut elimination

Since our calculi are not display calculi, Belnap's general cut elimination theorem [12]
cannot be used directly to prove cut elimination for our calculi. One way of showing
cut elimination for LBilnti would be an indirect proof via a detour through display
calculus. That is, one first designs a corresponding display calculus for LBilntj for
which Belnap's cut elimination theorem can be used, e.g., by modifying Gore's calculus to work with a more restricted form of structures, and then showing that the cut
free proofs of this display calculus can be mapped to cut-free proofs of LBilnti. We
show here a simple and direct cut elimination proof instead.^
Although the proof system LBiInt] shares some similarity with traditional Gentzen
systems, cut elimination for LBilnti as presented here follows a different technique
from the standard cut elimination technique for sequent calculus. In particular, when
the cut formula is not principal in either one of the premises of the cut rule, no cut reductions are required in our cut elimination proof. Instead, the structural rules s/. and
sr allow us to carry the context of one premise of the cut to its other premise resulting in a "proof substitution" akin to the normalisation proofs in natural deduction.
Apart from Belnap's cut-elimination proof for display logic, the closest technique we
know of is the cut elimination proof for classical logic in a proof system using deep
inference [16].
For example, suppose we have a derivation which ends with an instance of cut
on the atom p, as illustrated in the top of Figure 4.3. Suppose also that Hi is the cutfree derivation on the bottom left in Figure 4.3 where the occurrence of p in the root
sequent participates in n instances of id in the leaves of Hi.
Then a cut free derivation H' for Xj, X2 ^ Yi, 72 can be obtained by replacing the
instances of the cut formula p in Hi with the structure (X2 > ¥2) and replacing the
'The cut-elimination proof in this chapter is due to Alwen Tiu, and is included in this thesis for
completeness.
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leaves of FTi, where the cut formula p is used, with the derivation 112. This cut-free
derivation is schematically presented on the right in Figure 4.3. Note that the parts of
derivations indicated by vertical and horizontal ellipses remain the same, except for
the substitution of p by X21> 72.
The reductions for the cases where the cut formula is non-atomic follow essentially
the same idea. That is, we substitute the cut formula in one premise of the cut rule
with the context of the other premise, and expand this context when the cut formula
is used. The only difference is that in the case of non-atomic cut formula, we need to
produce extra cuts to make this substitution work. But all the cuts produced are of
smaller size, therefore the whole process terminates.
In the following, we write |y4| for the size of the formula A-. the number of logical
operators appearing in y4. In an instance of a cut rule

the formula A is called the cut formula of the cut instance. The cut-rank of the cut
instance is \A\. Given a derivation FI, we denote with mc{U) the maximum of the
cut-ranks in 11. If there are no cuts in n then mc{T[) = 0.
Lemma 4.2.1 states the proof substitutions needed to eliminate atomic cuts.
Lemma 4.2.1. Suppose p,X ^ Y is cut-free derivable for some fixed p, X and Y. Then for
any k-hole positive context Zi [• • • ] and any l-hole quasi-positive context Z2 [• • • ], ifZi [p'^]
Z2[p'] is cut-free derivable, then Zj [(X > Y)'^] ^ Z2[(X > Y)'] is cut-free derivable.
Proof Let n be a cut-free derivation of p, X
Y and let G be a cut-free derivation
of Zi [p*^] ^ Z2[p']. We construct a cut-free derivation 8 ' of Zj [(X t> Y)^]
Z2[(X >
Y)'] by induction on the height of 0 . Most cases follow straightforwardly from the
induction hypothesis. The only non-trivial case is when p is active in the derivation,
i.e., when 0 ends with an id rule or a contraction rule applied to an occurrence of p to
be substituted for:
Suppose 0 is

id

Note that the p immediately to the left of the turnstile cannot be part of the p''
by the restrictions on the context Z] [• • • ]. The derivation 0 ' is then constructed
as follows, where we use dashed lines to abbreviate derivations:

n
,--

p=^ ( X o Y )

Z',[(X>Y)'^],P^(XD>Y),Z^[(X>Y)'-1]

XWR^SWI
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• Suppose 8 is

By induction hypothesis, we have a cut-free derivation S j of
Z , [ { X > Y ) ' ]

{ X t > Y ) , { X > Y ) , Z ' 2 [ i X > Y ) ' - ' ] .

The derivation Q' is then constructed as follows:
Zi[(xi>y)«^] ^

(x>y),(x>y),z^[(x>r)'-i]
gCR
( X i > y ) , z ^ [ ( x o y ) /-n

Zi[(xt>y)«^] ^

Note that giVR and gCR and gwi are cut-free derivable in LBilnti by Proposition 4.1.6
and Proposition 4.1.7.
Q.E.D.

Lemmas 4.2.2-4.2.6 state the proof substitutions needed for non-atomic cuts.

Lemma 4.2.2.

for

some

k-hole

Let

©be

a derivation

quasi-negative

mc(©)

<

\Ai

V A2\.

Let

mc{Uj)

<

I

V A2\.

Then

of

context

n,

Z i

[• • • ] and

be a derivation

there

i s a derivation

of

l-hole

X

^

Q'

with

negative
Y , At,

for

mc{Q')

context
some
<

i

\A i

Z 2 I

• • ], such

e {1,2},
V

A2I

such

that
that

0 /

Zi[(x>y)«^] = ^ Z 2 [ ( x > y ) ' ] .
By induction on the height of 0 . In the following, we let A = A\\J A2. Most
cases follow straightforwardly from the induction hypothesis. The only interesting
case is when a left-rule is applied to an occurrence of A1 V A 2 which is to be replaced
by X t> y. That is, 6 is
Proof.

61

Z2[A']

62
Z[[A^-'],A2 ^ Z2IA']

Z[[A'-'],A,VA2^Z2[A>]
By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation 6J, for each i e {1,2}, of
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with mc{@\) < \Ai V A2\. The derivation 0 ' is then constructed as follows:
n,
>L
Z\[iX>Y)''-\{X>Y)

^

Z2[{X>Yy]
Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let Qbea derivation of
Z^[{A^AA2)']=^Z2[{A^AA2)']
for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi [• • • ] and l-hole negative context Z2 [• • • ] with mc(Q) <
\Ai A A2\. Let Ui be a derivation of X => Y,Ai and let U2 be a derivation of X ^ Y,A2
with mc{V\-i) < \Ai A A2\ and mc(n2) < 1^4] A A2I. Then there is a derivation Q' with
mc{&) < \AiAA2\ of
Zi[(X>Y)'^] =^Z2[(X>y)'].
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.2.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2.4. Let Qbea derivation of
Z^[{A ^ B)'] ^ Z2[{A ^ B)']
for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi [• • • ] and l-hole negative context Z2 [• • • ] with mc{Q) <
\A ^ B\.Letr\bea derivation ofX, A^ B with mc{U) < |y4 B|. Then there is a derivation Q' with mc{Q') < \A ^ B\ of
Z,[X'] ^ Z2[X'].
Proof By induction on the height of 0 . As in the previous lemmas, the non-trivial
case is when Q ends with -^l on A
B:
01

Z[[iA ^ B)"-'] ^ A,Z2[(A

02

B)']

Z[[{A ^ B ^ B ^

ZjljA

B)']

By induction hypothesis, we have derivations 0 j and 02 respectively of the sequents
below where mc{Q\) <
B| and mc(02) < |.4 B\:
Z[[X'-'] ^ ^,Z2[X']
In the following, we let Vi denote

Z2[X']
and V2 denote Z2[X']. The derivation 0 '
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is constructed as follows:
n
X,A^B

e\

©2
Vi,B=>V2

Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.2.5. Let ©be a derivation of

for some k-hole quasi-negative context Z•^[•••] and l-hole negative context Z2 [• • • ] with mc{©)
\A-<B\. Let
be a derivation of X ^ Y,A and let U2 be a derivation of X,B ^ Y
with mc{Ui) < \A-<B\ and mc{T]2) < \A^B\. Then there is a derivation &' with
mc{Q') < \A^B\of
Z^iiX^Y)']

^

Z2[{X>Y)'].

Proof The non-trivial case is when 6 ends with
01
A^B,Z2[(A^By]
Z[[(A^BnA^B

^

on A^B

:

Z2[(A^By]

By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation 6', of
A ^

B,Z2[(X>Y)']

with mc(Gj) < \ A ^ B \ . Let V denote the structure Z2[(Xt>y)']. Then 0 ' is constructed as follows:

Oi
X^Y,A

©i
A ^B,V

n2
X,B^Y
cut
A,X=^Y,V

X,X^Y,Y,V

J^^Y^^SCUgCR
Z\[(X>Y)''-^],X\>Y

' =>V gWL
Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.2.6. Let Q be a derivation ofZ\[A'']
Z2[A'] where A is a non-atomic formula,
Zi [• • • ] is a k-hole positive context, Z2[- • • ] is an l-hole quasi-positive context, and mc{@) <
\A\. Let U bea derivation of A,X
Y with tnc{Y\) <
Then there is a derivation ©'
withmc(&)
< |^|o/Zi[(X>y)*^]
^Z2[(Xt>y)'].

<
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Proof. By induction on the height of 0 and case analysis on A. The non-trivial case
is when 6 ends with a right-introduction rule on A. That is, in this case, we have
^2[A'] = {Z2[A'~'^],A) for some quasi-positive context Zjf- • •]. We distinguish several cases depending on A. We show here the cases where A is either a disjunction
C V D, or an implication C ^ D.
Suppose A = CV D and 0 is the following derivation:
Oi
Zi[(CVD)'^]

Z^[(CVD)'-i],CVD

VR

By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation 6 j of

such that OTC(G'I) < |CVD|.LetWi = Zi[(Xc>y)'^] and let Wj = Z2[(X> Y)'-!].
Applying Lemma 4.2.2 to 11 and
we obtain a derivation 0 of
(Wi>W2),x

y

such that mc{e) < |C V D|. The derivation Q' is then constructed as follows:
e;
(Wi>W2),X^ Y
W10W2
XoY
Wi ^ W2,(Xt>Y)
Clearly, mc(e') < |CVD|.
• Suppose A = C ^ D and 0 is
Gi
Z,[{C
Z,[(C -

D)*^]

^ D
Z^[(C

D)'-i],C -

D

By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation 0 j of

Then the derivation 0 ' is constructed as follows:
9
Zi[(X>Y)'^]=»(X>Y)

•Or

Zi[(X>Y)«^]^Z2[(X>Y)'-1],(X>Y) ^ "
where 0 is obtained by applying Lemma 4.2.4 to FT and 0 j .
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The other cases are treated analogously, using Lemmas 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.5.

Q.E.D.

Finally, cut elimination is proved by simple proof substitutions, the construction
of which is given by the preceding lemmas.
Theorem 4.2.7. IfX^Y

is LBilnti-derivable

then it is also cut-free derivable.

Proof. As typical in cut elimination proofs, we remove topmost cuts in succession. Let
n be a derivation of LBiInt] with a topmost cut instance
Hi
U2
Xi^Yi,^
X2,A^Y2
XuX2^YI,Y2
Note that Ffi and U2 are both cut-free since this is a topmost instance in n. We use
induction on the size of A to eliminate this topmost instance of cut.
If is an atomic formula p then the cut free derivation is constructed as follows
where 6 is obtained from applying Lemma 4.2.1 to U2 and IT]:
6
Xi ^ y i , ( X 2 > y 2 )
sr
X,,X2^YI,Y2
If A is non-atomic, using Lemma 4.2.6 we get the following derivation 6:

e

X,^Y,,(X2>Y2)

SR

We have >nc{9) < |i4| by Lemma 4.2.6, therefore by induction hypothesis, we can
remove all the cuts in 0 to get a cut-free derivation of Xi, X2 ^ Yi, y2Q.E.D.

4.3

Soundness and completeness of LBilnti

To prove soundness, we refer to the interpretation of sequents as formulae given in
Figure 4.L
Theorem 4.3.1 (Soundness). Every LBilnti-derivable

formula is

Bilnt-valid.

Proof. We show that for every rule p of LBilnti
Xi^Yi

••• X„=»Y„
X

^ y

^

the following holds: if for every / E { 1 , . . . , « } , the formula T " (X,)
T+(y,) is valid
then the formula T " ( X )
T+(y) is valid. Since the formula-translation (T~(X) A
/I) ^ (/\V T+ (y)) of the /rf rule is obviously valid, it then follows that every formula
derivable in LBiInt] is also valid.
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For all the rules of LBilnti, except >i and ^ l , we can show the stronger statement that the following formula is valid:
[(T-(XI)

T+(yi)) A • • • A (T-(X„)

T+(y„))] ^

(T-(X)

T+(y)).

Soundness of
arid
are shown in the standard way, by reasoning about the forcing relation Ih and the reflexive and transitive relation < (recall the B i l n t semantics
we introduced in Section 2.2.4.4). For each rule, we show that if the premise of the
rule is valid, then the conclusion is also valid.
We show the case for >i; the case for ^ i , is very similar. We assume that the
formula translation of the premise X2 => Y2, Yi is valid, and show that the formula
translation of the conclusion X21> 72 => Vi is valid. That is, we assume that t " ( X 2 )
(T+(y2) V T+(yi)) is valid. This means that for every world w in every B i l n t model
( M , < V), we have iv Ih t - ( X 2 ) ^ (T+(y2) V T+(yi)). From the semantics of ^
(recall Figure 2.7), this means:
V(M, <V)\/weW\/u>w.iiu

Ih t - ( X 2 ) then u Ih (T+(y2) V T+(yi))

(4.3.1)

Now we want to show that (t~(X2)—<T"'"(y2)) ^ T+(yi) is valid. We will do so by
contradiction. That is, we suppose this formula is falsifiable, i.e., there exists a B i l n t
model ( W , < , V ) and a world z' e W such that 2' Ih T - ( X 2 ) - < T + ( y 2 ) butz'HlT+(yi).
From the semantics of
this means there exists a world u' e \N such that u' < z'
and u' Ih T"(X2) and u'HlT+(y2). By the reverse persistence property of B i l n t , we
also have that w'HlT+(yi). Moreover, since the relation < is reflexive, we have that
u' > u'. That is, we have a world u' > u' such that u' Ih t " ( X 2 ) and M'HlT+(y2)
and u'HlT+(yi). But this contradicts (4.3.1), therefore ( T - ( X 2 ) - < T + ( y 2 ) ) ^ T+(yi)
is not falsifiable, therefore ( T - ( X 2 ) ^ T + ( y 2 ) ) ^ T+(yi) is valid.
Q.E.D.
Completeness is shown by embedding Rauszer's sequent calculus G1 [99] for
B i l n t into LBilnti. The calculus G1 contains the cut rule, and is shown to be complete by Rauszer [99]. The encoding of G1 into LBilnti is obvious since all the rules
of G1 are easily derivable from the rules of LBilnti.
Theorem 4.3.2 (Completeness). Every Bilnt-valid formula is

4.4

LBilnti-derivable.

Proof search

The calculus LBilnti is not suitable for proof search, since the structural rules si,
SR, I>L and >r can easily lead to non-termination if applied naively. In addition, we
also have the usual problems with the contraction rules since they can be applied ad
infinitum: recall the example in Figure 2.10.
We now present a refined version of LBilnti, called LBiInt2, in which all the structural rules, except for >i and OR, are absorbed into logical rules. The resulting calculus,
for the intuitionistic fragment, resembles contraction-free calculi for the traditional
Gentzen systems for intuitionistic logic, e.g., the system G3i in [111]. The underlying
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{|X|} =

Xl,(X20y2) ^ Y l

I X = { A , Y ) for some

>.)|r,l}g(|v.|l
^II'IJ^II^I'

Xi ^

X, Bi A B2, Bj => Y
X,BiAB2=>Y

X,A

B => A,Y

X,A^B,A
X,A^B=>Y

X,A^

Y

Y „

X^AAB,B,Y
X^AAB,Y

X^B^yB^^B^
X^B,WB2,Y

; ^/i

X=>Y,A^

B,B ^

B,B^Y

X ^ A,A-<B,Y

A => B,{|Y|},(X,A-<B>Y)

g Iix,|)

Yi,(X2>Y2)

X^AAB,A,Y

X,AVB,A^Y
X,AVB,B^
X,AVB^Y

and Y }

X,B=^A-<B,Y
X^A^B,Y

(X>Y,A-*

B),{\X\},A => B

Figure 4.4: LBiInt2: a nested sequent calculus for proof search in B i l n t

idea behind LBiInt2 is that the right-introduction rule for
and the left introduction
rule for ^ act as an instruction to store the current state (of proof search), and the
rules >L and >r act as an instruction to restart previously stored computation states.
Recall that our definition of polarities means that each structure X > Y, which is stored
in a nested sequent, is effectively a traditional sequent in its o w n right, with X the
negative left hand side and Y the positive right hand side.
The inference rules for LBiInt2 are given in Figure 4.4 using the notation {|X|} to
denote the set of formulae

that appear at the top-level of X :

{|X|} = {A I X =

(>l,Y)forsomeAandy}.

Intuitively, the set {| X |} denotes X with all the substructures of the form Y o Z or Y > Z
removed. For example, if X is {A, B, (Ct> D ) ) , then {|X|} is the set {/I, B } .
The right introduction rule for —• splits into two rules: —>ri and
rule is strictly speaking not necessary as it can be derived using
it is useful in our proof search strategy which relies on a saturation

and

The
However,

process on sequents.
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as we shall see later. Indeed, this rule is very similar to — f r o m GBiInt in Chapter 3,
and performs essentially the same fvmction. The rule
incorporates some features
of the structural rule Si. The left introduction rule for
splits also into two rules
with roles symmetric to those for ^ .
4.4.1

Soundness of LBiInt2

For soundness of LBilntz we show that every LBiInt2 rule is derivable in LBilnti.
Theorem 4.4.1 (Soundness of LBiInt2). If the sequent X
it is also derivable in LBilnti.

Y is derivable in LBilntz then

Proof. We show that every LBiInt2 rule is derivable in LBilnti. The non-trivial cases
are rules -^LI, —"RI, -<L2 and
We show derivations of the rules —<l2 (below
left) and - < l i (below right); the other two cases are symmetric. Note that the derivation of ^ L i uses the derived rule —<L2B,{\Y\},{X,A^Bt>Y)

^ ^

A^B,Y,iX,A^B>Y)

X,A~cB

^

„

,

A^(X,A-<B>Y)

''

^ Y
Q.E.D.

4.4.2

A terminating proof search strategy

We classify the rules of LBiInt2 into three groups:
Static Rules: = {id, Al,
Jump Rules: =

-<r,

^ti,

—>R2} ; and

Return Rules: ={I>L/>R}We refer to the - < l 2 nile as a backward jump, and the —>r2 rule as a forward jump.
We call a sequence of static rule applications a saturation.
Definition 4.4.2. A sequent X
rated iff it additionally satisfies 9:

Y is saturated iff it satisfies 1-8, and is strongly satu-

1- {|x|}n{|Y|} = 0
2. IfAABG

{|X|} then A £ {|X|} and B e {|X|}

3. IfAABe

{|y|} then A e {|Y|} or B e {|y|}

4. IfAVBe

{|X|} then A e {|X|} or B € {|X|}
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Function Prove
Input: sequent yo
Output: true (i.e. yo is derivable) or false (i.e. yo is not derivable)
1. If id is applicable to yo then return true
2. Else if a static rule p is applicable to yo then
(a) Let yi, • • • , y„ be the premises of p obtained from yo
(b) Return A"=]
3. Else if Prove(yi) = true for some premise instance yi obtained from yo by applying p G {-<L2, —^rz/^L/C'r} backward then return true
4. Else return/fl/se.
Figure 4.5: A proof search strategy for LBiInt2

5. If Ay Be

{|y|} then A € {|y|} and B € {|Y|}

6. I f A ^ B e {|X|} then A G {|y|} or B £ {|X|}
7. IfA^B

G {|r|} then A G {|y|} or B G {|X|}

8. I f A ^ B e {|y|} then B G {|y|}

IfA^B

G {|X|} then A G {|X|}

9. I f A ^ B e {|y|} then A G {|X|}

IfA^B

G {|X|} then B G {|y|}.

The following definition expresses the same idea as Definition 3.4.1, but here we
apply the concept to the top level formulae of the nested sequent.
Definition 4.4.3 (Generalised blocking condition). We say that an LBiInt2 rule p is applicable to a sequent yo = (Xo
YQ) if for every premise X, => Y, ofp we have {|X,|} ^ {|Xo|}
Thus only jump and return rules are applicable to saturated sequents. We shall
show that the search strategy given in Figure 4.5 terminates, if given an input sequent
with a certain simple structure, which is defined in the following.
Definition 4.4.4. A structure is a flat structure if it contains no occurrences of the structural
connective >. We use T and A to stand for flat structures since flat structures can be viewed as
sets of formulae. The set of (right/left) linear structures is the smallest set of structures that
satisfies the following:
1. The empty structure is both a right linear structure and a left linear structure.
2. IfX is a right (left) linear structure and A is a flat structure, then (X, A) is a right
(resp. left) linear structure.
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3. If r is a flat structure and X is a right linear structure, then T t> X is a left linear
structure.
4. If X is a left linear structure and A is a flat structure, then Xi> A is a right linear
structure.
A sequent X => Y is a linear sequent if either X is a flat structure and Y is a right linear
structure, or X is a left linear structure and Y is a flat structure.
The intuition of Definition 4.4.4 is that a linear sequent X
Y can take the form
(X' > Y'), r ^ A or r ^ A, (X" i> Y") or T ^ A where X' > Y' and X" o Y" store the
sequent corresponding to the previous state of computation, and P and A are sets of
formulae.
Lemma 4.4.5. Let X ^ Y be a linear sequent.
X ^ Y, every sequent in n is a linear sequent.

Then for every LBilntz-derivation

FI of

Proof. Given a derivation TT of a linear sequent X => Y, w e show by induction on
the length of n that every sequent in n is a linear sequent. This is straightforward
by showing that in every rule of LBiInt2, if the conclusion of the rule is a linear sequent, then every premise of the rule is also a linear sequent, which can be verified by
inspection of the rules of LBiInt2. We give the case for the t>i rule as an example:

Xi,(X2>Y2)^YI
We assume that the conclusion Xi, (X2 c> Y2) => Yi is a linear sequent and show
that the premise X2 ^ Y2, {|Yi|} is a linear sequent. Since Xi, (X2 > Y2) is not a flat
structure, we have that Yi is a flat structure and Xi, (X2 > Y2) is a left linear structure
from Definition 4.4.4. Then we obtain the following:
1. (X2 > Y2) is a left linear structure from Definition 4.4.4, case 2.
2. X2 is a flat structure and Y2 is a right linear structure from Definition 4.4.4, case 3.
3. {| Yi 1} is a flat structure by the definition of top-level formulae of a structure.
4. Y2, {| Yi 1} is a right linear structure from Definition 4.4.4, case 2.
Finally, the premise X2
Y2, {| Yi |} is a linear sequent from Definition 4.4.4, case 3,
Q.E.D.
since X2 is a flat structure and Y2, {| Yj |} is a right linear structure.
Note that as a consequence of Lemma 4.4.5, every sequent that arises during proof
search for a linear sequent X =4> Y, using the search procedure given in Figure 4.5, is a
linear sequent.
We n o w define a translation from linear sequents to linked lists, consisting of
nodes that are pairs of sets of formulae, linked by labels marked either < or > .
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Definition 4.4.6.
list(r^A)
;/sf((x'>y'),r
A)
//sf(r^ A,(x"oy"))

=
=
=

(r,A)
iist{x'=^Y')
iist{x"^Y")

< (r,A)
> (r,A)

We write length{L) to mean the number of nodes in the list L.
Corollary 4.4.7. A backward LBiInt2 rule application to a linear sequent X => Y can be
vieuied as an operation on list{X ^ Y), where the conclusion (resp. premise) is the list before
(resp. after) the operation. The jump rules append a node to the list, and the static rules saturate
the end node. The return rules remove a node from the end of the list, and add subformulae to
the penultimate node.
For example, below left is is an instance of
tures of the premise and conclusion on the right:
(C>B,A^B),C,A=>
C^B,A^B

B ^

with the corresponding list struc-

{{C},{B,A^B})

<
({CA},{B})
{{C},{B,A^B})

We now define a function that we will use in the termination proof.
Definition 4.4.8. The degree of a formula is:
degip)
deg{AAB)^deg{AVB)
deg(A
B) = deg{A^B)

=
=
=

0
I +

max{deg{A),deg(B))
max{deg{A),deg{B)).

The degree of a sequent is:
degUX ^ y)
degniX ^Y)
degiX^Y)

=
=
=

max{deg{A) \ A G {|X|}}
max{deg{B) \ B € {|y|}}
max(degLiX^Y),degK{X^Y)).

Note that only logical connectives contribute to these functions.
We denote with s/( A) the set of subformulae of A, and
s/(r) =

U
/ler

the set of subformulae of V. In the following, we assume that the initial input to the
search procedure Prove is a linear sequent Tq
Aq, and we define m = |s/(ro U Aq) |.
Lemma 4.4.9. Let X => Y be any sequent encountered during proof search. Using jump
rules, list{X ^ y) can be extended at most 0{m^) times.
Proof We show that the number of jump rule applications is bounded by ^(m^).
First, we show that there can be at most m consecutive jumps in the same direction.
In the forward case, consider an application of
with principal formula A
B.
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After this application, A will be added to the LHS of the sequent, and remain on the
LHS during saturation and forward jumps. Should A ^ B reappear on the RHS, B
will be added to the RHS by the
rule during saturation, so a repeated application
of —>R2 to
^ B will be blocked by the generalised blocking condition of Definition 4.4.3. Thus since the number of —^-formulae is bounded by m and we can only
jump on each ^-formula once, there can be at most m consecutive forward jumps.
The backward case is symmetric.
We now show that we can switch direction at most m times. Consider a direction
switch, e.g., a forward jump using
followed by a backward jump
(the other
case is symmetric), and any static rule applications in between. Note that static rules
do not increase the degree of a sequent. Let yo and yi be the conclusion and premise
of the —>R2 rule respectively, and let j j and yj be the conclusion and premise of the
^ R2 rule respectively, as shown below:

yg = C ^ D,A,((X>Y,A

B),r,C^DoA)

y2 = (X!>Y,A ^ B),r,C-<D
n

=
ro =

A

(X>Y,A^B),{lXl},A^B
X^Y,A^B

*R2

Let do — deg('yo). We will show that degly^) < dg — I. By inspection of the rules
and Definition 4.4.8, we have the following:
degiiri)
degRin)
degUn)
degRin)
degiiyi)
degRiy^)

< do
< rfo-1
=degL(n}
< do
< max{degi{yx) - l,degR{yi)) =
< degLiy2) - 1 = rfo - 1
< maxidegiiyi) - 'i^degRiyj))

do-I
=do-l

Thereforerfeg(y3) = max{degi{y2,),degR{yj,)) < do - lAfter a direction switch, we can again make at most m jumps in one direction.
Therefore the total number of jump rule applications is bounded hy 0{m^).
Q.E.D.
Note that the non-trivial part of the proof for Lemma 4.4.9 is showing that proof
search cannot create infinite zig-zags of forward and backward looking edges. Thus,
it is showing essentially the same result as Lemma 3.4.11 in Chapter 3, as well as that
of Pinto and Uustalu's work [95]. The similarity between our work and that of Pinto
and Uustalu is not surprising, given their recent work [96] on relating their labelled
sequent calculus [95] to LBilnti. In [96], Pinto and Uustalu showed that a derivation
in LBilnti can be translated into a derivation in their labelled sequent calculus for
Bilnt and vice versa.
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during proof search. Then the satu-

steps.

Proof Every application of a static rule adds a subformula of s / ( r o U Aq) to the sequent. After at most m applications of static rules, the sequent will contain all subformulae of the original sequent, and hence will be saturated.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.4.11. The proof search strategy of Figure 4.5

terminates.

Proof Suppose for a contradiction that the strategy does not terminate. From Lemmas 4.4.9 and 4.4.10, we can conclude that the only way to get non-termination is for
the jump and return rules to repeatedly create and remove nodes.
The length of the list is at least 1 because the first node cannot be removed. We call
a node that cannot be removed stable. Every time a return rule removes node i from
the list, it adds one or more new subformulae of Pq U Aq to n o d e ; - 1. After at most m
such updates, node i - 1 will contain every subformula, and the return rules will no
longer be applicable to node i because their side conditions will not hold. Then node
i - 1 will become stable. Eventually all nodes will become stable, and the return rules
will no longer be applicable to the end of the list. Contradiction.
Q.E.D.

4.4.3

Completeness of LBiInt2

We will now prove that the proof search strategy of Figure 4.5 is complete with respect to B i l n t semantics. We will do so by showing how we can use a trace of the
Prove procedure to construct a counter-model if Prove returns false. Due to the backpropagation of formulae in B i l n t (as well as tense logic as we shall see later), we cannot construct the coimter-model by simply stitching together smaller counter-models
as in basic modal logics. Therefore, rather than constructing a counter-model directly,
we will use the notion of a pre-model that will contain an intermediate counter-model
being constructed. Note that the pre-model construction in our proof is very similar
to the restart technique for the description logic ACCI by Horrocks et al. [69]. In fact,
LBiInt2 can be seen as a proof-theoretic formalisation of the restart technique used by
Horrocks et al.
In the following, we use the assignment operator " : = " to emphasize the algorithmic aspect of the construction.
Definition 4.4.12. Let P and A be sets of formulae. We say that a pair (P, A) has a countermodel iff there exists a Bilnt model M = (W, < , V) such that w \\- V and xv-\\Afor some
IV €W.
We say that a node (P, A) is saturated if the LBiInt2 sequent P ^
Lemma 4.4.13. For every sequent X
{I'^l}) has a counter-model

A is saturated.

Y, if no LBilntz rule is applicable to X => Y, then

Proof Let W
{xv}, let < : = {(w, w)} and let V(p) : = {zw} for all atoms p e {|X|},
V{p) -.= % otherwise. Then using the strong saturation conditions of Definition 4.4.2,
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we can easily show that w Ih {|X|} and w-\\ { Y } by simultaneous induction on the
length of formulae in {|X|} and {|y|}. Then M = ( W , < , V) is a counter-model for
{{|X|},{|y|}).
Q.E.D.
Definition 4.4.14. A pre-model is a tree of nodes that are pairs of sets offormulae,

linked by

edges labeled with < or >, such that:
1. Every node is marked either C (complete) or I

(incomplete).

2. Every internal node is marked C.
3. Every C-node is saturated.
4. A leaf node may be marked either C or 1.
5. Every C-leafhas

a

counter-model.

6. For every two C-nodes (F, A) and ( r ' . A') such that (P, A) < (F', A') or {r',A')
>
(r, A), it is the case that T C T' and A' C A. We say that (T, A) and (T', A') are
compatible in this case.
7. For every C-node (T, A) and for every A^B
€ F, either A £ V and B e A, or there
exists a node (TuAi) such that {r, A) > {ri,Ai), and {A} C r^ and AU {8} C A,.
8. For every C-node (P, A) and for every C ^ D e A, either C e T and D e A, or there
exists a node {r2,A2) such that {r, A) < (Fz, Aj),flwrfT U { C } C r2 and {D} C A2.
Lemma 4.4.15. For every pre-model M, if all leaves are marked C, then there exists a countermodel for the root of M.
Proof By induction on the height of M. For the base case, we use property 5 of Definition 4.4.14.
For the induction hypothesis (IHl), assume that the lemma holds for all pre-models
of height < k, and consider a pre-model M of height k-\-1. Consider the root y =
(F, A) of M. By properties 2 and 3 of Definition 4.4.14, we know that y = (F, A) is
saturated. We obtain a counter-model M = (W, < , V) for y as follows:
Let W : = { w } , let < : = {{w,w)},
and let V{p) := { i f } for every atom p £ F.
want to show that w Ih F and w-\\A. We do this by simultaneous induction on
length of formulae in F and A. For atoms, the valuation gives the required. For
induction hypothesis (IH2), we assume that for every formula E of length < /, if £
then a; Ih E, and if £ e A then w HI £.

We
the
the
e F

Consider a formula F of length / + 1. If F is a A- or V-formula in F or A, or an
^ - f o r m u l a in F or an ^ - f o r m u l a in A, we use the saturation conditions of Definition 4.4.2 and the induction hypothesis (IH2). The remaining cases are:
1. I f f = A^B

and F G F:

(a) By property 7 of Definition 4.4.14, either /I 6 F and B e A, or there exists
a node Y = (Fi,Ai), such that ( F , A ) > (Fi,Ai), and {^4} C Fi and A U
{ B } C Ai.
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(b) In the first case, the induction hypothesis (IH2) gives us w Ih /I and w HI B.
C o m b i n e d with w < w , w e have w\\- A ^ B .
(c) In the second case:
i. (Ti, A i ) is rooted at a pre-model M ' of height < k such that all its leaves
are marked C. By the induction hypothesis ( I H l ) , there exists a countermodel M ' =

Vi> for ( r i , A i ) . Let u £ W-^be the world such

that u I h Ti and uHlAi. T h e n u \[- A and w HI B, A.
ii. Let W : = W U W j , let <

< U < i \j{(u,w)},

iii. Since u\\- A and u-\\B,A and u <zv,
2. If f = C

and let V : = V U Vi-

we have w\\-

A-<B.

D and F G A, then w e perform a symmetric construction to Steps l a

to I c above, using property 8 of Definition 4.4.14 and the induction h y p o t h e s e s
( I H l ) and (IH2).
We update < to contain the transitive closure of < . We k n o w that M obeys persistence,
because by property 6 of Definition 4.4.14, y is compatible with each Y used in the
above construction, and each sub-model M' above obeys persistence. Therefore M is
a counter-model for (T, A).

Q.E.D.

We n o w define some transformations on a pre-model that correspond to the various kinds of L B i I n t 2 rules. Given a pre-model M and n o d e s y and y j in M , w e say
that Yi is a predecessor

of y if either yi < y or yi > y in M.

L e m m a 4.4.16. Let M be a pre-model,
yi =

(Pi, A ] ) its predecessor.

element oflist(X

Let X ^

and let y — {r,A)

Y), and yi is the penultimate

obtained from M by one of the following

be some leaf I-node in M and

Y be any LBilntz sequent such that y is the last
element oflist{X

=> Y). Let M' be a tree

transformations:

(i) Let y
(P', A'), where X ^ Y is the conclusion of a static rule application,
( r ' . A') contain the top-level formulae of the premise.
(ii) I f y is strongly saturated

and yi and y are compatible,

and

mark y with C.

(iii) If y is saturated and yi and y are compatible, mark y with C, add an
>-successor
{A, {B}U A) for every A^B
G T such that A ^ V or B ^ A, and an
<-successor
{ru{C},D)for
every C ^ D e A such that C ^ V or D ^ A. Mark all the successors
1.
(iv) Remove y, mark yi with 1 and let yi : = (Tj', A j ) , where X
return rule application,
Then M' is also a pre-model

Y is the conclusion

and (T,', A',) contain the top-level formulae
that satisfies properties

1 to 8 of Definition

of the

of a

premise.

4.4.14.

The non-trivial cases are to show that transformations (ii), (iii) and (iv) preserve
properties 3, 5 and 6.
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Property 3: we only mark y with C using transformation (ii) if y is strongly
saturated, or using transformation (iii) if y is saturated. Transformation (iv)
resets a node to I, since the addition of formulae could potentially cause the
node to become non-saturated.
Property 5: transformation (ii) only marks a leaf node C if it is strongly saturated and compatible with its predecessor, which means that no LBilnta rule
is applicable to it, and Lemma 4.4.13 gives us a counter-model. Transformation (iv) resets a node to I, since the addition of formulae could potentially cause
the node to become non-saturated.
• Property 6: transformation (ii) only marks a leaf node C if it is compatible with
its predecessor. Transformation (iv) resets a node to 1, since the addition of formulae could potentially cause the node to become incompatible with its predecessor.
The proof of the main completeness lemma will use an induction on the height of
a failed trace of Prove, which we define now.
Definition 4.4.17. Let X ^ Y be some sequent. A failed trace of Prove for X ^
tree T of sequents, linked by edges labeled with LBiInt2 rules, such that:
• The root of T is X
• If a call of Prove{y)
leaf node of T;

Y is a

Y;
returns at Step 4 without invoking Prove again, then y is a

• If a call of Prove(y) invokes Prove(yi) at Step 3 for 1 < / < « and corresponding
jump or static rules Pi, for some n > I, and the call to each Prove{yi) returns
false, then y is an inner node of T, and its children are y„ linked by labels p,;
• If a call of Prove(y) invokes Prove{yi) at Step 2 for I < i <2 and corresponding
static rule p, and some call to Prove{yi) returns false, then y is an inner node of
T, and its child is y„ linked by label p.
We now give the main completeness lemma. It shows that every recursive call
of Prove that returns false can be used to update a pre-model, whilst retaining the
required properties, and that the calls of Prove that return at Step 4 can be used to
complete the pre-model and turn it into a proper counter-model.
Lemma 4.4.18. Let M be some pre-model rooted at some node (TQ, AQ). If for every I-leaf
( r . A) of M, there exists a failed trace T of Prove for the sequent X
Y such that list{X ^
Y) is a branch (RO,AO) • • • (T, A) of M, then there exists another pre-model M' rooted at
(TQ, AQ) such that all leaves ofM' are marked C and TQ D TQ and AQ D AQ.
Proof Let L be the set of I-leaves in M. We prove the lemma by induction on the
maximum height of traces T across all members of L.
In the base case, the height of all traces is 1. That is, for each (F, A), no rules were
applicable to X => Y and Prove returned at Step 4. Since no rules are applicable to
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X => Y, we know in particular that each (P, A) is strongly saturated, and that it is
compatible with its predecessor. Then we obtain M' from M by marking each (T, A)
with C. By Lemma 4.4.16, using transformation (ii), M' is a pre-model.
For the induction hypothesis, assume the lemma holds for all failed traces of Prove
of height < k. Consider a leaf (T, A) in L such that the trace T rooted at y = X => Y
has height k + 1 . For each p, linking y and y, for 1 < ; < n, we can use one of the
transformations of Lemma 4.4.16 to obtain an M' with leaves y,, such that properties 2
to 8 of Definition 4.4.14 hold in M'. In particular:
1. If M = 1 and p is a static rule, then we use transformation (i).
2. If some p, is a return rule, then we use transformation (iv).
3. If all Pi are jump rules, then we use transformation (iii).
We now have another pre-model M' with leaves y„ as well as the other leaves in L, if
any. The maximum height of the traces rooted at the leaves y, is k. If any other leaves
in L are rooted at traces of height fc + 1, we repeat this process for all such leaves.
Eventually, all members of L are rooted at traces of height < k, and then the induction
hypothesis applies, and we can obtain a pre-model M' such that all leaves of M' are
marked C.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.4.19. If A is Bilnt-valid

then Prove (0

.4) returns true.

Proof. As is usual in semantic completeness proofs, we show the contrapositive: if
Prove(0 ^ A) returns/fl/se, then A is not Bilnt-valid.
Suppose that Pro ve (0
A) returns false. Let T be the failed trace of Prove for 0
A. Let M be a pre-model consisting of one I-node (0, {^4}). Then by Lemma 4.4.18,
there exists a pre-model rooted at (0, {>1}) such that all leaves are complete. Then by
Lemma 4.4.15, (0, {^4}) has a counter-model, that is, there exists an M = (W, < , V)
such that w-\\A for some w £]N. Then A is not Bilnt-valid.
Q.E.D.
By Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.19, we have:
Theorem 4.4.20. Any formula A is LBilnt2-derivable
true.

if and only z/Prove(0 => A) returns

Thus LBiInt2 gives us a decision procedure for B i l n t . The fact that B i l n t is decidable is already known, as we showed in Chapter 2.

Chapter 5

A deep inference nested sequent
calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic

In this chapter we present a deep inference calculus DBiInt for B i l n t , and show that it
is complete with respect to the shallow inference calculus LBilnti we presented in the
previous chapter. First, in Section 5.1, we recall the syntax of our nested sequents and
present our deep inference calculus DBilnt. In Section 5.2, we show that provability
in DBilnt is equivalent to provability in LBilnti, which is the central result of this
chapter. The non-trivial part is showing that the residuation rules of LBilnti can be
simulated by the propagation rules and deep inference of DBilnt. In Section 5.3, we
give a simple restriction of DBilnt that allows terminating backward proof search.
Note. Some of the results of this chapter have been published in [98].

5.1

The sequent calculus DBilnt

Recall that a structure is defined by the following grammar, where /I is a B i l n t formula:
X : = 0 I ^ I ( X , X ) I Xt>X.
If X and y are structures, then X => Y is a nested shallow sequent as defined previously, and X 0 y is a nested deep sequent. The definitions of polarities and contexts
remain unchanged from the previous chapter.
We define the immediate super-structure of a context as: I[] = X > y such that
X > y is a sub-structure of I and X = [], X' for some structure X' or y = [], Y' for some
structure Y'.
We define the top-level formulae of a structure as before:
{|X|} = {A\X = {A,Y) for some A and y } .
For example, if ![] = A, B > C, (D, (£ > f ) > []), then I [ q = (D, (E>F)> G), and
{|D,(EoF)|} = { D } .
While deep inference allows us to "zoom-in" to any sub-structure deep inside the
nested sequent, the concept of an immediate super-structure acts the opposite way in
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that it allows us to "zoom-out" from a context to its immediate surrounding nested
structure. This will be useful when we restrict our rules for terminating proof-search,
allowing us to impose local checks on the rules.
The display property of pure display calculi is the ability to display/un-display
a particular structure with respect to a top-level turnstile h (say) as the whole of the
antecedent or succedent. For example, we have to display V o W as the whole of the
antecedent or succedent as V > W h Z or Z h V > W. As mentioned previously in
Chapter 4, our shallow nested sequent calculus LBilnti instead enables us to "zoom
in" to y > W in X ^ V by explicitly transforming the latter into X', V ^ W,Y' so
we can apply a rule to any top-level formula/structure of V or W. Our deep nested
sequent calculus DBiInt is even more efficient since it allows us to "zoom in" to V i> W
by treating it as the filler of a hole L[V \> W], requiring no explicit transformations.
Figure 5.1 gives the rules of our deep inference calculus DBilnt. Here the inference
rules can be applied at any level of the nested sequent, indicated by the use of contexts.
Notably, there are no residuation rules; indeed the main goal of this chapter is to
show that the residuation rules of LBilnti can be simulated by deep inference and
propagation rules in DBilnt. We write l-oBiint n : X [> Y to mean that there exists a
DBilnt-derivation FI of the sequent X > Y.
We write |n| for the height of a derivation, i.e., the number of sequents on the
longest branch, where FI is either an LBilnti-derivation or a DBilnt-derivation.

5.1.1

Examples

We give two examples to illustrate the difference between shallow inference in LBilnti
and deep inference in DBilnt.
Example 5.1.1. The following is a derivation of Uustalu's formula [95] in LBilnti:
-R
——
^^
p\>q,r=>p^q

— wi

{pt>q),r^
p

—.
^
(pt>q),r^r

id
^^

{p^q)Ar

q,r ^ iip-^q)/\r)

^

This example uses the rules t>I and SL to bring the required sub-structures to the top-level to
apply the inference rules.
Example 5.1.2. The following is a derivation of Uustalu's formula in DBilnt where we abbreviate A ^ r
iip^l)
Ar), B = (p^q)
Ar and X = n> B, p-<q to save space.
For readability, we draw a box around the conclusion structure of the inference rule instance,
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Identity and logical constants:

•id

L[X,A>A,Y]

I+[T]

•T,

Propagation rules:

L-[A,{A,X>Y)]
L-[A,X>Y]
L[A,X>{W,{A,Y>Z))]

>L1

i+[x>y,/i]
L[{{X>Y,A),]N)^Z,A\

>L2

1[A,X>{W,{Y>Z))]

>R2

i [ ( ( X o y ) , w ) > z , yi]

Logical rules:

L-[AAB,A,B]
L-[AAB]

• ^L

L+[A/\B,A]
L+[A/\B,B]
^ , ,. .
L+[AAB]

L-[AVB,A]
L-[AVB,B]
L-[AVB]

^

L+[AVB,A,B]
L+[AVB]

Ar

^

L-[A^B,(At>B)]
L[X,A^

B>A,Y]
L[X,A ^ B,Bc>Y] _
L[X,A ^ B > y ]
^^
L[X>Y,A-^B]

Figure 5.1: DBiInt: a deep inference nested sequent calculus for B i l n t

unless it is the top-level structure:

id
Ar

This example uses deep inference to apply the inference rules at any level. The formula propagation rule i>Ri ensures that the required formula is propagated to the appropriate sub-structure.

5.2

Soundness and completeness of DBiInt

We now show that DBiInt is equivalent to the cut-free fragment of the sequent calculus LBilnti that we presented in Chapter 4.
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Soundness of DBiInt

We show the soundness of DBiInt first, that is, that every rule of DBiInt can be derived in LBilnt], This involves showing that the propagation rules of DBiInt can
be derived in LBilnti using residuation. This is not a surprising result, since the
residuation rules in display logics are used exactly for the purpose of displaying and
un-displaying sub-sequents so that inference rules can be applied to them.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Soundness). For any structures X and Y, if \-uB\\nt n : X>Y then hiBUnt,

n': X ^ y.
Proof. We show that each deep inference rule p of DBiInt is derivable in LBilntj. This
is done by case analysis of the context I [ ] in which the deep rule p applies. Note that
if a deep inference rule p is applicable to X > Y, then the context I [ ] in this case is
either [ ], a positive context or a negative context. In the first case, it is easy to show
that each instance of p where I [ ] = [ ] is derivable in the shallow system.
For the case where I [ ] is either positive or negative, we use the display properties
of LBilnti. We show here the case where p is a rule with a single premise; the other
cases are analogous. Suppose p is

I+[V]
By the display properties of LBilnti (Lemmas 4.1.3 to 4.1.5), we only need to show
that the following rules are derivable in the shallow system for some structure W :
W ^U
W'^V

U^W
V^W

For example, to show soundness of [>i,i it is enough to show that the following are
derivable:
W ^ {A,{A,X\>Y)>Z)
W ^ ((/\,Xoy)oZ)

{A,{A,X>Y)!>Z)
^ W
{{A,X:>Y)>Z)^W

Both reduce to showing that the following is derivable:
A,{A,X>Y)t>Z
{A,X>Y)t>Z
The following is the required derivation:
A,{A,X\>Y) ^ Z
A,A,X^Y,Z

Si.

{A,X>Y)^Z
Below are the other non-trivial cases (we give the DBiInt rule on the left and its
derivation in LBilnti on the right):
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Zt>iX>Y,A),A

^
•

Z>{X>Y,A)

(X>Y,A),A
sr
Z,X^Y,A,A
— J T
—
Z,X^Y,A
^
Z^{XoY,A)
A,X^

]N,{A,Y>Z)

A,Xt>]N

{A,X>YJ),A,Y
A,Xt>(]N,{A,Y^Z))
A,Xc>(W,(y>Z))

• >L2
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A,Yt>Z
^Z

{A,X^YJ),A^Y^Z
. „—777
^—77;—
A,X^]N
^ A>{Y>Z,
A,X^Y],{At>{Y\>Z))
A,A,X

^

W,(Y>Z)

(X>Y,A),W
Xt>y,y4

X ^
{{X>Y,A).W)t>Z,A

Z,A

V^t>Z,A

Y,A,{Wt>Z,A)

Xi>Y ^ A,{]N^Z,A)
{X>Y)>A^Wt>Z,A
{{X>Y)>A),]N^Z,A

((X>y),W)t>Z,.4

(Xc>y),W ^

^

I>R

^
^

^^

W,(Yt>Z)

A,X ^

^^

-Sr

cl
>R
sl
^
^
^^

Z,A,A
Q.E.D.

5.2.2

C o m p l e t e n e s s of D B i I n t

Our aim is to show that DBiInt is complete w.r.t. LBilnti. But first we need some
basic lemmas. Note that all the rules of DBiInt have been deliberately designed with
backward proof search in mind, so it is not surprising that the proofs of the following
three lemmas are so simple.
Lemma 5.2.2 (Admissibility of general weakening). For any context I and any structures
X and Y: j/HoBiint n : I [ X ] then hoBiint n ' : L[X, y] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof. We give one case where FF ends with a propagation rule, and one case where 11
ends with a logical rule; all other cases are analogous. In each of the following cases,
we use induction on |n|, and obtain TTj from TTi using the induction hypothesis.
n,

n;

i-[^Xi>X2]

i-[(A,Xi>X2),y]

Hi
l+[A^B,{At>B)]
L+[A^B]

n;
^

^
'

B,{A>B),Y]

L+[{A-.B),Y]

"
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Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2.3 (Admissibility of formula contraction). For any context L and any structure
X and formula A: //hoBiint n : 1[X,A,A] then ("oBiint T : L[X,A] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof. We give two cases where Fl ends with a propagation rule, and two cases where
TT ends with a logical rule; all other cases are analogous. In each of the following cases,
we use a induction on |n|, and obtain TTj from rii using the induction hypothesis.
ni

Hi
L[{{X>Y,A),]N)>Z,A,A]
I[((X>y),W)>Z,A,A]
Hi
L'[A-<B,A^B,{A>B)]
L-[A-<B,A^B]
Hi
^[AVB,AVB,A,B]
L+[AVB,AVB]

n'l

^

n'l
L\{{XpY,A),]N)>Z,A]
L[{{X>Y),W)>Z,A]

'''
^
^^^
"

n'l
L-[A^B,{A>
n',
L+[AVB,A,
L+[AVB]

B)]

Q.E.D.
Invertibility of our rules follows immediately, since or each of our rules, the premise
is a superset of the conclusion, and weakening is height-preserving.
Lemma 5.2.4 (Invertibility). All DBiInt rules are invertible: if the conclusion is derivable,
then each premise is derivable.
We now show that the residuation rules of LBiInt] are admissible in DBiInt; that
is, they can be simulated by the propagation rules of DBiInt. Actually, what we show
is next is a stronger result: the admissibility of "deep" versions of these rules, which
is important for later showing the completeness of our proof search calculus in Section 5.3.
Lemmas 5.2.5 to 5.2.8 are proved by structural induction on I[], and a sub-induction
on |n|. In each of the derivations, a dashed inference line means that the conclusion
is obtained from the premise using the respective Lemma.
Lemma 5.2.5 (Admissibility of Sl). For any context L[], i/hoBiint n : I[(X > Y), Z > W]
then h-DBiint n ' : I[X, Z o Y, W] such that |n'| < |n|.
Proof
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• First we show the base case when I[] = []. We use a sub-induction on the height
of the derivation TT, and obtain Hj (resp. TT^ from rii (resp. 02) using the subinduction hypothesis.
- Cases when 11 ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae within
the structures X and Y:
n,

n'l

(A,{A,X^>X2)^Y),Z^\N

^

i{A,X^t>X2)>Y),Zt>W

^

A, (A,

"

Xi>X2),Zt>Y,W

(A,X,t>X2),Zt>Y,W

Hi

n'l

{X>{Y,>Y2,A)),Z>\N

'''

X,Z>{Y,^Y2,A),]N

- Cases when FT ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the structures X, Y, Z, W:
ni

n'l

(^X>(Yi>Y2)),Z>W

''

^X,Z>(Y,>Y2),W

Hi

n'l

(X > Y), z > wi, /I

' x;z >y,w,;a "

- Case when n ends with the logical rule
inX:
Hi
{XuA^

V\2

B(>A,Y),Z\>W
(XuA-^
n;

Xi,A^

where the principal formula is

B,Z>A,Y,W

{X^,A ^ B,B>Y),Zt>W
B>Y),Z\>W

_
^^

n^
Xi,A^B,B,Zt>Y,W

- Case when Ft ends with the logical rule
where the principal formula
is in Y:
Hi
n2
{X\>YuA^B,A),Z>W
{X,B>Yi,A-<B),Zt>W
{X>Yi,A-<B),Z\>W
^^
n'l

n^

X,Zt>YuA^B,A,W
X,B,Z>Yi,A-^B,W
X,Zt>YuA^B,W
- The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the sub-induction
hypothesis, since they do not move formulae across >-structures.
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For the inductive cases, we have either (1) I[] = Ii[([], U) > V] or (2) I[] =
I i [Ut>{V, [])] for some (possibly empty) structures U and V and some context
^lOWe first show case (1) when I[] = I i [([], U) > V]. We consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context Z[] to U, or from V into
the context ![]. In each case below, we obtain n'j from 11] using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context L] [].
- Case when fl ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out from
I[] to U:
Hi
L,[{{{X>Y),ZuA>W),U)>V]
n;
•I>L1
- Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from V
intoI[]:
Hi
Li[{{{X>Y),Z>W,A),U)>VVA]

^

-

ii[(((x>y),z>w),L/)>yi,A]
n;
m{X,ZcY,W,A),U>Vi,A]
L,[{X,Z>Y,W),U>V,,A]
- The cases when formulae are propagated within the context can be proven
identically to the case when Z[] = [].
We now show case (2) when I[] = I ] [L/1> (V, [])]. We consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context I[] to V, or from U into
the context ![]. In each case below, we obtain Flj from 111 using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context I i [].
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from I []
into V:
ni
Li[U>{V,{(X>Y),Z>Wi,A),A)]
L,[U>{V,{{X>Y),Z>WuA))]
n'l
L,[U>{V,{X,Z^Y,Wr,A),A)]

^

L,[U^{V,{X,Z>Y,WuA))]
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from U
intolO:
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Hi
U [ U , , A ^ { Y , { A , { X T > Y ) , Z T > W ) ) ]
L , [ U , , A T > { V , I I X > Y ) , Z > W ) ) ]

l>L2

n'l
L , [ U , , A \ > { V , { A , X , Z > Y , W ) ) ]
L I [ U ^ , A ^ { V , { X , Z > Y , W ) ) ]

>L2

Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2.6 (Admissibility of
THEN hoBiint n ' : I [ X , Z c > y , W ]
PROOF.

SR).

FOR ANY CONTEXT

SUCH THAT \N'\

<

L[],

i/l-DBiint H : I [ X > V, (Z o W)]

|n|.

Symmetric to the proof of Lemma 5.2.5; detailed in Section B.L

Q.E.D.

While the rules Si and SR are deeply admissible in any context, the rule > i is only
admissible at the top level and in a negative context, and the rule > i is only admissible
at the top level and in a positive context. Note also that unlike SL and SR, the rules \>L
and
are not height-preserving admissible.
Lemma 5.2.7 (Admissibility of >;.). FOR
A NEGATIVE CONTEXT, IF \-UBIM
n : I [ X > Y,

I[] SUCH THAT EITHER ![] =
hoBiint n ' : I [ ( X o Y) > Z],

ANY CONTEXT
Z]

THEN

[] OR

I[]

IS

PROOF

First we show the base case when I[] = []. We use a sub-induction on the height
of the derivation n , and obtain n'j (resp. Ilj) from Hi (resp. Ha) using the subinduction hypothesis.
- Cases when FT ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the structures X and Y:

n,
/1,X]I>(^,Yi>Y2),Z

n',
^

Hi
{XI>X2,A)\>YI,A,Z

(Xi>X2)>YI,/1,Z

{ A , X I > { A , Y ^ > Y 2 ) ) T > Z

n;
^^^

((Xi>X2,^)>YI,^)[>Z

^

((Xi>X2)>Yi,^)t>Z

Cases when H ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the structures X and Z:
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n',
Hi

(^Xit>y)i>(^Zi>Z2)

Xi > Y, (Zi 0 Z2)

^^

A,{A,X^t>Y)>{Z]>Z2)
(^,xi>y)>(z,i>z2)

^^^
>; 1

n'l
((Xii>X2,^)>y)>Zi,^

ni
(x,>x2)>y,zi,^

L>R2

——
((Xic>X2)^y,^)>Zi,/i
((Xii>X2)c>y)t>Zi,>i

I>R9
I>R2

Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae within
the structures X and y:
Hi
/\,(AXi>X2)>y,z

n'l
(/i,{/\,Xi>X2)i>y)i>z

(AXi>X2)>y,z

((/i,x,i>x2)>y)>z

Hi

n;

x>{y^oY2,a),A,z

^

(x>(yi>y2,^),/i)i>z

x>(yioy2,>i),z

(x>(yi>y2,/i))>z

Case when TT ends with a
ni
XuA^B>A,Y,Z

1

rule where the principal formula is in X:
n2
B,B\>Y,Z

Xi,A
XuA-^B>Y,Z

^^

U\

W,

(Xi,ABi>A,Y)>Z

{Xi,A-^B,B\>Y)>Z
( X i , ^ ^Bt>Y)>Z

_
^^

Case when n ends with a ^ r rule where the principal formula is in y:
ni
X>Yi,A^B,A,Z
Xt>Yi,A~cB,Z

02
X,Bt>Yi,A^B,Z

n'l

n^

{X\>Yi,A^B,A)>Z

(X,Bt>yi,^~<B)>Z

{Xt>YuA~cB)t>Z
Case when n ends with a

rule where the principal formula is in Z:
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Xt>Y,Zi,A^B,A
X\>Y,ZuA^B
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Hz
X,B>Y,ZuA-cB

n;

n^

(X>Y,A^B,A)>Zi

(X,B>Y,A^B)i>Zi

(X>Y,A-^B)>Zi
- - - - - — - - - - .
Lemma 5.2.2
{Xx>Y, A^B)\>Zx,
A~cB
- The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the induction hypothesis, since they do not move formulae across i>-structures.
• For the inductive case, we have I[] = I i [([], L/) > V] for some (possibly empty)
structures U and V and some context Ii[]. We now consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context I[] to U, or from V into
the context L[]. In each case below, we obtain FTj from FIi using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context
[].
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out from
I[] to U:
ni
L,l((Xi,A>YZ),AM)>V]
^
m((Xi,A>YZ),U)>V]
n'l
L,l(((XuA>Y)>Z),A,U)>V]
["((A (Xi::4 > Y ) ; z ) , x u j > V]
L,l((A,(Xi,A>Y)>Z),U)>V]

^

"

L^l(((XuA>Y)>Z),U)>V]
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from V
intoI[]:
Hi
Li[{(X!>Y,Z,A),U)>V^,A]
>R2
n'l
1>R2
l,[{{{X>Y)>Z),U)>VuA]
- The cases when formulae are propagated within the context can be proven
identically to the case when I [] = [].
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2.8 (Admissibility of OR). For any context I[] such that either I[] = [] or I[] is
a positive context, if \-Dmint H : X,Y>Zthen
hoBiint n ' : Xt> ( y > Z ) .
Proof. Symmetric to the proof of Lemma 5.2.7; detailed in Section B.l.

Q.E.D.
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In order to show the admissibility of general contraction, we first need to show a
distribution lemma.
Lemma 5.2.9 (Distribution lemma). For any context I[] and for any structures X, Y, Z, W;
i/^DBiini n : I [ ( X > Y), (Z 0 W)] then hoBimt n ' : I [ ( X , Z > Y, W)] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof. By induction on the height of FI; we obtain 11 j from rti using the induction
hypothesis. As in the previous lemmas, the non-trivial cases are those where n ends
with a propagation rule applied to the structures X, Z, Y, W.
• Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from X to Y:
Hi
L[{XuA>YU{A,Y2>Y2)),(Z>W)]
I[(Xi,A^YI,(Y2>Y2)),(Z>W)]
n'l
I[(Xi,A,Zt>Yi,(A,Y2>Y2),W)]
I[(Xi,A,Z>YI,(Y2>Y2),W)]

•>L2

>L2

Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from Y to X:
n,
I [ ( ( X i 0X2, A), X j o Y i , A), (ZoW)]
I[((Xi>X2),X3^Yi,A),(Zt>W)]
n'l
I[((XI>X2,A),X3,Z>YI,A,W)]
I[((Xi>X2),X3,ZoYI,A,W)]

>R2

Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out of Y and
I[] is a positive context:
Hi

n;

I+[(X>Yi,A),A,(ZoW)] ^

I+[(X,Z>Yi,A,W),A]

L+[{X>YuA),{Z>W)]

I+[(X,Z>Yi,A,W)]

Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out of X and
I[] is a negative context:
Hi
I-[A,(A,Xi>Y),(ZoW)] ^
I-[(A,Xit>Y),(Z^W)]
"

--

n'l
I-[A,(A,Xi,Z>Y,W)]
I-[(A,X,,Zt>Y,W)]
"""

Case when TT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula into X from
outside the context I[]:
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i i [ u ^ , A ! > (A, X> y ) , ( z > w), U2]
L,[UuA>{X>Y),{Z>W),U2]
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>L2

n'l
Li[Ui,A\>(A,X,Z!>Y,W),U2]

>L2

L,{Ui,A>{X,Z>Y,W),U2]

• Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula into Y from
outside the context I[]:
Hi
Ii [iii, {X\>Y,A),{Z\>W)>A,

U2]

L,[UI,(X>Y),{Z>W)>A,U2]

>R2

n':
Li[Ur,{X,Zi>Y,W,A)>A,U2]
L,[UU{X,Z>Y,W)>A,U2]

>R2

Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2.10 (Admissibility of general contraction). For any context I[] and for any
structures X and Y: i/hoBiint n : L[X,Y,Y] then hoBiint n ' : L[X,Y] such f t o |n'| = |n|.
Proof. By induction on the size of Y; the base case is proved by Lemma 5.2.3. The nontrivial case is when Y = (Yi > Y2). We use the distribution lemma to show how this
can be reduced to contractions on Y] and Y2, which are admissible by the induction
hypothesis. A dashed inference line means that the conclusion is obtained from the
premise using the respective Lemma or the induction hypothesis. Suppose we have
Y in a negative context, the other case is symmetric:
I[(Yi>Y2),(Y,>Y2)>Z]
- II(Yi7Y,"> Y^: Y2) r z ] "
I](Yi>Y2")>Z]
Q.E.D.
Having showed the admissibility of all structural rules of LBiInt in DBlInt, completeness is easy:
Theorem 5.2.11 (Completeness). For any structures X and Y, j/htBiinti n : X ^ Y then
hnRiln,
"DBiInt n' : X > Y .
Vroof. By induction on |n|, where we obtain TTj (FFj) from rii (112) using the induction hypothesis. A dashed inference line means that the conclusion is obtained from
the premise using the respective Lemma. Because LBilnti has cut-elimination (Theorem 4.2.7), we only need to consider rules other than cut:
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• Case when n ends with iul'ni

n'l

x i ^ " ^

^

Lemma 5.2.2

Case when n ends with wr: analogous to the case for Wi.
Case when fl ends with C;.:
Hi

n'l

X,A=>Y

Wl

-

7 - - Lemma 5.2.3
X,At'Y

Case when n ends with cr: analogous to the case for ci.
Case when FT ends with si'.
ni
(Xi>yi),X2=^ Y2 ^
Sl
x,,x2^yi,y2

n'l
(x,>yi),x2>y2 ^
- - - - - - - - - - - Lemma 5.2.5
Xi,X2>yi,y2

-

• Case when TT ends with sr: analogous to the case for si, using Lemma 5.2.6
instead.
• Case when n ends with I>l:

n,

n;

X2^y2.yi
T^FTVTTT^C^
(X2c>y2)=>yi

x2oy2,yi
,
"/(X2c>y2)!>yi
X "
Lemma 5.2.7

• Case when O ends with Or: analogous to the case for >L/ using Lemma 5.2.8
instead.
• Case when n ends with -^f.
Hi
A, Y

x

U\
X>A,Y
A ; y

^

n2

^^^

W,
X,B^Y
X^B;BVY-

Cases when 11 ends with - < r and all rules for V, A: analogous to the case for
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Case when 11 ends with

n'l

At>B,Y
^
nC
Lemma 5.2.7
(y4 t> B) t>y

Hi
^ =» B,Y
-^L
Y
X,A~<B

"AT

" " n 7 ^ " nT ~^7 Lemma 5.2.2
X,A^Bt>Y

Case when n ends with
instead.

analogous to the case for ^ R , using Lemma 5.2.8
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2.12. For any structures X and Y, l-LBiinti n : X => Y ijand only
n ' : Xi>Y.
Proof. By Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.11.

5.3

/fhoBiint
Q.E.D.

Proof search

Naive proof search in DBiInt does not terminate, as illustrated by Example 5.3.1.
Example 5.3.1. Consider the following proof attempt fragment, where X — {A ^
C,{D —> E) —> F and we only show the left premise of each
rule instance:

X>G,A

^ B,{X,At>B,D

^ E, {X, A, Dt> E, A

B)

B,{A>B)))

In the example above, there is an interaction between the —>R, >12 and —^i rules
that causes non-termination, even for the Lntuitionistic fragment of the logic. This
well-known problem occurs in traditional sequent calculi as well, and it is caused
by the implicit contraction in the — r u l e . For intuitionistic logic, this problem has
been addressed by contraction-free calculi [36] and history-based loop-checks [63].
However, these methods are less suitable for B i l n t where the interaction between
and ^ formulae needs to be considered: recall our discussion in Section 3.5.
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Here we address termination using a saturation process and two derived rules that
speed up proof search. The approach is similar to our work on LBilntj in Chapter 4,
but here we apply it to deep inference and contexts instead of top-level sequents only.
Let
and
denote two rules derived as below, where a dashed inference
line means the conclusion is derived from the premise using Lemma 5.2.2. We show
each rule on the left and its derivation on the right:

1-[A,A^B]
L-[A^B]

1+

[/i ^

Y-[A^B:A:CAVB)]
Lemma5.2.2
—
r
n
—
Z-[A^B,{A>B)]

^I-l

B, B]

1 + [ i

—TT-RR-.
L+[A^

L+[A^B]

'-.'MA

> 'Bi

'B]

ir^r—TTT—
B,{Ai>B)]

L+[A ^ B]
Definition 5.3.2. Let I[Z] be any sequent. Then let XoY =
We say that I[Z] is
saturated (w.r.t. Z[] and Z) iff all the follozving conditions are met:
1. {|x|}n{|y|} = 0
2. lfAAB€

{|X|} then A 6 {|X|} and B E {|X|}

3. IfAABe

{|y|} then A e {|y|} or B e {|y|}

4. If AVE

e {|X|} then A e {|X|} or B e {|X|}

5. If Ay Be {|y|} then A e {|y|} and B E {|y|}
6. IfA^BE
7. IfA^B
8. IfA^BE
9. IfA^B

{|X|} then A E {|y|} or B E {|X|}
E {|y|} then A E {|y|} or B E {|X|}
{|y|} then B E {|y|}
E {|X|} then

6 {|X|}

Let X and Y be two structures. We say that a formula A ^ B is realised by X > y iff
either:
1. there exists a structure Z>W EY such that A E {\Z\} and B e {| W|}, or
2. / l e { | X | } a n d B e { | y | }
We say that a formula C - < D is realised by X > y iff either:
1. there exists a structure Zt>W E X such that C E {|Z|} and D E {| W|}, or
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2. C e { | X | } a n d D € {|y|}
We define the super-set relation on sequents as follows:
X, > Yi D Xo > Yo iff {|Xi 1} D {|Xo|} or {|Yj |} D {|Yo|}.
Then the following simple modifications of DBiInt ensure termination using only
local checks:
Definition 5.3.3. Let DBilnti be the system obtained from DBiInt with the
changes:
1. Add the derived rules ^ n
2. Replace rules

following

and

by the folloiving:
L-{A~<B,(A!>B)]
L-[A^B]

where I

[y4-<B] is saturated and A^B

is not realised byL

B,{A\>B)]

^

L+[A ^ B]
where L+[A

[A^B]

^^

B] is saturated and A ^

Bis not realised by I"'"[y4 ^

B]

3. Replace rules >i,2 (tnd >r2 by the following:
L[A,X>{W,{A,Y>Z))]

>L2 where /I ^ {|Y|}

I[.4,X>(W,(Y>Z))]

>R2 where

I[((X>Y),W)c>Z,^]
4. Replace rules ^u -<r,
restricted versions:

—

>

r

v

^l,

^ {|Y|}

Ar, Vl, Vr with the

(a) Let yo be the conclusion of the rule let yi (and 72) be the premises.
applicable only if:

D

and

following

The rule is

D

We will now give a simple proof search strategy for DBilnti. While traditional
tableaux methods operate on a single node at a time, our proof search strategy will
consider the whole tree. First we define a mapping from sequents to trees.
A node is a pair of sets of formulae. A tree is a node with 0 or more children, where
each child is a tree, and each child is labelled as either a <-child, or a >-child. Given
a s e q u e n t E = (Xi > Y,),•••, (X„ 0 Y„), r > A, (Zj > Wj), •••, ( Z „ >
where T and
A are sets of formulae and n >0 and m > 0, the tree tree{Z) represented by E is:
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Function Prove (Sequent E): Bool
1. LetT = tree{z.)
2. If the id, ±l, or Tr rule is applicable to any node in T, return True
3. Else if there is some node (F, A) G T that is not saturated
(a) Let p be the rule corresponding to the requirement of Definition 5.3.2 that
is not met, and let Ei (and E2) be the premise(s) of p. Return A Prove(Ei).
4. Else if there is some node 6 that is not propagated
(a) Let p be the rule corresponding to the requirement of Definition 5.3.4 that
is not met, and let E] be the premise of p. Return Prove{Zi).
5. Else if there is some node (T, A) e T that is not realised, i.e. some C — A B G
A {C = A^B e r) is not realised
(a) Let El be the premise of the —»r (-^l) rule applied to C € A (C e f).
Return Prove{3i).
6. Else return ffl/se
Figure 5.2: A proof search strategy for DBilnti

free(Xi>yi)

tree(X„>Y„)

free(Zi>Wi)

>• •

tree(Z,„t>W„)

Figure 5.2 gives a proof search strategy for DBilntj. The application of a rule
deep inside a sequent can be viewed as focusing on a particular node of the tree. The
rules of DBilnti can then be viewed as operations on the tree encoded in the sequent.
In particular, Step 3 saturates a node locally. Step 4 propagates formulae between
neighbouring nodes, and Step 5 appends new nodes to the tree.
Definition 5.3.4. Given a tree Tand a node G = (F, A) e T, we sai/ (F, A) is propagated iff:
i>Li: for every >-child F] d> Ai o/0 and for every A £ Fj, we have AeT
i>Ri: for every <-child Fi [> Ai ofQ and for every A e Ai, we have e A
>l2- for every A G T and for every <-child Fj > Aj of G, we have G Fi
i>R2: for every A £Aand for every >-child Fi > Ai of 6, we have A G Ai
We will now show that Prove is complete for bi-intuitionistic logic. As is usual
in completeness proofs, we will show the contrapositive: if Prove returns false for
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s o m e sequent E, then E is not valid. Instead of a semantic completeness proof, w e
will use a purely syntactic m e t h o d via the sound and complete calculus D B i l n t . T h e
following auxiliary l e m m a shows that if Prove returns false for s o m e sequent E, there
is n o D B i l n t derivation of that sequent.
L e m m a 5.3.5. Let E be a sequent such that every node in tree{E)
propagated.
Proof.

Then E is not derivable

is saturated,

realised

and

in D B i l n t .

We prove the statement of the lemma by contradiction. That is, w e a s s u m e

every n o d e in tree(Z)

is saturated, realised and propagated, and that E is derivable

in D B i l n t . T h e n there exists a shortest derivation n of E. We n o w consider all the
rule instances that n could end with, and in each case s h o w that there is an even
shorter D B i l n t derivation of E, therefore contradicting our assumption that FI w a s
the shortest derivation.
• n cannot end with the id rule, since every n o d e in tree{Z)
Suppose n ends with the VR rule, where E = 1 +

is saturated.

V B, A, B] for s o m e 1 + [], and

the last rule of 11 applies to that particular occurrence of /I V B in the context
! + [ ] . Note that since every n o d e of free(E)

is saturated, w e know that A and B

are also present at the node where AV Bis located. Then n must be of the form:
Hi
L+[AVB,A,B,A,B]

VR

VB,^,B]

Now, applying L e m m a 5.2.3 twice to Hi, w e obtain a derivation 112 of

such that 11121 = I rill < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption that H is a
shortest derivation of E. Therefore 11 cannot end with the rule VR.
All other cases involving rules

- < R , Ai, AR, VI, can be treated analogously

to VR, using height preserving admissibility of formula contraction.
Suppose n ends with the —>r rule. There are two subcases, since every n o d e in
free(E) is realised: either E = I [ X i>A-^B,B,
E = I [ X i , A>B,A^

(Wi, At>B, Z i ) ] for s o m e I [ ] , or

B, Y2\ for some ! [ ] .

- Suppose E = I [ X >

^ B, B, (Wi, .4 0 B, Z i ) ] for s o m e I [ ] and the last rule

of n applies to that particular occurrence of

^

B in the context ! [ ] . T h e n

n must be of the form:
Hi
B,B,(Wi,y4i>B,Zi),(/\>B)]
I[Xc>AB,B,(WI,^>B,ZI)]

_
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By the distribution Lemma 5.2.9, there is a DBiInt derivation 112 of
I [ X > ^ ^ B, B, (Wi, A,A\>B, B, Zi)]
such that |n2| = |ni|. Then applying Lemma 5.2.3 to 172 twice gives us a
DBiInt derivation Fls of

such that Irisl = |n2| = |ni| < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption
that n is a shortest derivation of E. Therefore 0 cannot end with the rule
- Suppose E: = L[Xi,A[>B,A
B,Y2] for some I[] and the last rule of n
applies to that particular occurrence of
^ B in the context I[]. Then n
must be of the form:
Hi
L[Xi,A\>B,A

B,{A>B),Y2]

By Lemma 5.2.6, we can obtain a derivation 112 of
L[Xi,A,A>B,

B,A-^

B,Y2]

such that 11121 < |ni|. Then applying Lemma 5.2.3 to 112 twice gives us a
DBiInt derivation Lis of
L[XuA>B,A

B,Y2]

such that iris I = |n2| < |ni| < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption
that n is a shortest derivation of E. Therefore n cannot end with the rule
• Suppose n ends with the
using Lemma 5.2.5 instead.

rule. The proof is symmetric to the previous case,

• Suppose n ends with the i>l2 rule, where E = I[y4, Xi> (W, (/I, Yi i>Z))] for some
I[], and the last rule of TT applies to that particular occurrence of in the context
![]. Note that since every node of tree{E) is propagated, we know that A is also
present at the inner node A, Yi > Z. Then 11 must be of the form:
Hi
LlA,X>(W,(A,A,Yi>Z))}

— C>/ 9

LlA,X>(W,(A,Y:t>Z))]
Now, applying Lemma 5.2.3 to Hi, we obtain a derivation 112 of
LlA,X>(W,(A,n>Z))]
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such that 11121 = I rill < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption that n is a
shortest derivation of E. Therefore TT cannot end with the rule i>l2All other cases involving propagation rules > l i , i>ri, i>r2 can be treated analogously to >i2, using height preserving admissibility of formula contraction.

Since TT cannot end with any of the rules of DBiInt, this obviously contradicts the
assumption that it is a derivation in DBilnt. Therefore Z is not derivable in DBilnt.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.3.6. For any X and Y, Prove{X > Y) = true if and only i/l-oBiint n : X > Y.
Proof.

Left-to-right: obvious, since every step of Prove is a backwards application of a
DBilnti rule, which is either a (possibly restricted) rule of DBilnt or a derived
rule.
Right-to-left: we show that if Prove{X > Y) returns False then X > Y is not derivable in DBilnt. Since each rule of DBilnt is invertible (Lemma 5.2.4), Steps 2
to 5 of Prove preserve provability of the original sequent. If Prove(X > Y) returns False, this can only be the case if Step 6 is reached, i.e., the systematic
bottom-up applications of the rules of DBilnti produce a sequent such that every node in the tree of the sequent is saturated, realised, and propagated. By
Lemma 5.3.5, such a sequent would not be derivable in DBilnt, and since all
other steps of Prove preserve derivability, it follows that X t> Y is not derivable
either in DBilnt.

Q.E.D.

Before proving termination formally, we illustrate how the non-terminating backward derivation attempt of Example 5.3.1 is now blocked by DBilnti.
Example 5.3.7. For readability, we abbreviate X =
Y = A ^ B,D ^ E,B,Eand Ll] = X>G, Y, [].

{A ^

B)

C,(D

—> E)
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no rule

applicable

(X,D,At>B,A ^ B,D ^ E,E) )]

i[(x,/i>y. {X,A,D>E,A ^ B,D ^ E,B]
L[{X,AfY,

{X,A,Dt>E,A ^ B,D ^ E) ),{X,D>y,
I[ {X,A>y,(X,A,Dt>E))

,

mx,Aj>B,A

B,D ^ E) )]

(X,D,A>B,A^

{X,D>Y,{X,D,At>B))

I[ (X,/l>y,(Di>E)) , (X,D>Y,(/1>B))
I[ (X,A>B,A-^B,D-^E,E)

logic

• (> X >i2
•2x

, (X,D > E, A ^ B,D ^ E,B)

^ B,D ^ E) , {X,D>E,A

2x

B,D ^ E)

Xt>G,y, (X,A>B) . (X,D>E)

•2x

•4x

4 X >1,2
(A ^ B) ^ C,{D
E) ^ F>G,A^ B,D ^ E,B,E,(Ac>B),{D>E)
•2x
{A^ B) ^ C, {D ^ E) ^ F > G, A ^ B,D ^ E,B,E
2x -^Ri
(/t ^ B) -> C,(D ^ E) ^ F>G,A -^B,D ^E
2x
{ A - ^ B ) ^ CAD ^ E) ^ F>G
Note that no rules are applicable backwards to the sequent
I[(X,A[>y,

{X,A,D>E,A

^ B,D ^

E,B) ),(X,Dt>Y,

{X,D,A>B,A

at the top of the derivation attempt. In particular, the previously used
A ^ Bin either of the contexts illustrated by the boxes, since A is on
is on the right hand side and so the formula A ^ B is realised by the
is not applicable to D ^ E in either of the contexts illustrated by the

^ B,D

E,E) )]

—is not applicable to
the left hand side and B
context. Similarly, -^r
boxes.

We write sf{A) for the subformulae of A, and define the set of subformulae of a
set 9 as s / ( 8 ) = UAeesfi^^)- For a sequent S we define s/(E) as below:
E

=

s/(E)

=
u
U

(XioYi),---,(X„c>y„),r>A,(Z,>Wi),---,(Z„>W„)
s/(r)Us/(A)
s/(xii>yi)u---us/(x„c>y„)
s/(Zi>Wi)U---Us/(Z„>W„).

The idea behind the termination proof is essentially the same as the one we used
for LBiInt2 in Chapter 4. Here we show how to apply our method to the deep inference nested sequent calculus DBilnti instead. The key idea again is to show that
Prove cannot create trees of infinite depth, in particular, that it cannot create infinitely
many zig-zags of < and > edges. To see why this is the case intuitively, consider
the propagation rules t>L2 and >r2/ which are the only rules that move formulae away
from the root of the tree towards the leaves. Note that >l2 can only move formulae
along < edges and place them on the left hand side of child nodes. Similarly, !>r2 can
only move formulae along > edges and place them on the right hand side of child
nodes. Therefore after a zig-zag of < and > edges some formulae are "stuck" and
cannot move any further: see Figure 5.3.
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<

/I

>

Figure 5.3: Propagation of formulae. A is propagated along the < edge between the left hand
sides of nodes, and B is propagated along the > edge between the right hand sides of nodes.
Note that A cannot be propagated to the bottom-most node.
We now define the degree of a node in a nested sequent, that is, the degree of a
particular structure placed in a certain context. The following definition is essentially
the same as Definition 4.4.8, but here we apply it to some specific node within a nested
sequent, rather than the top level formulae only.
Definition 5.3.8. The degree of a formula is:
degfip)
degf(A A B) = degf{A V B)
degfiA-.B)^degf(A^B)

=
=
=

0
max{degfiA),degf{B))
l+max{degf{A),degf{B)).

Given a sequent I[Z], we define the degree o/I[Z] w.r.t. ![]. Let X>Y = L[Z]. Then:
degL{X>Y)
degR{X>Y)
deg{X>Y)

=
=
=

max{degf{A)
M € {|X|}}
max{degf{B)
| B e {|y|}}
max(degL(X>Y),degR{X>Y))
deg(m)^deg{X>Y).

Note also that our definition of a degree of a node nested within a tree bears similarities to Briinnler's work on deep inference calculi for modal logics [20]. There, he
obtains termination by using a global loop check, which examines nodes nested in the
tree of nested sequents. His proof search procedure blocks the application of rules to
"cyclic" nodes in the tree, where a leaf of a sequent is defined as cyclic if there is an
inner node in the sequent that carries the same set of formulas [20].
Theorem 5.3.9. For any two sets ofBilnt-formulae

P and A, Prove{r>

A) terminates.

Proof Let OT = |s/(r t> A)|. To show that Prove terminates, we will argue about the
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B,B,{X',AoB,A
^
L+lA

logic

B,Y')]

B,B,(At>B)]
B, B]

Figure 5.4: Blocked repeated application of ^ r . Note that an -^R application to /4 ^ B is
blocked for the topmost sequent because A ^ B already realised by (X', At> B,A
B,Y').
The dotted part of the derivation may include any propagation rules, static rules or other —
rule instances.

tree T — tree{X > Y), where X > Y is the parameter to the most recent recursive call to
Prove. That is, initially T = tree{r [> A).
The saturation process for each node in T is bounded by m. Therefore after at
most m moves at each node. Step 3 is no longer applicable to this node because of
restrictioris 3 and 4 of Definition 5.3.3. Since formulae are only propagated to nodes
that do not already contain these formulae, after at most m propagation moves into
each node. Step 4 is no longer applicable to this node.
T is finitely branching, since new nodes are only created for unrealised —>- and
formulae. Therefore after at most m moves at each node. Step 5 is no longer applicable
to this node. We will now show that the depth of T is bounded by m^, using a very
similar argument to that of Lemma 4.4.9, but taking into accoimt nested sequents and
our new definition of degree.
First, we show that Prove can create at most m consecutive nodes in the same direction, i.e., where the links are all labeled by < or all labeled by > . In the < case, we
need to show that we cannot create a node twice for the same ^-formula. Consider an
application of ^ r with principal formula A ^ B. After this application, the structure
{A>B) will be added to the nested sequent and saturated as well as propagated. During this process, A ^ B may reappear on the right hand side of the new structure: see
Figure 5.4. However, then B will also be added to the right hand side of the structure
by the
rule during saturation, so a repeated application of -^R to A ^ B will be
blocked by the side condition of ^ r , since .4 ^ B is now realised by the structure.
Thus since the number of ^-formulae is bounded by m and we can only create a new
node for each ^-formula once, there can be at most m consecutive nodes where the
links are all labeled by < . The case for > is symmetric.
We now show that we can switch direction at most m times. Consider a direction
switch, e.g., a new node created using -^R followed by a new node created using
(the other case is symmetric), and any saturation and propagation rule applications in
between. The following derivation fragment illustrates such a direction switch scenario, where I is any context and the verhcal dots indicate any number of saturation
and propagation steps:
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=

> Y^, A ^ B , iX[,C^D,

72 =

(X2, C > D , Y2),

B, (Xi, C ^ D , A>B,

n

=
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Yj)]

A>B,Y{)]

-^L

L[Xo>Yo,A^B,{A>B)]
ro^UXo>Yo,A^B]

We will now compare the degrees of sequent 73 with respect to various contexts,
each going deeper inside the nested structure, which corresponds to being further
away from the root of the tree. We want to show that the degree of the frontier nodes
(i.e. furthest from the root) is smaller than the degree of nodes closer to the root of
tree.
We first define the degree of the node closest to the root of the tree:

do

=
=

degc(L[X'o>Yl„A^B,(X'i,C^D,(X2,C>D,Y2),A>B,Yi)]^j)
deg{X'o>Yl,,A^B)

Now we define two additional contexts, corresponding to the nodes being created
by the -^r and
rule applications. That is I i = I[Xo c> Yq,
—» B, []] and I 2 =
t>Y'o,A
B, ( X i , C ^ D , Q,^ o B, Yj)]. This lets us define the degrees of the
child nodes:

d,

=

degc{L,[X{,C^D,At>B,Y[]^^)

=

deg{X[,C-<D,A>B,Y{)

and

d2

=

degc{L2[X2,C^D,Y2h,)
deg{X2,C>D,Y2)

We will now show that

^ do —I.

First, we have that
C - c D , At>B,Y{) < degiiX'g
B) because 0^2
rule applications can propagate all formulae from Xg into Xj. However, since there
are no propagation rules that could move formulae from outer contexts into the right
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hand side of X[,C^D,

logic

A> B,Y[, we have that

degR{X[,C^D,A>B,Y[)
<

max{degLiX[,C-<D,A>B,Y[)-l,degR{X'o>Y'o,A

<

^

B)-l}

deg{X'o>Yl„A-.B)-l

Secondly, we have that degR(X2,CoD, 72) < degR{X[,C^D,
A!> B,Y[) because
>R2 rule applications can propagate all formulae from Y[ into Yj. That is, degR (X2, C i>
D,Y2) < degiX'g
1. However, since there are no propagation rules that
could move formulae from outer contexts into the left hand side of X2, C > D , Y2, we
have that
degLiX2,C>D,Y2)
<

max{degL{X[,C^D,

<

^ > B, Yj) - 1,rfe^R(X2, C i> D, Ya) - 1}

deg{X'o>Y'o,A^B)-l

Summing up, we have
deg{X2,C>D,Y2)

=
<
<

max{degL{X2,C>D,Y2),degR{X2,Ct>D,Y2}
max{deg{X'o >Y'o,A^B)-

1, deg(X'o > Y^,

^ B) - 1}

deg{X'o^Y'o,A^B)-l

That is, d 2 < d o - 1.
After a direction switch, we can again make at most m node creation steps in one
direction. Therefore the total number of node creation rule applications is bounded
Q.E.D.
by 0{m^).

Chapter 6

Shallow and deep inference nested
calculi for tense logic

In this chapter we apply the methodology of the previous two chapters to give nested
sequent calculi for tense logic and some its extensions. We use Kashima's calculi for
tense logics [73] as a starting point for our proof theoretic (as opposed to the modeltheoretic approach of Kashima) investigation of tense logic. Specifically, we show
how deep inference in a nested sequent calculus can mimic residuation in Kashima's
shallow inference calculus.
We begin in Section 6.1 with Kashima's first calculus SKt which contains structural connectives (proxies) for 0 and • and contains explicit "turn" rules to capture the residuation conditions that hold between them. Kashima shows that SKt
is sound with respect to the Kripke semantics for tense logic, but he does not prove
cut-admissibility for this calculus. He instead gives another calculus S2Kt which allows rules to be applied at arbitrary depth, and shows that a sequent has a cut-free
derivation in SKt if it has a cut-free derivation in S2Kt. In a second step, he shows that
S2Kt minus cut is complete w.r.t. the Kripke semantics of tense logic, which together
imply the completeness of SKt minus cut.
We first replace formula contraction with general contraction in Kashima's SKt,
show that the resulting calculus enjoys a display property, and show that it also has
cut-admissibility using an argument which is very similar to Belnap's cut-admissibility
proof for display calculi. We then show in Section 6.2 that Kashima's S2Kt minus cut
(in the form of our DKt) can be made contraction-free and that the residuation rules
of SKt are admissible in DKt, meaning that DKt can faithfully mimic cut-free SKt.
We also show that SKt can mimic DKt by showing that all of the rules of DKt are
actually derivable in SKt using the display property of SKt. In Section 6.3, we then
show how to extend all these basic calculi to handle tense S4 and S5. Finally, we give
a simple proof search strategy for DKt in Section 6.4.
Note. Some of the results of this chapter have been published in [58].
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X,o{Y},OA

^

Figure 6.1: SKt: a shallow inference nested sequent calculus for Kt

6.1

SKt: a shallow inference nested sequent calculus

To simplify presentation, we shall consider formulae of tense logic Kt which are in
negation normal form (nnf), given by the following grammar:
A:=a\^a

\ AV A \

AAA\nA\mA\(}A\^A.

where a ranges over atomic formulae and -^a is the negation of fl. We shall denote
with A the nnf of the negation of A. Implication can then be defined via negation:
A
B = ]4 V B .
Because we are dealing with classical tense logic, in this chapter we consider a
right-sided sequent calculus for tense logic where the syntactic judgment is a tree of
multisets of formulae, as has been done previously in proof systems for modal and
tense logics [73; 17; 20].
Definition 6.1.1. A nested sequent is a multiset
{^1

Ak,o{X,}

o{X„},.{yi},...,.{y„}}

where k,m,n > 0, and each X, and each Yj are themselves nested sequents.
We shall use the following notational conventions when writing nested sequents.
We shall remove outermost braces, e.g., we write A, B, C instead of {^4, B, C } . Braces
for sequents nested inside o { } or • { } are also removed, for example, instead of writing
o { { y 4 , 6 , C } } , we write o{A,B,C}.
When we juxtapose two sequents, e.g., as in X, Y,
we mean it is a sequent resulting from the multiset-imion of X and y. When y is a
singleton multiset, e.g.,
or { o { y ' } } , we simply write: X,
or X, o { y ' } . Since we
shall only be concerned with nested sequents, we shall refer to nested sequents simply
as sequents in the rest of the chapter.
The above definition of sequents can also be seen as a special case of structures in
display calculi, e.g., with
(comma), • and o as structural connectives.
Similarly to previous chapters, a context is a sequent with holes in place of formulae. A context with a single hole is written as ! [ ] . Multiple-hole contexts are written
as I[]•••[], or abbreviated as
where k is the number of holes. We write L''[Y] to
denote the sequent that results from filling the holes in !''[] uniformly with Y.
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The shallow sequent calculus for Kt, called SKt, is given in Figure 6.1. This is basically Kashima's calculus (also called SKt) [73], but with a more general contraction
rule (ctr), which allows contraction of arbitrary sequents. The modal fragment of SKt
was also developed independently by Briinnler [17; 20]. The general contraction rule
is used to simplify our cut elimination proof, and as we shall see in Section 6.2, it can
be replaced by formula contraction. The calculus SKt can also be seen as a singlesided version of display calculus. The rules rp and rf are called the residuation rules.
They are an example of display postulates commonly found in display calculus, and are
used to bring a node in a nested sequent to the top level. The following lemma and
proposition show the analog of the display property of display calculus.
Lemma 6.1.2. Let Ii[X], l2[y] be a sequent with a unique occurrence of a structure X and
a unique occurrence of a structure Y (X and Y are distinct structures). Then there exists a
context I[] such that X, I[Y] is derivable from Ii[X], l2[y] using only the rules rp and rf.
Proof By induction on the size of the context I i []. The non-trivial cases are when I i []
is of the form o{l3[]} or •{l3[]}. We consider the former case here; the latter can be
handled analogously. By induction hypothesis, there exists I'[] such that X, I'[y] is
derivable from I3[X], •{l2[y]}. Let ! [ ] = ! ' [ ] . Then we have a derivation
o { l 3 [ X ] } , l 2 [ y ] ^^
l3[X],.{l2[y]}
x,i'[y]
that uses only rp and r/.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 6.1.3. Let I[W] be a sequent. Then there exists a sequent Z such that W, Z is
derivable from 1[W] and vice versa, using only the rules rp and rf.
Proof We first show the forward direction, i.e., deriving W, Z from I [W]. Applying
Lemma 6.1.2 with Ii[] = I[] and I2O = []
X = W and y = { } , we have a context
I'[] such that there exists a derivation fl from I[W], { } to W , ! ' [ { }], using only rp and
rf. That is:

W,I'[{}]
Let Z = !'[{}]• Now we get a derivation of W, Z from I[W] using only rp and rf.
That is:
I[W]
w,z
For the converse, we first observe that the rules rp and rf are dual to each other.
That is, if we turn the rule rp upside down, we get rf. Therefore, to get a derivation
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of I[W] from W,Z, we just turn the derivation obtained in the previous case upside
down, and rename the rule rp torf and vice versa.
Q.E.D.

6.1.1

Soundness and completeness

To prove soundness, we first show that each sequent has a corresponding Kt-formula,
and then show that the rules of SKt, reading them top down, preserve validity of the
formula corresponding to the premise sequent. Completeness is shown by simulating
Hilbert's system for tense logic in SKt. The translation from sequents to formulae is
given below. In the translation, we assume two logical constants J . ('false') and T
('true'). This is just a notational convenience, as the constants can be defined in a
standard way, e.g., as a A 5 and a V 5 for some fixed atomic proposition a.
Definition 6.1.4. The function T translates an SKt-sequent
{A,

},...,

o{X^},.{Y,},...,

•{¥„}}

into the Kt-formida (modulo associativity and commutativity ofV and A):
•T(XI) V • • • V •T(X™) V •T(yi) V • • • V mT{Y„).
As usual, the empty disjunction denotes
Theorem 6.1.7 is a simple corollary of the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.1.5 (Soundness). Every SKt-derivable Kt formula is valid.
Proof We show that for every rule p of SKt

the following holds: if for every i e {l,...,n},
the formula T(X,) is valid then the
formula T(X) is valid. The following are the formula translations for the residuation
rules and tense/modal rules:
r/: if T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) valid then •(T(X) ) V T(y) valid
rp: if T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) valid then •(T(X) ) V T(y) valid
• : if T(X) V MA valid then T(X) V MA valid
• : if T(X) V DA valid then T(X) V DA valid
•: if T(X) V •(T(y) V A) valid then T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) V ^A valid
0: if T(X) V • ( T ( y ) V A) valid then T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) V

valid

We now prove the cases for r/ and • in detail, the others are analogous or easier.
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• Case rf: we assume that T(X) V •(T(Y)) is valid, that is:
V(W, R, V}Vw G W . W Ih T(X) or w Ih • ( T ( y ) )

(6.1.1)

More specifically, it means
V(W, R, V}Vw e W . w Ih T(X) or VM e W if wRu then u Ih T(Y)

(6.1.2)

Now we need to show that • ( T ( X ) ) V T ( y ) i s valid. We do so by contradiction;
that is, we assume that • ( T ( X ) ) V T(Y) is falsifiable:
3(W', R', V'}3u' eW'.u'

If • ( T ( X ) ) and u'

(6.1.3)

T(Y)

More specifically, 6.1.3 also means that
3w' e W .w'Ru' and w' f T(X)

(6.1.4)

However, now we have contradiction, since we have w' ly- T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) ,
which we assumed to be valid. Therefore it cannot be the case that • ( T ( X ) ) V
T(Y) is falsifiable, indeed • ( T ( X ) ) V T(Y) is valid.
• Case •: we assume that T(X) V •(T(Y) V A) is valid, that is:
V(W, R, V)\/w e W . w I h T ( X ) or w I h • ( T ( Y ) V A)

(6.1.5)

More specifically, it means
V(W, R, V)Vw G W .

Ih T(X) or VU G W if uRzv then u Ih T(y) V A

(6.1.6)

Now we need to show that T(X) V •(T(Y)) V ^A is valid. We do so by contradiction; that is, we assume that T(X) V •(T(Y)) V ^A is falsifiable:
3(W', R', V')3w' GW .w'

T(X) and w' 1/ • ( T ( y ) ) and w'

^A

(6.1.7)

More specifically, it means 3u' G W such that u'Rw' and:
u' f T{Y)
u' \y- ^

(6.1.8)
(6.1.9)

However, the latter two contradict 6.1.6. Therefore it cannot be the case that
T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) V •A is falsifiable, indeed T(X) V • ( T ( y ) ) V ^A is valid.
Since the formula-translation T(X) V a V a of the /rf rule is obviously valid, it then
follows that every formula derivable in SKt is also valid.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.1.6 (Completeness). Every Kt-theorem is SKi-derivable.
Proof. The following are derivations of the negation normal forms of Axioms 2.2.30
and 2.2.32, the other axioms are analogous. Dashed lines abbreviate derivations:
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AaB,A,A,B,*{}

'

AAB,B,A,B,»{}

AAB,A,B,»{

^

o{

}

o{AAB,A,B}
Oi^

},A,A

•{A,A}

^^

•{A},^A

^

A,o{^A}

o{B}" ^

^ R' 'PA _ V

_
0(v4AB) V O ^ V D B

A,n^A

Avn^A

^

The following are derivations of the negation normal forms of rules MP, NecD
and NecB:
^
A,B
AVB

ivk

^ ^
B,B

id
^

A A B,B

B
- zvk

^

——TT"

MA

wk

'

Q.E.D.
T h e o r e m 6.1.7. A Kt-formula A is valid iff A is SKt-derivable.

Proof. By Lemmas 6.1.5 and 6.1.6.
6.1.2

Q.E.D.

Cut elimination

The main difficulty in proving cut elimination' for SKt is in finding the right cut
reduction for some cases involving the rules rp and rf. For instance, consider the
derivation (1) in Figure 6.2. It is not obvious that there is a cut reduction strategy
that works locally without generalizing the cut rule to, e.g., one which allows cut on
any sub-sequent in a sequent. Instead, we shall follow a global cut reduction strategy
similar to that used in cut elimination for display logics. The idea is that, instead of
permuting the cut rule locally, we trace the cut formula /I (in Hi) and ^ (in 02), until
they both become principal In their respective derivations, and then apply the cut
rule(s)
at that point on smaller formulae. Schematically, our simple strategy can be
illustrated as follows: Suppose that fli and 112 are, respectively, derivation (2) and (3)
in Figure 6.2, that A = Ax A Ai and there is a single instance in each derivation where
the cut formula is used. To reduce the cut on A, we first transform Fli by imiformly
substihiting • { ¥ } for A i n U i (see derivation (4) in Figure 6.2). We then prove the
open leaf { o { o { X ' } } , Y} by uniformly substituting o { X ' } for /I in 02 (see derivation
' T h e cut-elimination proof in this chapter is due to Alwen Tiu, and is included in this thesis for
completeness.
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V
0{X},A

^.{y}

o{X},.{Y}
(1)

cut

X,»{AIAA2}

O{AIVA2},Y

(2)

(3)

O{X'},A2
=

x , . { . { y } } rp
o{x},.{y}
(4)

AuA2,»{R}

cut

o{o{X'}},Y'

o{o{x'}},y
(5)
Figure 6.2: Some derivations in SKt.

(5) in Figure 6.2). Notice that the cuts on A-[ and A2 introduced in the derivation above
are on smaller formulae than A.
The above simplified explanation implicitly assumes that a uniform substitution
of a formula (or formulae) in a derivation results in a well-formed derivation, and
that the cut formulae are not contracted. The precise statement of the derivation substitution idea becomes more involved once these aspects are taken into account. The
formal statement is given in the lemma below. We use the notation hg X to denote
that the sequent X is provable in the sequent calculus S. We write h j TT : X when we
want to be explicit about the particular derivation n of X. The cut rank of an instance
of cut is defined as usual, as the size of the cut formula. The cut rank of a derivation
n, denoted with cr(11), is the largest cut rank of the cut instances in n (or zero, if there
are no cuts in 11). Given a formula A, we denote with |y4| its size. Given a derivation
n, we denote with |n| its height, i.e., the length of a longest branch in the derivation
tree of n.
Lemma 6.1.8. //hsKt Hi : y,fl and hsKt n2 :
where > 1 and both 111 and 112 ^fe
cut free, then there exists a cut free n such that Kski H : I'^fy].
Proof. By induction on |n2|. For the base cases, the non-trivial case is when 112 ends
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with id and a is active in the rule, i.e., l''[a] = L\~'^[a],a,a and 02 is

Then we construct TT as follows:
ni
Y,a

wk

The inductive cases follow straightforwardly from the induction hypothesis.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.1.9. Suppose hsKt
• Y,Aand hsKt
• Y,B and hgKt
: L''[A V B] for
some k > l , and the cut ranks ofUi, V\2 and n are smaller than |y4 A B|. Then there exists a
A B|.
derivation W such that hsKt n': I'^lY] and cr(U) <
Proof. By induction on |n|. Most cases are straightforward. The only non-trivial case
is when AV Bis principal in the last rule of fl, i.e., n is of the form
L'{-^[AVB],A,B
L\-'^[AvB],AyB

- V

By induction hypothesis, we have a cut-free derivation H'' such that
hsKt V : L\-'[Y], A, B.
The derivation IT is constructed as follows:
n
111
Y,A

__

02
y,B

L\-'[Y],A,B
—
^^^
L\-^[Y],A,Y

Lr[Y],Y,Y

Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.1.10. Suppose hsKt Hi :Y,A,B and hsKt n2 : L''[A A B],for some k > 1, and
the cut ranks o/Tli and 112 are smaller than \A V B\. Then there exists a derivation IT such
that hsKt n : L''[Y] and cr(n) < |.4 V B|.
Proof This is proved analogously to Lemma 6.1.9.
Q.E.D.
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To prove the next two lemmas, we use the following derived rules:
x,o{yi},o{y2}
x,o{yi,r2}

x,.{Yi},.{y2}
x,.{yi,y2}

These two rules are derivable using rp, r f , ctr and wk. The rule dl is derived as follows
{d2 is derived analogously):
x,o{yi},o{y2}
y2,«»{x,o{yi}} ^
wk
yi,y2,»{x,o{yi}}
x , o { y i , Y 2 } , ° { y i } ^^
.{x,o{yi,y2}},yi ^
wk
{X,O{Y,,Y2}},Y,,Y2
X,o{YuY2},O{YUY2}
x,o{yi,y2}
Lemma 6.1.11. Suppose hsKt Hi : y, o{/l} and hsKt ^2 : L''[()A],for some k > I, and
the cut ranks ofUi and 112 are smaller than |n/4|. Then there exists a derivation 11 such that
HsKtn : L''[Y] andcr{U) <
Proof. By induction on |n2|. The non-trivial case is when 112 ends with 0 on

By induction hypothesis we have hsKt n ' :
The derivation n is constructed as follows:
^ 1

-

such that cr(n') < |n/l|.
Til

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.1.12. Suppose hsKt Hi : y , o { y ' , ^ } and hsKi n2 : L''[aA],for some k > 1,
and the cut ranks ofUi and 112 are smaller than
Then there exists n such that hsKt 1 :
L''[Y,o{Y'}] andcr{U) < | 0 / l | .
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Proof. By induction on |n2|. The non-trivial case: 112 is

By induction hypothesis, we have hsKt n ' : I j " ' [ Y , o { y ' } ] , o{/l} for some n ' such
that cr(n') < 10^1- Then n is constructed as follows:
n'

_

Hi

.{L\-'[Y,o{Y'}]},A

•{Y},Y',A

Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.1.13. Suppose hsKt Hi : y/'l'^}
the cut ranks ofY\\ and Ui are smaller than

and hsKt
'•
some k > 1, and
Then there exists a derivation FI such that

Proof. This is proved analogously to Lemma 6.1.11.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.1.14. Suppose hsKt
• Y,»{Y',A} and hsKt
• I.''[UA], for some k > I,
and the cut ranks ofV\\ and 112 are smaller than
|. Then there exists TT such that hsKt n :
L''[Y,»{Y'}]andcr{U)
< \^A\.
Proof. This is proved analogously to Lemma 6.1.12.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.1.15. Let A be a non-atomic formula. Suppose hsKt H] : Y, A and hsKt 'T2 :
L''[A],for some k > I, and the cut ranks ofY\\ and 112 are smaller than |/1|. Then there exists
a derivation n such that hsKt n :
and cr(n) <
Proof. By induction on the height of 112 and case analysis on A. The non-trivial case is
when 02 ends with an introduction rule on A. That is, we have
=
[y4], A
for some context
[]. We show the cases where A is either DB, 0 6 or Bi A B2.
• Suppose A — OB and 112 is the following derivation:

L\-'[DB],o{B}

^

L\-^[nB],nB
By induction hypothesis, we have hsKt H' :
[y],o{B} and cr(n') < |y4|.
Applying Lemma 6.1.11 to n ' and Hi, we obtain hsKt n : Y,L\''^[Y] = l''[y]
such that cr(n) < |DB|.
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Suppose A = ()B and 112 is the following derivation:

L\-'[OB],o{Y',B}
L\-'[OB],O{Y'},OB

0

By induction hypothesis, we have hsKt r f :
^ [Y], o{y', B}. Applying Lemma
6.1.12 t o n ' a n d Hi, we obtain hsKt n : Y,L\-^[Y],O{Y'} = L\[Y],O{Y'} =
such that cr(n) < |0B|.
Suppose A = Bi A B2 and 02 is the following derivation:
01

62

L\-'[B^AB2],B,
A 82], B2
A
fk-n
I^-ifBi AB2],Bi AB2
By induction hypothesis, we have hsKt ©i :

andhsKt ©2 ^

Applying Lemma 6.1.9 to Q\ and G^ and Hi, we obtain hsKt n : Y,L\-'^ [Y] =
L''[Y] such that cr(n) < |Bi AB2I.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.1.16. Cut elimination holds for SKt.
Proof. We remove topmost cuts in succession. Let n be a SKt-derivation with a topmost cut instance
Hi
_n2
X, A A,Y
cut
X,y
Note that FIi and 112 are both cut-free since this is a topmost instance in n. We use
induction on the size of A to eliminate this topmost instance of cut. If is an atomic
formula a then we obtain a cut-free derivation fl' of X, Y from applying Lemma 6.1.8
to 111 and 112If A is non-atomic then we apply Lemma 6.1.15 to 112 and FIi and obtain a derivation n ' of X, y such that cr(fl') < |y41. By the induction hypothesis, we can remove all
the cuts in n ' to get a cut-free derivation of X, Y.
Q.E.D.

6.2

DKt: a contraction-free deep inference nested sequent calculus

We now consider another sequent calculus which uses deep inference, where rules can
be applied directly to any node within a nested sequent. We call this calculus DKt,
and give its inference rules in Figure 6.3. Note that there are no structural rules in DKt,
and the contraction rule is absorbed into the logical rules. Notice also that, reading
the logical rules bottom up, we keep the principal formulae in the premise. This is
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L[AAB,A]
L[a,a]

nested

L[AAB,B]

calculi

^

for tense

L[AVB,A,

1[AAB]

LIMA,.{A}]

logic

B] ^

L[AVB]

L[*{Y,A},^A]
•

LIMA]
L p A M ^
IP/L]

l[o{r},0^]

L['{Y},^A]
L[o{Y,^A},A]

^

IKX^A}^

L[O{YAA}]

L[»{Y,OA}]

Figure 6.3: DKt: a contraction-free deep inference nested sequent calculus for Kt

actually not necessary for some rules (e.g.,

A, etc.), but this form of rule allows for

a better accounting of formulae in our saturation-based proof search procedure (see
Section 6.4).
The following intuitive observation about D K t rules will be useful later: Rules in
DKt are characterized by propagations of formulae across different nodes in a nested
sequent tree. The shape of the tree is not affected by these propagations, and the only
change that can occur to the tree is the creation of new nodes (via the introduction
rules • and • ) .
The calculus D K t corresponds to Kashima's S2Kt [73], but with the contraction
rule absorbed into the logical rules.

Kashima shows that D K t derivations can be

encoded into SKt, essentially due to the display property of SKt (Proposition 6.1.3)
which allows displaying and undisplaying of any node within a nested sequent. Kashima
also shows that DKt is complete for tense logic, via semantic arguments. We prove a
stronger result: every cut-free SKt-derivation can be transformed into a DKt-derivation,
hence DKt is complete and cut is admissible in DKt.
To translate cut-free SKt-derivations into DKt-derivations, w e show that all structural rules of SKt are height-preserving admissible in DKt, as stated next.
Lemma 6.2.1 (Admissibility of weakening). For any structures

X and Y, i/HoKt n : L[X]

then there exists W such that hoKt n ' : I [ X , Y] and |n'| = |n|.
Proof. Straightforward by induction on |n|. We give one case where Ft ends with a
propagation rule, and one case where n ends with a logical rule; all other cases are
analogous. In each of the following cases, we obtain n'j from FIi using the induction
hypothesis.
ni
L[o{X',^A},A]
L[o{X'AA}]
ni
L[nA,o{A}]

u\
L[o{X',^A},A,Y]
I[o{X',M},Y]

••2

n'l
I[ayl,o{^},Y]

Q.E.D.
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Invertibility of our rules follows immediately, since or each of our rules, the premise
is a superset of the conclusion, and weakening is height-preserving.
Lemma 6.2.2 (Invertibility). All DKt rules are invertible: if the conclusion is derivable, then
each premise is derivable.
The proofs for the following lemmas concern structural rules that change the shape
of the tree of a nested sequent. Just as we saw in the corresponding lemmas in Chapter 5 on bi-intuitionistic logic (Lemmas 5.2.5 to 5.2.9), the only non-trivial cases are
those that concern propagation of formulae across different nodes in a nested sequent.
Again, we prove each lerrana the lemma by induction on |n|, and TTj is obtained from
induction hypothesis.
Lemma 6.2.3 (Admissibility of display postulate rp). For any X and Y, if hoKt n :
X , » { y } then there exists W such that hoKt n ' : o{X},Y and |n'| = |n|.
Proof

• Case when a formula is propagated from X to Y:
ni

n'l

X',^A,*{A,Y}
X',^A,*{Y}

^

o{X',^A},A,Y

^

o{X',iA},Y

• Case when a formula is propagated from Y to X:
ni

n'l

X,*{Y',OA},A
X,*{Y',OA}

Y',OA,o{X,A}
Y',OAo{X}

^^

The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the induction hypothesis,
since they do not move formulae between structures.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.2.4 (Admissibility of display postulate rf). For any X and Y, if hoKt n :
X, o { Y } then there exists n ' such that hoKt n ' : • { X } , Y such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof

Case when a formula is propagated from X to Y:
ni
X',OA,o{Y}

n;
.{X',0^},Y
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Case when a formula is propagated from Y to X:
ni

n'l

The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the induction hypothesis,
since they do not move formulae between structures.
Q.E.D.
To show admissibility of contraction, we first need to show certain distributivity
properties, stated in the following two lemmas, and admissibility of formula contraction.
Lemma 6.2.5. For any Yj and Y2, if ^oKt n : I[o{Yi},o{Y2}] then there exists W such
that hoKt n' : I[o{Yi,Y2}] and |n'| = |n|.
Proof. By induction on |n|. Again, the non-trivial cases are when a formula is propagated in or out of one of the structures. In each case, we obtain FIj using the induction
hypothesis.
Case when TT ends with Oi that moves a formula into o{ Yi}.
ni

n;

r[0^°{Yi},o{Y2}]

I'[0^,O{Y,,Y2}]

Case when n ends with ^2 that moves a formula out from o{ Yi}.
ni
n'l
L[A,O{^A,Y\},O{Y2}] ,
L[A,O{^A,Y[,Y2}] ^
I[o{4/l,Ya,o{Y2}]
i[o{m,Y;,Y2}]
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.2.6. For any Yj and Yj, if^vKt H : I[*{Yi}, •{Y2}] then there exists IT such
that hoK. n' : I[.{Yi, Y2}] and |n'| = |n|.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.2.5.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.2.7. //hoKt n : L[A,A] then there exists TT' such that hoKt T : L[A] and
|n'| = |n|.
Proof Straightforward by induction on |n|. We give one case where n ends with a
propagation rule, and one case where IT ends with a logical rule; all other cases are
analogous. In each of the following cases, we obtain n'j from Oi using the induction
hypothesis.
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L[o{X',iA,^A},A]

^
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n'l
L[o{X',iA},A]

^

Hill

Mj
m

Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.2.8 (Admissibility of general contraction). For any Y, if hoKt H : L[Y, Y] then
there exists W such that hoKt n': I[y] and |n'| = |n|.
Proof. By induction on the size of Y.
• If y is a singleton set containing one formula, then the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 6.2.7.
• The other cases follow from the induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.2.5 and
Lenmia 6.2.6. Consider, for instance, the case where Y = o{Y'}. Then by
Lemma 6.2.5 we have a derivation ¥ such that
hDKtH':I[o{y',y'}]
and = |n|. Since Y' is of a smaller size than o{y'}, we can apply the induction hypothesis to H' and obtain a derivation TT such that
^DKt n':I[o{y'}]

and

|n'| = |n|.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.2.9. For every sequent X, if \-uKt ^ then HsKt
Proof We use the display property of SKt (Proposition 6.1.3) to simulate the deepinference rules of DKt. We show here the derivations for the rules Oi and O2 (the
other cases are analogous), where the dashed line indicates an application of Proposition 6.1.3:
L[o{Y,^A},A]
V

Y'^ o{Y},_OA_ - ctr

.

i .1

A ,1 •

.. .. .
.{r],Y,iA

Ctr

Prop. 6.1.3
Q.E.D.
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Lemma 6.2.10. For every sequent X, if \-ski n : X then hoKt T : X.
Proof. By induction on FI. We illustrate one case where TT ends with a logical rule
application, and one case where Ft ends with a structural rule application. The other
cases are analogous and use admissibility of the structural rules of SKt in DKt (Lemmas 6.2.1 to 6.2.8). In each case, we obtain rtj from the induction hypothesis, and a
dashed line indicates the application of a lemma.

n'l

n
X,UA

_

ni

7
X,mA,»{A}

Lemma 6.2.1

x,mA
n'l

- . { X } : y Lemma 6.2.4
Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.2.11 (Equivalence). For every sequent X, hsKt X if and only j/hoKt X.
Proof By Lemmas 6.2.9 and 6.2.10.

Q.E.D.

A consequence of Theorem 6.2.11 is that the general contraction rule in SKt can
be replaced by formula contraction. This can be proved as follows: take a cut-free
derivation in SKt, translate it to DKt and then translate it back to SKt. Since general
contraction is admissible in DKt, and since the translation from DKt to SKt does
not use general contraction (only formula contraction), we can effectively replace the
general contraction in SKt with formula contraction.

6.3

Sequent calculi for some extensions of tense logic

We now consider extensioris of tense logic with some modal axioms. We show that,
for each extension, there is a shallow inference calculus that modularly extends SKt
for which cut elimination holds. By modular extension we mean that the rules of the
extended calculi are the rules of SKt plus some structural rules that are derived directly from the modal axioms. We then show that for each extension, there is also a
corresponding deep inference calculus which is equivalent to the shallow one. Again,
as with DKt, the rules for the deep calculi are characterized by propagations of formulae across different nodes in the nested sequents.
However, the design of the rules for the deep calculus is not as modular as its
shallow counterpart, since it needs to take into account the closure of the axioms. This
is not surprising: Briinnler's nested sequent calculi for modal logics [20] have similar
properties. That is, the versions of his calculi which use modal propagation rules have
terminating proof search procedures but lack modularity. These calculi are very similar to our deep calculi (but we consider tense rather than modal logic). On the other
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Figure 6.4: Additional propagation rules for DS4

hand, the versions of Briinnler's calculi that use structural rules for capturing extensions of modal logic do not yield proof search procedures, but are modular. These
calculi are similar to our shallow calculi.
Cut elimination holds for all the extensions discussed in the following. Their
proofs are omitted as they are a straightforward adaptation of the cut elimination
proof for SKt. This is because the proof substitution technique used for cut elimination in SKt relies on rule applications being invariant imder formula substitution.
More precisely, all the additional structural rules that we shall consider have the following property: If there is an instance of a structural rule p (below left) then instantiating the occurrences of y4 in the multi-context I j and L2 with any structure Y yields
a valid instance of p (below right):

Hence the proof substitution technique for cut elimination goes through essentially
unchanged for the extended logic. This property of the structural rules is similar to
Belnap's condition (C6) for cut elimination for display logics [12],
A primitive axiom is an axiom of the form A
B where both A and B are built
using propositional variables. A, V, 0/ and •. Kracht [75] shows that any extension of
tense logic with primitive axioms has a display calculus which enjoys cut elimination.
He shows that any such axiom can be turned into a left structural rule. The axioms
we consider next are contrapositives of primitive axioms, so Kracht's translation from
axioms to structural rules in our formalism gives right structural rules. We illustrate
here a few cases of primitive axioms for which one can also get corresponding deep
inference nested sequent calculi.

6.3.1

Modal tense logic Kt.S4

Consider an extension of SKt with the following axioms:
T:DA^A

MA^

A

A-.OA^

DD^

MA
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These axioms translate into the following structural rules, whose soundness is immediately derivable from the axioms:
X

^

X,o{Y}
" X ^

X,.{Y}
^

x,.{.{y}}

"

x,o{o{r}}

^

Definition 6.3.1 (Calculus SS4). The calculus SS4 is SKt plus Tp, Tf, 4p and
Theorem 6.3.2. Cut elimination holds for SS4.
Definition 6.3.3 (Calculus DS4). The calculus DS4 is DKt plus the propagation rules
given in Figure 6.4.
Some of the modal rules of DS4 coincide with Briinnler's rules for T and 4 [17; 20].
As the following lemma shows, the rules of DS4 are derivable in SS4.
Lemma 6.3.4. Every rule o/DS4 is derivable in SS4.
Proof. We show here derivations of T^, 4„ and 4[,; the others are analogous. In each
case, dashed lines indicate multiple applications of the residuation rules rp and/or
r f , according to Proposition 6.1.3.
• RuleT„:
XVK

o{X,^A,A}

Prop. 6.1.3
• Rule4fl:

J-IMLA
o{^A},.{A}

^

X,iA,*{Y}

,,
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• Rule 4(,: note that the following derivation uses the derived rule 4,,:

X,o{Y,^A}

p

Q.E.D.
To prove the equivalence of SS4 and DS4, we first need to prove the analogs of
Lemmas 6.2.1 to 6.2.8, stated below.
Lemma 6.3.5. The following hold:
1. (Admissibility of weakening) For any structures X and Y, z/I-ds4 n : I[X] then there
exists n' such that h^si n ' : L[X, Y] and |n'| = |n|.
2. (Admissibility of rp) For any X and Y, !/I-ds4 n : X, •{Y} then there exists IT' such
that I-DS4 n ' : o{X}, Y and |n'| = |n|.
3. (Admissibility of r f ) For any X and Y, if \-os4 n : X, o{y} then there exists n' such
that I-DS4 n ' : • { X } , y suc^i that \T]'\ = \U\.
4. (Admissibility of general contraction) For any Y, if \-os4 H : I[Y, Y] then there exists
W such that I-ds4 n' : I[Y] and |n'| = |n|.
Proof The proof of these statements are a straightforward extension of the proofs of
Lenmias 6.2.1 to 6.2.8. This is because:
• the extra propagation rules Ta and Ti, are not context-dependent, so they are not
affected by changes in the structure of the context, and
• the extra propagation rules 4^ to 4^ have the same structures as the rules Oi to
•2 arid hence are treated analogously.
Q.E.D.
Additionally, we need to show that the structural rules for the axioms T and 4 are
also admissible in DS4, which we do in the following four lemmas. The principle
behind the proofs of admissibility for these structural rules is the same as for the rules
rp and r/ in Section 6.2. That is, the non-trivial cases we need to consider are those
that concern propagation of formulae across structures affected by the structural rules.
Unless stated otherwise, all lemmas in this section are proved by induction on | n |, and
n'j is obtained from IT] using the induction hypothesis. We label a dashed line with
the lemma used to obtain the conclusion from the premise.
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Lemma 6.3.6 (Admissibility of Tj). For all Y, if \-os4 n : I [ o { r } ] , then there exists V\'
such that\-T)Si n ' : I[y].
Proof. The non-trivial case is when U ends with a diamond-rule that moves a formula
in or out of o{y}.
• Case when FI ends with Oi:
ni
L'[o{Y,A},OA]

n;

J

• Case when Tl ends with ^2:
ni
L[o{Y',^A},A]
I[o{y',M}]

n;
L[Y',^A,A]
Ta
L[Y',iA]

• Case when H ends with 4^:
Hi

n'j

r[OAo{y}]

- YToXy]-"

The other cases involving axiom 4 can be done analogously.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.3.7 (Admissibility of Tp). Suppose I-ds4 n : I [ * { y } ] . Then there exists IT' such
that hDS4 n ' : i [ y ] .
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3.6.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.3.8 (Admissibility of 4^). Suppose I-ds4 H : I [ o { y } ] . Then there exists n' such
thatbus4 n ' : I [ o { o { y } } ] .
Proof The non-trivial cases are when a diamond formula moves in or out of o{y}.
• Case when O ends with
Hi
L[o{Y',^A}]

n;
i[o{o{y',4y\}},/\]
L[o{o{Y',^A},^A}]
L[o{o{r,^A}}]

"
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• C a s e w h e n TT e n d s w i t h Oi:

n;

i'[o{o{y}},o>i]

^

T h e o t h e r c a s e s c a n be p r o v e d analogously.

Q.E.D.

L e m m a 6.3.9 (Admissibility of 4p). Suppose I-ds4 n : I [ * { y } ] . Then there exists n ' such
that hDS4 n ' : I [ . { . { y } } ] .
Proof. A n a l o g o u s to the p r o o f of L e m m a 6.3.8.

Q.E.D.

T h e o r e m 6.3.10. For every X, we have l-ss4 X if and only if\-DS4 X.
Proof

Left-to-right direction: a corollary of L e m m a s 6.3.5 t o 6.3.9, using the m e t h o d

of L e m m a 6.2.10. Right-to-left direction: L e m m a 6.3.4.

6.3.2

Modal tense logic S5

W e c a n obtain S5 from S S 4 by collapsing • a n d • .
B : A ^

Q.E.D.

That is, the s y m m e t r y a x i o m

D O ^ splits into t w o a x i o m s given below, w h i c h translate s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d l y

into t w o structural rules.
X ' l n
Bl-.mA^OA

X,o{y}

.

x,o{y}
'

B2:DA^mA

x,«{y}

^

D e f i n i t i o n 6.3.11 (Calculus S S 5 ) . The calculus S S 5 is S S 4 plus the rules B] and 52T h e o r e m 6.3.12. Cut elimination holds for S S 5 .
D e f i n i t i o n 6.3.13 (Calculus D S 5 ) . The calculus D S 5 is D S 4 plus the propagation
given in Figure

6.5.

L e m m a 6.3.14. Every rule o / D S 5 is derivable in S S 5 .

rules
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Proof. The following are derivations of the rules 5a and 5;,; note that propagation rules
4„ and 4j are derivable in SS5 by Lemma 6.3.4, since SS5 is a superset of SS4.

/
•

The derivations of rules 5c and
4c and 4^ respectively.

•{Y,OA},OA,X
r A /I 1 V

/
rf

are analogous and use the derived propagation rules
Q.E.D.

To prove the equivalence of SS5 and DS5, we again first need to prove the analogs
of Lemmas 6.2.1 to 6.2.8, stated below.
Lemma 6.3.15. The following hold:
1. (Admissibility of weakening) For any structures X and Y, if \-us5 n : I[X] then there
exists W such that hoss n' : I[X,y] and |n'| = |n|.
2. (Admissibility ofrp) For any X and Y, if \-ds5 n : X, •{Y} then there exists 11' such
that I-DS5 n ' : o{X}, Y and |n'| = |n|.
3. (Admissibility of r f ) For any X and Y, / / I - d s 5 LI : X, o{Y} then there exists n' such
that \-os5 W : •{X},Y such that \U'\ = |n|.
4. (Admissibility of general contraction) For any Y, i/hoss n : I[Y, Y] then there exists
W such that hoss n' : I[Y] onrf |n'| = |n|.
Proof. Similarly to Lemma 6.3.5, the proof of these statements are a straightforward
extension of the proofs of Lemmas 6.2.1 to 6.2.8. This is because the extra propagation
rules 5a to 5^ have the same structures as the rules Oi to
and hence are treated
analogously.
Q.E.D.
We now prove the admissibility of the rules corresponding to the axioms of SS4
and structural rules Bi and 82- Note that DS5 captures S5 = KT^B rather than S5 =
KT^5.
Lemma 6.3.16 (Admissibility of Bi). Suppose hoss n : I[o{Y}]. Then there exists n'
such that \-os5 n' : I[*{y}].
Proof The non-trivial cases are when U ends with a diamond-rule that moves a formula in or out of o{Y}.

§6.3 Sequent calculi for some extensions
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Case when n ends with Oi:
n'l
n,
L'[o{r,A},OA]

L'[»{Y',A},OA]

Lemma 6.3.15 (1)

L^liY^'AMlVA]
L'[*{Y',OA},OA]

Oi

5c

L'[.{Y'},OA]
• Case when n ends with #2:

n,
L'[o{Y',^A],A]
r[o{Y',^A}]

'a
5d

• Case when n ends with 4;,:
n'l

ni

L[.{Y',iA}]

L[O{Y',^A}]

• Case when FT ends with

5d

:
n'l

Hi
4c

5c

• Case when FI ends with 5^:
Hi

n'l

4n

L'[^A,o{r}]
Case when n ends with 5i,:
ni

n;
5b

The other cases are analogous.

L'l»{Y\OA}
Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.3.17 (Admissibility of B2). Suppose hoss n : I [ » { y } ] . Then there exists n '
such that \-ds5 n ' : I [ o { Y } ] .
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Function Prove (Sequent E): Bool
1. Let T = tree{Z)
2. If the id rule is applicable to any node in T, return True
3. Else if there is some node © eT that is not saturated
(a) If /I V B G 0 and /I ^ e or B ^ e then let E] be the premise of the V rule
applied to
B G 9 . Return Prove{Ei).
(b) If .4 A B G e and y4 ^ e and B ^ e then let Ei and E2 be the premises
of the A rule applied to A B G 6 . Return True iff Prove(E^) = True and
ProvelEj) = True.
4. Else if there is some node @ that is not propagated
(a) Let p be the rule corresponding to the requirement of Definition 6.4.3 that
is not met, and let Ej be the premise of p. Return Prove(Zi).
5. Else if there is some node 0 G T that is not realised, i.e. some B = DA (B = MA)
is not realised
(a) Let El be the premise of the • (•) rule applied to B G 0 . Return Prove{Z-[).
6. Else return False
Figure 6.6: A proof search strategy for DKt
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.3.16.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3.18. For every X, we have hgss X if and only if \-bs5
Proof. Left-to-right direction: a corollary of Lemmas 6.3.15 to 6.3.17, using the method
of Lemma 6.2.10. Right-to-left direction: Lemma 6.3.14.
Q.E.D.

6.4

Proof search

We can devise a terminating proof search strategy for our deep inference nested sequent calculus DKt. While traditional tableaux methods operate on a single node at
a time, our proof search strategies will consider the whole tree. Following Kashima,
first we define a mapping from sequents to trees.
A node is a set of formulae. A tree is a node with 0 or more children, where each
child is a tree, and each child is labelled as either a o-child, or a •-child. Given a
sequent E = 0 , o { X i } , • • • , o { X „ } , - { Y i } , • • • , • { Y m } , where 0 is a set of formulae
and n >0 and m > 0, the tree tree{E) represented by E is:

§6.4 Proof search

free(Xi)

••

tree{X„)

tree{Y^)

^ ^
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tree{Y,

Definition 6.4.1. A set offormulae Q is saturated i f f it satisfies:
1. IfAVB&Q

then

AeBandBee.

2. IfAAB^Q

then A e G or B e Q.

Definition 6.4.2. Given a tree Tand a node 0 G T, a formula OA e 9 (MA e 0) is realised
i f f there exists a o-child (•-child) X of & in T with A G X.

6.4.1

Proof Search in DKt

Figure 6.6 gives a proof search strategy for DKt. The application of a rule deep inside
a sequent can be viewed as focusing on a particular node of the tree. The rules of DKt
can then be viewed as operations on the tree encoded in the sequent. In particular,
Step 3 saturates a node locally. Step 4 propagates 0 (•) prefixed formulae between
neighbouring nodes, and Step 5 appends new nodes to the tree.
Definition 6.4.3. Given a tree T and a node 0 G T, we say 0 is propagated i f f :
Oi: for every

€ 0 and for every o-child X of0, we have A G X

•i: for every ^A G0 and for every •-child X of0, we have A G X
O2: for every •-child X of 0 and for every O-^ G X, we have A G 0
•2: for every o-child X of 0 and for every ^A G X, we have A G 0

We will now show that Prove is complete for tense logic. As was the case for
DBilnti in Chapter 5, we show the contrapositive: if Prove returns false for some sequent E, then E is not valid. Again, we use a purely syntactic method via the sound
and complete calculus DKt. The following auxiliary lemma shows that if Prove returns false for some sequent E, there is no DKt derivation of that sequent, and uses
essentially the same ideas as Lemma 6.4.4.
Lemma 6.4.4. Let Ebe a sequent such that every node in tree(E) is saturated, realised and
propagated. Then E is not derivable in DBilnt.

Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3.5, using Lemmas 6.2.5, 6.2.6 and 6.2.7. We
give the most difficult case as an example.
We prove the statement of the lemma by contradiction. That is, we assume every node in tree(E) is saturated, realised and propagated, and that E is derivable in
DBilnt. Then there exists a shortest derivation 11 of E. We now consider all the rule
instances that 11 could end with, and in each case show that there is an even shorter
DBilnt derivation of E, therefore contradicting our assumption that TT was the shortest derivation.
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n cannot end with the id rule, since every node in tree{Z) is saturated.
Suppose n ends with the • rule. Since every node in tree{E) is realised, we
have E = I [ X i , D/^, o{A, Yj}] for some ! [ ] and the last rule of n applies to that
particular occurrence of D^A in the context ![]. Then TT must be of the form:
Hi
L[XunA,o{A,Y,},o{A}]
L[X,,aA,o{A,Y^}]

•

By the distribution Lemma 6.2.5, there is a DKt derivation U2 of

such that |n2| = |ni |. Then applying Lemma 6.2.7 to 112 gives us a DKt derivation ris of
L[X^,DA,o{A,Y^}]
such that irisl = |ni| < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption that IT is a
shortest derivation of E. Therefore FI cannot end with the rule • .
• The cases for other rules are very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3.5.
Since n cannot end with any of the rules of DKt, this obviously contradicts the assumption that it is a derivation in DKt. Therefore E is not derivable in DKt. Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.4.5. For any X, Prove{X) = true if and only i/l-oKt n : X.
Proof.
• Left-to-right: obvious, since every step of Prove is a backwards application of a
DKt rule.
• Right-to-left: we show that if Prove{X) returns False then X is not derivable in
DKt. Since each rule of DKt is invertible (Lemma 6.2.2), Steps 3 to 5 of Prove preserve provability of the original sequent. If Prove{X) returns False, this can only
be the case if Step 6 is reached, i.e., the systematic bottom-up applications of the
rules of DKt produce a sequent such that every node in the tree of the sequent
is saturated, realised, and propagated. By Lemma 6.4.4, such a sequent would
not be derivable in DKt, and since all other steps of Prove preserve derivability,
it follows that X is not derivable either in DKt.
Q.E.D.
The degree of a formula is the maximum number of nested modalities:
degip)
deg{A#B)
deg(#A)

=
=
=

0
max{deg(A),deg(B))
l+rfe^(/l)for#G

for
{A, V}
{aO,",^}.

§6.4 Proof search
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The degree of a set of formulae is the maximum degree over all its members. We
write sf{A) for the subformulae of A, and define the set of subformulae of a set Q as
s/(e) =
For a sequent E we define s/(E) as below:

E

= e,o{Xi},---,o{x„},.{yi},---,.{y„}

s/(E)

=

s/(0)Us/(Xi)U---Us/(X„)Us/(Yi)U---Us/(y™).

Theorem 6.4.6. For any set ofDKi-formulae F, Prove(r) terminates.
Proof. Let m = |s/(r)| and d = deg{sf{V)) < m. To show that Prove terminates, we
will argue about the tree T = tree(E), where E is the parameter to the most recent
recursive call to Prove. That is, initially T = tree{r).
The saturation process for each node in T is bounded by m. Therefore after at most
m moves at each node. Step 3 is no longer applicable to this node.
T is finitely branching, since new nodes are only created for unrealised box formulae. Therefore after at most m moves at each node. Step 5 is no longer applicable to
this node. The depth of T is bounded by d, since each node 0 e T at distance k from
the root of T has degree (0)
<d-k.
Since 0- and •-prefixed formulae are only propagated to nodes that do not already
contain these formulae, after at most m propagation moves into each node. Step 4 is
no longer applicable to this node.
Q.E.D.

Shallow and deep inference nested calculi for tense logic
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Chapter 7

Putting it all together:
bi-intuitionistic tense logic

Having studied bi-intuitionistic logic and tense logic separately, a natural question
to ask is whether our results are applicable to the combination of these two logics.
We address this question in this chapter: specifically, we develop shallow and deep
inference nested sequent calculi for bi-intuitionistic tense logic.
First, we introduce and motivate our study of bi-intuitionistic tense logic, starting
with intuitionistic modal logic. Recall that traditional modal and tense logics have a
classical basis; that is, they are conservative extensions of classical logic and the box
and diamond connectives are interdefinable: OA = -•O"'^ and MA = -^^-^A. On
the other hand, intuitionistic modal/tense logics (IM/TLs) use intuitionistic logic as a
basis. There is a long history behind IM/TLs: Simpson [104] gives a comprehensive
survey of IML and Ewald [39] presents Hilbert calculi for ITL and various extensions.
In addition to Hilbert calculi with algebraic, topological or relational semantics, sequent and natural deduction calculi for IM/TLs have also been developed [84; 1; 92;
31; 42]. Extending these sequent calculi with "converse" modalities like • and •
causes cut-elimination to fail as it does for the bi-logics we have encountered so far.
Simpson's labelled sequent calculus [104] can help but it is not purely syntactic since
it encodes the Kripke semantics, as discussed further in Section 8.4.
In addition to being conservative extensions of intuitionistic logic, IM/TLs also
have a number of other interesting features. Indeed, Simpson [104] states the following properties as requirements of a "good" IML; we extend his requirements to
IM/TL:
1. IM/TL is conservative over IPL.
2. IM/TL contains all substitution instances of theorems of IPL and is closed under
modus ponens.
3. The addition of the schema y4 V
logic.

to IM/TL yields a standard classical modal/tense

4. If y4 V B is a theorem of IM/TL then either y4 is a theorem or B is a theorem.
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5. • and 0 are independent in IM/TL; • and • are independent in IM/TL.
6. There is an intuitionistically comprehensible explanation of the meaning of the
modalities, relative to which IM/TL is sound and complete.
While requirements 1 to 5 are non-controversial, there is a large variety of semantics available for IM/TLs, and as a result not all IM/TLs meet requirement 6. As
discussed by Simpson [104], there are a number of possibilities of obtaining a Kripke
semantics for IM/TL:
• We could start by simply combining the semantics of intuitionistic logic with
that of modal/tense logic, leading us to consider structures of the form (W, <
,R,V), where W is a set of worlds, < is the intuitionistic partial order on worlds
in W, R is the modal/tense reachability relation and V is the valuation.
• While the interpretation of the intuitionistic connectives is straightforward, how
should we interpret the modalities? If we use the usual satisfaction clauses for
modalities, then the intuitionistic persistence property no longer holds. In order
to maintain the persistence property, we need to either build it into the satisfaction clauses for modalities, or impose conditions on models to ensure persistence.
• Should there be a relationship between < and R? It might be considered natural
for the most basic IM/TL to permit arbitrary frames; on the other hand, it turns
out that certain relationships between < and R are necessary for obtaining the
full persistence property.
Ewald gives a philosophical justification of his semantics for ITL. He argues that
"ive should view our models as partially-ordered set of'states-of-knoivledge,' which we think of
as belonging to a tense-logician who is studying a set of times. Within each state-of-knowledge
there is a set of times and a temporal ordering. As the tense logician moves to a greater stateof-knowledge, he retains all the information he had in lesser states-of-knowledge." 139] In
other words, Ewald is advocating that not only formulae should be persisted, but the
temporal ordering itself should be persisted as well: if we have wRu at a certain time
point w, then for all time points w' such that w' > w, we should have u'Rv', where
u' > u and v' > v.
We will now present bi-intuitionistic tense logic, which extends bi-lntuitionistic
logic with terise formulae just as IML extends intuitionistic logic with modal formulae,
and show that our logic satisfies many of the requirements given above. Let BiKt be
the bi-intuitionistic tense logic obtained by extending Bilnt with two pairs of adjoint
modalities (0, •) and (•, •), with no explicit relationship between the modalities of
the same colour, namely, (0, •) and (•, •). The logic BiKt enjoys various desirable
properties:
• Conservativity: it is a conservative extension of both intuitionistic logic Int and
dual intuitionistic logic Dualint;

§7.1 Nested

T-(0)
T-(yl)
T-(x,y)
T-(Xt>y)
T-(oX)
T-(.X)

=
=
=
=

T
A
T - ( X ) A T- ( Y )
-+(Y)

=
=

OT-(X)
•T-(X)

t(XOY)

=
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T+(0)
T+(X,Y)
T+(X>Y)
T+(0X)
T+(.X)

T-(x)-^T+(y)

=

=
=
=
=
=
=

_L
A
T+(X)VT+(Y)
t-(X)--T+(Y)
DT+IX)
BT+CX)

T(X^Y)

Figure 7.1: Formula translation of nested sequents
Classical Collapse: it collapses to classical tense logic by the addition of four
structural rules;
• Disjunction Property: If y4 V B is a theorem not containing ^
rem or B is a theorem;

then

is a theo-

• Dual Disjunction Property: If ^ A B is a counter-theorem not containing ^ then
so is A or B;
• Independent 0 and • : there is no a priori relationship between these connectives
Following the methodology of the previous three chapters, we begin in Section 7.1
with a shallow inference calculus LBiKt, which is a merger of two sub-calculi for
Bilnt and Kt derived from Belnap's inherently modular display logic. LBiKt has
syntactic cut-elimination as we show in Section 7.2, but it is ill-suited for backward
proof search. We then give a deep inference calculus DBiKt which is complete with
respect to the cut-free fragment of LBiKt as we show in Section 7.3. Importantly, all
the structural rules of LBiKt are admissible in DBiKt, allowing us to give a terminating decision procedure in Section 7.4. To complete the picture, we also give a Kripke
semantics for BiKt based upon three relations < , R^ and RQ in Section 7.5, and show
that our calculi are sound and complete w.r.t. this semantics. Finally, in Section 7.6
we show how we can capture existing calculi for IM/TLs, as well as obtain classical
versions of the logics considered here.
Note. A previous version of some of the results of this chapter has been published
in [56].

7.1

Nested sequent calculi

The formulae of BiKt are built from a set Atoms of atomic formulae via the grammar
below, with p e Atoms:
A

::=

p\T
•y4 I

\ ± \ A-^

A \ A^A

I • ' 4 I iA.

\ AAA

\ A-V A\
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A structure is defined by the following grammar, where y4 is a BiKt formula:
X : = 0 I /I I ( X , X ) I X ^ X I o ( X > X ) I . ( X ^ X ) .
The structural connective "," is associative and commutative and 0 is its unit. We
always consider structures modulo these equivalences. To reduce parentheses, we
assume that "," binds tighter than ">". Thus, we write X, Y t> Z to mean (X, Y) t> Z.
Y is a nested
If X and Y are structures, then X > Y is a nested deep sequent, and X
shallow sequent. Thus we generalise Kashima's sequents for classical tense logics [73]
to two-sided sequents as required for the bi-intuitionistic aspects of BiKt. Figure 7.1
shows the formula-translation of nested sequents. On both sides of the sequent, o is
interpreted as a white (modal) operator and • as a black (tense) operator
Similarly to the previous chapters, a context is a structure with a hole or a placeholder []. Contexts are ranged over by I[]. We write I[X] for the structure obtained
by filling the hole [] in the context I[] with a structure X. A simple context is defined
via:
! [ ] : : = [ ] I I [ M Y ) | (Y),I[]
Intuitively, the hole in a simple context is never under the scope of >. The hole in a
simple context is of neutral polarity.
Positive and negative contexts are defined inductively as follows:
• If I [] is a simple context then the following are negative contexts:
- 10
- -(IG^V)
• If I [] is a simple context then the following are positive contexts:
-

- o(V>lO)

- <y>u])
• If I[] is a positive/negative context then so are the following:
-

(I[],Y)and(Y,I[])

- l O o Y a n d Yi>I[]
- o(I[]>Y) ando(YolO)
- -(IG^Y) and.(Y>I[])
The hole in a negative context has negative polarity, and the hole in a positive context
has positive polarity. We write I " [] to indicate that I[] is a negative context and I + [ ]
to indicate that it is a positive context. Note again that our definition of polarities
is non-traditional since further nesting within > does not change polarity. Thus, due
to the constructive nature of BiKt, our calculi for BiKt bear more similarities to the

§7.1 Nested sequent calculi
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calculi for B i l n t we presented in Chapters 4 and 5 than they do to the calculi for Kt
from Chapter 6.
Example 7.1.1. The context [], (X o Y) is a simple context but •(([], X) i> Y) is not. Both

• {{[], X) >Y) and X\>{{[],Y)>Z) are negative contexts. Both •{W> {[],Z)) and Xt> {[],Y)
are positive contexts.
We now present the two nested sequent calculi that we will use in the rest of the
paper: a shallow inference calculus LBiKt and a deep inference calculus DBiKt.
Figure 7.2 gives the rules of the shallow inference calculus LBiKt. Central to this
calculus is the idea that inference rules can only be applied to formulae at the top level
of nested sequents, and the structural residuation rules Sl, Sr, t>I, i>r, rpo and rp, are
used to bring the required sub-structures to the top level. As in previous chapters,
we use double lines to indicate that the rules rpo and rp, may be applied both top-tobottom and bottom-to-top.
LBiKt can be seen as a merger of two calculi: the LBiInt calculus presented in
Chapter 4 for the intuitionistic connectives, and the display calculus [51] for the tense
connectives. However, note that our rpo and rp, are more intricate than in the case
of pure display logic. Namely, we have incorporated some aspects of the residuation
rules for t> connectives in rpo and rp,. This allows us to prove the admissibility of rpo
and rp, more easily in the deep inference calculus presented shortly.
Note that we use o and • as structural proxies for the non-residuated pairs (<)/•)
and (•, • ) respectively, whereas Wansing [116] uses only one • as a structural proxy
for the residuated pair (•, • ) and recovers (0/ ®) via classical negation, while Gore [51]
uses o and • as structural proxies for the residuated pairs (0/®) and (•, • ) respectively. As we shall see later, our choice allows us to retain the modal fragment (<>,•)
by simply eliding all rules that contain "black" operators from our deep sequent calculus.
Figure 7.3 gives the rules of the deep inference calculus DBiKt. Here the inference
rules can be applied at any level of the nested sequent, indicated by the use of contexts.
Notably, there are no residuation rules; indeed one of the goals of our paper is to
show that the residuation rules of LBiKt can be simulated by deep inference and
propagation rules in DBiKt. Another feature of DBiKt is the use of polarities in
defining contexts to which rules are applicable. For example, the premise of the Dli
rule denotes a negative context Z which itself contains a formula A and a •-structure,
such that the •-structure contains 0^4.
DBiKt achieves the goal of merging the DBiInt calculus presented in Chapter 5
and a two-sided version of the DKt calculus presented in Chapter 6. Similarly to
the shallow inference case, combining the calculi is not entirely straightforward. Although the propagation rules for i>-structures remain the same as in the B i l n t case,
the propagation rules for o- and •-structures are not as simple as in the DKt calculus.
Since BiKt is constructive, there is no direct relationship between • and 0 , or • and
• . As a result, propagation rules like B^z need to involve the t> structural connective
so they can refer to both sides of the nested sequent.
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Identity and logical constants:
- id

,

...

J-L

^

. ^

T,

Structural rules:
X,Y^Z

X^Y,Z

X,Y^Z

( X i > Y I ) , X 2 = » Y2 ^
- Si.
Xi,X2^YI,Y2

(X2>Y2)=^YI
X^Y,o{W>Z)
•(X>Y),W=>Z

X^Y,Z

Xi ^ Y I , ( X 2 > Y 2 ) ^
77
7^-77
SR
XI,X2^YI,Y2

XI^(X2>Y2)
- rpo

X^Y,»{W>Z)
= >'Pt
o(X>Y),W=>Z
• cut

X,,X2^YI,Y2
Logical rules:

X,B, AB2=4.Y

^ \ , I

X

X,AVB^Y
X^

A, Y

A^B,Y

Vi,

Bi V B2, Y
X,A=>

^ ^

.„ , ,

B

*R

X=^A,Y

X^o(0t>A)

A^{Xt>Y)

X^AAB.Y

nr^VR

X,B=^Y

^^(XoY)

T-7

—;7

X=»>(0i>A)

^i.

7— —

Figure 7.2: LBiKt: a shallow inference nested sequent calculus for BiKt
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calculi

Identity and logical constants:
•Tr

I[X>T,Y]

I[_L,XoY]
Propagation rules:
I[A,(A,X>Y),W>Z]

I[W>Z,(Xi>Y,A),A]

>L1

I[(A,X>Y),Wi>Z]
L[X,A>]N,{A,Y>Z)]

I[(Xc> Y,/l),Wi>A,Z]

>L2

I[X,A>W,(Yc>Z)]

I+[«(YoOA,X)]

ILI

I-[o(B/l,X>Y)]
L[nA,X>o{A,Y>Z),W]
I[DA,Xi>o(Y>Z),W]
X[>«(A,Y>Z),W]
X>.(Y>Z),W]

>R2

I[(Xt>Y),Wi>A,Z]

•u

I-[«(DA,X>Y)]

>R1

L\}N>Z,{X>Y,A)]

Ori

Rl

I+[o(Y>iA,X)]
L[X,o{Y\>Z,A)>\N,()A]

•l2

0r2

I[X,o(Y>Z)>W,0^]
I[X,»(Y>Z,y4)>W,4A]

•L2

I[X,.(Y>Z)>IV,M]

• r2

Logical rules:
L-[A\/B,A]

Z-[AVB,B]

V B , / l , B]

VB]

L-[AAB,A,B]
I-[/lAB]

Vr

VL

!+[/! VB]

Z+[AAB,A]

AL

L+[AAB,B]

L+[AAB]
^

L-[A^B,(A!>B)]

B,{A>B)]

L+[A ^ B]
I[X,/l ^

B,B>Y]

Bt>Y]
L[X>Y,A^B,A]

L[X,B:>Y,A^B]

L[X:>Y,A^B]
i+[n/i,o(0i>/i)]
I+[DA]

• r

l^liA]
Figure 7.3: DBiKt: a deep inference nested sequent calculus for BiKt
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Notice that LBiKt is a modular extension of the calculus LBiInt for bi-intuitionistic
logic that we presented in Chapter 4. That is, if we dropped all the rules involving
tense formulae and tense structures from LBiKt, we would get exactly LBilnt. Similarly, DBiKt is a modular extension of DBiInt from Chapter 5.
As in previous chapters, we write I - L B I K I Fl : X
Y when 17 is derivation of the
shallow sequent X ^ Y in LBiKt, and hoBiKt n : X c> Y when n is a derivation of
the sequent X t> Y in DBiKt. In either calculus, the height |n| of a derivation 11 is the
number of sequents on the longest branch.
Example 7.1.2. Below we derive Ewald's axiom 9 for IKf [39] in LBiKt and DBiKt. The
LBiKt-derivation on the left read bottom-up brings the required sub-structure ^A to the toplevel using the residuation rule rpo and applies •R backward. The DBiKt-derivation on the
right instead applies DR deeply, and propagates the required formula to the appropriate substructure using •RI- Note that •RI and all other propagation rules contain contraction.

—;

:rid

••R

A ^

> A ^ A ^ A , { A I > A ^ A )

"

OA ^ ••A

••/I

We start by defining four derived "display" rules in LBiKt. The following two
rules are easily derivable using S^, SR,
and OR:
(XI>X2)^Y
XI^X2,Y

^
'Pl

X, ^ ( X 2 > Y )
^X I ,^X 2^^ .Y. '-pR

The following two residuation rules are easily derivable using rp^, rp'^, rpo and
rp.:
o(X>Y) ^ (Z>Y)
(X>Y) ^ .(ZoY)

,

.(Xt>Y)

(Z>Y)

(XoY)

o(ZoY)

Display property. A (deep or shallow) nested sequent can be seen as a tree of traditional sequents. The structural rules of LBiKt allow shuffling of structures to display/undisplay a particular node in the tree, so inference rules can be applied to it. This is
similar to the display property in traditional display calculi, where any substructure
can be displayed and un-displayed. We state the display property of LBiKt more
precisely in subsequent lemmas. Let DP = {rpl,rp''j^,rpo,rp,,rp'^,rp',}
and let DPderivable mean "derivable using rules only from DP".
The proofs for the following lemmas are all extensions of the proofs for lemmas 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5. The differences concern the cases for contexts under the
scope of a o or • structural connective, so we give these cases only.
Lemma 7.1.3 (Display property for simple contexts). Let I[] be a simple context. Let
X be a structure and p a prepositional variable not occurring in X nor ![]. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
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2. Y ^ pis DP-derivable from X ^ L[p] and
2. p ^ Z is DP-derivable from L[p] => X.
Proof. Similar from the proof Lemma 4.1.3.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.1.4 (Display property for positive contexts). Let I[] be a positive context. Let
X be a structure and p a prepositional variable not occurring in X nor ![]. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
2. Y => p is DP-derivable from X => L[p], and
2. Z => p is DP-derivable from L[p] => X
Proof. We prove both statements by simultaneous induction on the size of the context
![]. We give the cases when I[] = • ( I i [] > W) or I[] = •(W i> I i []), for some positive
or simple context I i [ ] and some structure W. The cases when I[] = o(I][] > W) or
I[] = o(W > I ] []) are analogous, and the other cases are unchanged from the proof
Lemma 4.1.4.
1.

• Case when I[] = • ( I i [] > W). We first obtain the following derivation:

o(X>0),Ii[p]=> W
Ii[p]

(o(X>0)>W)

^^

If l i [] is a positive context, we apply statement (2) of the induction hypothesis to it; otherwise it must be a simple context and we apply Lemma 7.1.3.
In both cases, we obtain the required derivation:

o(X.>0),Iib]^W
Ii[p] ^ ( o ( X > 0 ) > W )
Y
Case when I[] = •( W c>

^^

p

[]). We first obtain the following derivation:
o ( X > 0 ) , W ^ Ii[p]

rp.

If I i [] is a positive context, we apply statement (1) of the induction hypothesis to it; otherwise it must be a simple context and we apply Lemma 7.1.3.
In both cases, we obtain the required derivation:

o(X>0),W ^
Y^V

Li[p]

rp.
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• Case when I[] = • ( ! ! [] i> W). We first obtain the following derivation:
Ij[p]

w,o(0>x)

-rpo

If I i [] is a positive context, we apply statement (2) of the induction hypothesis to it; otherwise it must be a simple context and we apply Lemma 7.1.3.
In both cases, we obtain the required derivation:
W,o(0i>X)

• Case when I[] = •(W > I i []). We first obtain the following derivation:
W^Ii[p],o(0i>X)
( W > o ( 0 i > X ) ) ^ Ii[p]

°
- ^Pl

If I i [] is a positive context, we apply statement (1) of the induction hypothesis to it; otherwise it must be a simple context and we apply Lemma 7.1.3.
In both cases, we obtain the required derivation:
W^Il[p],o(0>X)
( W t > o ( 0 o X ) ) ^ Ii[p]

Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.1.5 (Display property for negative contexts). Let L[] he a negative context. Let
X be a structure and p a prepositional variable not occurring in X nor I[]. Then there exist
structures Y and Z such that:
1. p ^ Y is DP-derivable from X => L[p] and
2. p

Z is DP-derivable from L[p] => X.

Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.1.4.

Q.E.D.

Note that since the rules in DP are all invertible, the derivations constructed in
the above lemmas are invertible derivations. That is, we can derive Y ^ p from
X ^ L[p] and vice versa. Note also that since rules in the shallow system are closed
under substitution, this also means Y => W is derivable from X
I[W], and vice
versa, for any structure W.
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Cut elimination in LBiKt

Our cut-elimination proof is based on the method of proof-substitution presented in
Chapter 4; here we extend it to the cases involving the modal connectives • , 0,
•
and o- and •-structures. We illustrate one case with an example.
Consider the derivation below ending with a cut on ()A:
Hi

02
cut

Instead of permuting the cut rule locally, we trace the cut formula
until it becomes principal in the derivations Hi and U2, and then apply cut on a smaller formula.
Suppose that FTi and 112 are respectively the two derivations below:
H'l

H'2
vR

— T ^ i — r ^ i — VL

We first transform TTi by substituting (X2 > Y2) for
derivation below with an open leaf:

in FIi and obtain the sub-

o(Xi>Yj)^(X2>Y2)
Xl ^ Yi,(X2>Y2)
Xi,X2^YI,Y2
We then prove the open leaf by uniformly substituting o ( X j [> YJ) for
and applying cut on a sub-formula A:

in 112,

M'2
rp.
cut

o ( X ; > Y ^ ) , X 2 = » Y2
o(x;>YO

(X2>Y2)

^
[> n

The cut rank of an instance of cut is the size of the cut formula, as usual. The cut
rank cr(n) of a derivation n is the largest cut rank of the cut instances in n (or zero, if
n is cut-free). Given a formula A, we denote with |y4| its size.
To formalise the cut elimination proof, we first introduce a notion of multiple-hole
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contexts. A ?:-hole context is a context with k holes. Given a /c-hole context Z[• • • ]
we write Z[X'^] to stand for the structure obtained from Z[- • • ] by replacing each hole
with an occurrence of the structure X.
Example 7.2.1. //![] = ([],»{[],W \>Y)) >V then L[{o{At> B))^] =
B),Wt>Y))>y.

c> B), .(o(/l c>

Afc-holecontext is positive if every hole in it has positive polarity, and it is quasipositive if every hole in it is either neutral or positive. A fc-hole context is negative if
every hole in it has negative polarity, and it is quasi-negative if every hole in it is either
neutral or negative.
Example 7.2.2. The 2-hole context {]], •{W,W i>Y))\>V is quasi-negative. The 2-holecontext
(y >•[])>( y t> []) is positive.
Lemma 7.2.3 states the proof substitutions needed to eliminate atomic cuts. Lemmas 7.2.4-7.2.11 state the proof substitutions needed for non-atomic cuts. We only
give the proofs of the cases involving the modal connectives as the other proofs are
unchanged from Chapter 4.
Lemma 7.2.3. Suppose p,X ^ Y is cut-free derivable for some fixed p, X and Y. Then for
any k-hole positive context Zi [• • • ] and any l-hole quasi-positive context Z2 [• • • ], z/Z] [p*^]
Z2[p'] is cut-free derivable, then Z, [(X > Y)*^] ^ Z2[(X t> Y)'] is cut-free derivable.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.1.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.4. Suppose htBiKt n, : X ^ Y, At, for some i G {1,2}, such that cr(n,) <
V /\2|- Suppose l-LBiKt n3 : Zi[{Ai V
^ Z2[(^i V A2)']for some k-hole quasinegative context Z] [• • • ] and l-hole negative context Z2I • • ], such that cr(n3) < \ A-i V A2\.
Then there exists U such that bi^Biy^t U :Zi[{X>Y)'']
Z2[{Xt>Yy]andcr(U) < \AVB\.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.2.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.5. Suppose htBiKi Hi : X ^ Y, Ai and htBiKt Tl2 : X ^ Y, A2 with cr{U-i) <
A ^2! and cr{U2) <
A A2\. Suppose h-LBiKt
• Zi[(/li A
^ Z2[(.4i A
A2y]for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi [• • • ] and l-hole negative context Z2[- • • ] with
cr(n3) <
A/\2|- Then there exists U such that htBiKt n : Zi[(Xi>r)'^] ^ Z2[(X>y)']
andcrCn) < \ AAB\.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.6. Suppose htBiKt Hj : X,/l
6 and l-LBiKt n2 : Zi[{A
B)*^] =>
Z2[(^ ^ 6)'] for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi[- • • ] and l-hole negative context
Z2[- • • ], and the cut ranks o/TTi and U2 are smaller than \ A ^ B\. Then there exists n such
l-LBiKt n : ZifX*^] Z2[X'] andcriU) <
B|.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.4.

Q.E.D.
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Lemma 7.2.7. Suppose HtBiKt T\i •. X ^ Y, A and l-LBiKt 02 : X, B
Y, and the
cut ranks ofV\\ and V\2 are smaller than \A-^B\. Suppose l-LBiKt Ha :
=>
<B)'] for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zj- • •] and l-hole negative context
Zil" • •] with cr(n3) < \A^B\. Then there exists n such that htBiKt n : Zi[(X>y)''] ^
Z2[(Xt>y)']fl«£icr(n) < \A-<B\.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.5.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.8. Suppose l-LBiKt rTi : X => o(0t>/^) and l-LBiKt
• Z.i[{DAf]
Z2[{nAy] for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi[- • • ] and l-hole negative context Zj^ • • ],
and the cut ranks ofV\-[ and V[2 smaller than
Then there exists n such that l-tBiKt
n : Zi[X'^] ^ Z2[X'] and cr(n) <
Proof. By induction on |n2|. The non-trivial case is when V\2 ends with
Z'^iiDA)']
DA ^

oiZ'.iinA)'])

By induction hypothesis we have hLBiKt
derivation n is constructed as follows:

on 0^4:

•l

: /I => Z^[X'] where c r ( r ) < |n/l|. The

Hi

X=^o(Z^[X'])
Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.2.9. Suppose htBiKt rtj : X => #(0 i>/I) and htBiKt
• Zi[{MA)'^]
Z2[iU A)'] for some k-hole quasi-negative context Z\[- • •] and l-hole negative context Z2[- • •
and the cut ranks ofU-[ and 112 are smaller than |Bi4|. Then there exists n such that l-tBiKt
n : Zi[X'^]
Z2[X'] andcr{U) < \mA\.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.2.8.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.10. Suppose htBiKt Hj : (Xj o X2) ^ .4 and l-LBiKt n2 : Zi[(0y4)'^] ^
Z2[{0Ay] for some k-hoIe quasi-negative context Zi[- • •] and l-hole negative context Z2[- • •],
and the cut ranks o/FIi and 112 are smaller than |0A|. Then there exists n such that l-LBiKt
n:Zi[(o(Xi>X2))'^] ^Z2[(o(Xi>X2))'] andcriU) < |0/l|.
Proof By induction on |n2|. The non-trivial case is when 112 ends with Oi, on
w
o(yit>0)=>Z2[(O^)']
Z2[(0A)']

•Ol
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By induction hypothesis we have htBiKt
:
> 0)
cr{W) < 10^1- The derivation n is constructed as follows:

Z2[(o(Xi i> X2))'] where

Hi

o ( ^ > 0 ) ^ Z 2 [ ( o ( X i > X 2 ) ) ' ] rp.
»(0>Z2[(o(Xi>X2))')]
cut
(Xi>X2)=»*(0>Z2[(o(Xit>X2))']) ^^

(Xit>X2)=»/\

^ ^

Xi^X2,*(0t>Z2[(o(Xi>X2))'])
o(Xit>X2) ^ Z 2 [ ( o ( X i > X 2 ) ) ' ]
Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.2.11. Suppose l-LBiKt Hi : (Xi > X2)
and htBiKt
•
^
Z2[(^A)']for some k-hole quasi-negative context Zi [• • • ] and l-hole negative context Z2 [• • • ],
and the cut ranks ofUi and 112 are smaller than
Then there exists n such that f-LsiKt
n:Zi[(.(Xi>X2))'^]
=^Z2[(.(Xi^X2))']
andcriU) <
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.2.10.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.2.12. Let A be a non-atomic formula. Suppose HtBiKt Hi : /4, X
Y and
l~LBiKt
• Zi [a''] => Z2[A'] where Zj [• • • ] is a k-hole positive context, Z2[- • • ] is an l-hole
quasi-positive context, and the cut ranks ofU^ and 02 are smaller than
Then there exists
n such that l-LBiK. n : Zj [(X > Y)'<] Z2[(X o Y)'] and cr(n) <
Proof. By induction on |n2| and case analysis on A. The non-trivial case is when 112
ends with a right-introduction rule on A. That is, in this case, we have Z2[A'] ~
{Z2[A'~^], A) for some positive context Zj[•••]. We distinguish several cases depending on A. We show here the cases where A is either DC or OC.
Suppose A = DC and 112 is
ZiKDC)'^] ^ O ( 0 > C )
Zi[{nc)'<] ^ DC

•r

By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation V of
Zi[(x>y)*^]

o(0>c)

Then the derivation n is constructed as follows:

e
Zi[(Xt>y)'^] ^

X>Y

Or

with 9 obtained by applying Lemma 7.2.8 to M'' and TTi.
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• Suppose A = <)C and 112 is

By induction hypothesis, we have a derivation

of

Then the derivation n is constructed as follows:

e

o{Z[[{X>Yf]),X^Y
o(z'j[(XD>y)*^]) ^

x>y

with 6 obtained by applying Lemma 7.2.10 to

•

'>R

and FTi.

The other cases are treated analogously, using Lemmas 7.2.4, 7.2.5, 7.2.6, 7.2.7, 7.2.9
and 7.2.11.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 7.2.13. IfX => Y is LBiKt-derivaMe then it is also LBiKt-derivable
cut.

without using

Proof. As typical in cut elimination proofs, we remove topmost cuts in succession. Let
n be a derivation of LBiKt with a topmost cut instance
Hi
n2
Xi=>YuA
A,X2^Y2
cut
X^,X2^YUY2
Note that rii and 112 are both cut-free since this is a topmost instance in n. We use
induction on the size of A to eliminate this topmost instance of cut.
If y4 is an atomic formula p then the cut free derivation is constructed as follows
where V is obtained from applying Lemma 7.2.3 to 112 arid 111:
W
Xi ^ y i , ( X 2 > y 2 )
XuX2^Y,,Y2

SR

If A is non-atomic, using Lemma 7.2.12 we get the following derivation Tl':
Xi ^ y i , ( X 2 > y 2 )
Sr
Xi,X2^yi,y2
We have cr{Y\') < |i4| by Lemma 7.2.12, therefore by induction hypothesis, we can
remove all the cuts in n ' to get a cut-free derivation of Xi, X2
Y\, Y2.
Q.E.D.
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7.3

Equivalence of DBiKt and LBiKt

In this section we show the equivalence of DBiKt and LBiKt.
7.3.1

Soundness of DBiKt

We show that every derivation in DBiKt can be mimicked by a cut-free derivation in
LBiKt. The non-trivial cases involve showing that the propagation rules of DBiKt are
derivable in LBiKt using residuation. This is not surprising since the residuation rules
in display calculi are used exactly for the purpose of displaying and un-displaying
sub-structures so that inference rules can be applied to them.
Theorem 7.3.1 (Soundness). For any structures X and Y, z/hoBiKt n : X i> Y then hteiKt
n ' : X ^ y.
Proof. We show that each deep inference rule p is derivable in the shallow system.
This is done by case analysis of the context I [ ] in which the deep rule p applies. Note
that if a deep inference rule p is applicable to X c> Y, then the context I [ ] in this case is
either [ ], a positive context or a negative context.
• For the case where I [ ] is either positive or negative, we use the display property.
We show here the case where p is a rule with a single premise; the other cases
are analogous. Suppose p is
I+[V]
By the display properties, we need only to show that the following rules are
derivable in the shallow system for some structure W':
W' ^U
W' ^V

U^W
V^W

For example, to show soundness of •1,2 it is enough to show that the following
are derivable:
W
{UA,X>o{A,Y\>Z),]N)
W' ^ ( • A X [ > o ( Y > Z ) , W )

{{UA,X>o{A,Yt>Z),]N)
(•.4,Xt>o(Y>Z), W)

^ W'
W

Both reduce to showing that the following is derivable:
UA,X\>o{A,Y>Z),]N
•/^,X>o(Y>Z),W
• For the case where I [ ] = [], we only need to show that each valid instance of p
where I [ ] = [ ] is derivable in the shallow system LBiKt.
We now give derivations for all the non-trivial cases, including
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>L2, >R2 remain unchanged from the

• RuleDu:
Z,A,»(n]A,X\>Y}
A,»{aA,X>Y)

^

W
(ZoW)

/I ^ (>(DA,Xi>Y)t>(Z> W)) ^ ^
=>
X > y) > ( z > w))
^
z,.(D^,X0Y)>w
Z,.[UA,K>Y)>W

{nA,X>Y)^o{.{nA,X>Y)>{Z>W))

\

>(n>i,xi>y) ^ ( > ( n . 4 , x o y ) > ( z o W ) )
• ( • v 4 , x i > y ) , « ( n ^ , x c > y ) ^ ( z o w)
•(•/i,x>y)
( z o w)
SR
z,•(•/!,xt>y)
w

• Rule Bi,!: analogous to the case for Di^i

RuleORi:
Z ^ •{Y ^ OA, X), A, W
>L
(Zt>W)
•(y>0^X),.4
>L
( ( z > w ) > » ( y > O A , x ) ) =»
o((Z>W)>.(Y>Oyi,X)) ^
^^
V

A.

.

o((Z>W)o.(y>0/l,X))=>0^X
o((zi>w)>.(y[>o^,x)) = (yc>0^,x)
rp'.
((Zc>w)t>.(y>o^,x)) • • ( y > 0 ^ x )
(ZoW)

^

(zow)

•{Y>OA,X),m{Yt>OA,X)

•(y>0/i,x)
•

Rule

: analogous to the case for Ori

^L

- CR
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Rule Dl2-

(Yoz)
A^

Or

•{nA.X\>Y])\>[Y\>Z)

^ o(>(n/i,X[>w)>(y>z))
•^x^o(.(n^,x>w)i>(y>z))
•A,X.o(yt>z),w

^
^^

(•A,x>w)^o(.(n^,x.w).(Y>z))
• {UA,Xt>]N)

^

•{UA,Xt>]N)t>{Y>Z)

»(D/\,xoW) ^
(Pyl^XoW) ^

(r>z)
o(Y>Z)

• / l , X ^ o(Yc>Z),W

rPo
Sl

• Rule Ml2- analogous to the case for

• Rule 0r2:
X,o{Y>Z,A)
Y ^

^

W,OA

•{X\>W,OA),Z,A

(Y>Z) ^

^^

(Yt>Z)t>>(X:>W,0y4) ^
o((Y>Z)>>(X>W,Oyi))
XMy^Z,A).W,OA

rp.

^^
^

oi(y>Z)>.iX>W,OA))^W,OA

((Yt>Z)>.(X>W,0^))

^

(YoZ) ^ »(X>
( Y > Z ) ^ .(Xt>W,0.4)
o{Y>Z)^{X>W,<}A)
X,o{Yt>Z)^W,OA

Rule

analogous to the case for 0r2

^^
,
J '
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Rule
Z,A-<B,{A>B)
{At> B) ^
Z,A^B,{A>B)>Y
Z,A-<B>Y

• Rule

^ Y

(Z,A--<B>Y)

A -- B,(Z,A^
A^ :B ^

:B>Y)
(Z,A-<Bc>Y)

SL

J

analogous to the case for

• Rule ^ r : analogous to the case for —
• RuleOt:
Z,OA,o{A>(b)

y _

r

•Ol

Rules Dr, ^i, B r : analogous the case for Ol
Q.E.D.

7.3.2

Completeness of DBiKt

We now show that any cut-free LBiKt-derivation can be transformed into a cut-free
DBiKt-derivation. This requires proving cut-free admissibility of various structural
rules in DBiKt. The admissibility of general weakening and formula contraction (but
not general contraction, which we will show later) is straightforward by induction on
the height of derivations, just as for the calculus DBiInt in Chapter 5.
Lemma 7.3.2 (Admissibility of general weakening). For any structures X and Y: if
f-DBiKt n : I[X] and L[X, y] is a structure, then l-oBiKt n ' : I [ X , y] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.2.2.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.3.3 (Admissibility of formula contraction). For any structure X and formula
A: if \-DBiKt n : L[X,A,A] then hoBiKt n ' : L[X,A] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.2.3.

Q.E.D.

Just as for the calculus DBiInt in Chapter 5, invertibility of the DBiKt rules follows immediately, since for each of our rules, the premise is a superset of the conclusion, and weakening is height-preserving.
Lemma 7.3.4 (Invertibility). All DBiKt rules are invertible: if the conclusion is derivable,
then each premise is derivable.
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We now show that the residuation rules of LBiKt for i>-structures are admissible in
DBiKt: i.e. they can be simulated by the propagation rules of DBiKt. Actually, what
we show next is admissibility of the "deep" versions of the residuation rules for i>,
which is important for showing the completeness of our proof search procedure that
we introduce later.
Lemmas 7.3.5 to 7.3.8 are proved by structural induction on
and a sub-induction
on |n|. We label a dashed line with the lemma used to obtain the conclusion from the
premise, and obtain n'j from Hi using the sub-induction hypothesis.
Lemma 7.3.5 (Deep admissibility of St). //l-DBiKt H : I [ ( X > Y), Z > W] then hoeiKt
n ' : I [ X , Z > y , W ] such that \u'\ < |n|.
Proof.
Only the base case when ! [ ] = [] is non-trivial:
• Case when TT ends with a propagation rule Uli
X a n d Y:
ni
{mA,Xi>*{A,Y^>Y2)),Z>W
(•^,Xi>.(Y,>Y2)),Z>W

that moves a formula between
n'l

^

^
^^

Case when n ends with a propagation rule
X and Y is analogous to the case for M12.

•/4,Xi,Z>»(/4,Yit>y2),W
•4,XI,Z>.(YI>Y2),W

^^

that moves a formula between

Case when n ends with a propagation rule Or2 that moves a formula between
X a n d Y:

(o(Xi>X2,A)t>Yi,0A),Z>W
(o(Xi>X2)>YI,0A),Z>W

• Case when n ends with a propagation rule
X and Y is analogous to the case for 0l2-

o{XioX2,A),Z>W,Yi,<)A
o(Xit>X2),Zi>W,Yi,0^

that moves a formula between

• Cases involving the propagation rules > l i , t>Ri, >l2, >r2 are unchanged from the
proof of Lemma 5.2.5.
• Cases involving other propagation and logical rules follow immediately from
the sub-induction hypothesis, since they do not move formulae across i>-structures.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.3.6 (Deep admissibility of SR). i/KoBiKt n : I [ X [> Y, (Z > W)] then hoBiKt
n ' : I [ X , Z i > Y , l V ] such that \U'\ < |n|.
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.3.5.
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Lemma 7.3.7 (Deep admissibility of i>l). //l-DBiKt n : L[X>Y,Z] and I is either the
empty context []ora negative context L' [ ], then hoBiKt n ' : I [ ( X > Y) > Z].
Proof.

• Case when I[] = [].
- Case when 11 ends with a propagation rule
tween X and Z:

that moves a formula be-

Hi
mA,X^>Y,*{A,Zit>Z2),Z3
•/\,Xii>y,.(ZioZ2),Z3
n'l
{mA,X^>Y)^.{A,Z,>Z2),Z3
">Y) ~t>V{A:z\; 22"): Z3"
•^C^,XI>Y)>.(Zi>Z2),Z3
(•/i,Xi>y)>.(z,>Z2),Z3

^ ^^
"

Case when n ends with a propagation rule 0^2 that moves a formula between X and Z is analogous to the case for •i,2Case when n ends with a propagation rule Or2 that moves a formula between X and Z:

n,
o(XioX2,^),X3>y,Zi,^^
o(Xi>X2),X3>y,Zi,o^

Or2

n;
_

(o(Xi>X2,^),X3>y)i>Zi,o^
(o(Xi>X2),X3D>y,o^)>Zi,o>i
(o(x,>X2),X3i>y)t>Zi,o/i

^ '''
Oj?-?

- Case when n ends with a propagation rule ^^2 that moves a formula between X and Z is analogous to the case for 0r2- Cases involving the propagation rules >li/ >ri/ >l2, >r2 are unchanged
from the proof of Lemma 5.2.7.
Case when I[] = I i [U, [] > V] for some I i .
- Cases involving the propagation rules >Li, >ri, >l2, >r2 are unchanged
from the proof of Lemma 5.2.7.
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Case when I[] = I j [U, o[] t> V] for some I i .

Case when n ends with a propagation rule 0r2 that moves a formula from
outside the context into the context:
Hi
U,o{X>Y,Z,A)>VuOA
U,o{X>Y,Z)>VuOA

0r2

n'l
0R2

U,o{{X\>Y)t>Z)>Vi,OA

Case when n ends with a propagation rule B l i that moves a formula out
of the context:
Hi
U,A,o(UA,Xit'Y,Z)c>V
U,o{UA,Xit>Y,Z)t>V

"

n;

U,o{UA,{mA,Xi>Y)^Z)t>V
U,o{{mA,Xi>Y)>Z)>V

L\

>Ll

Case when I[] = I , [U, •[] > V] for some I i .

Case when n ends with a propagation rule •r2 that moves a formula from
outside the context into the context:
ni
U,»{Xt>Y,Z,A)t>Vi,^A
U,*{X>Y,Z)\>Vx,^A

fR2

"l
U,*{{X>Y)>Z,A)t>Vi,^A

Case when n ends with a propagation rule Dli that moves a formula out
of the context:
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n,
U,A,»{C\A,Xi>Y,Z)>V

^

U,»{DA,Xit>Y,Z)>V

"

n',

U,»{DA,{DA,Xi>Y)!>Z)\>V
u,»{(nA,

x,>y)^z)> V

•>L\

"

Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.3.8 (Deep admissibility of > r ) . //hoBiKt n : L[X,Yt>Z] and I is either the
empty context []ora positive context
], then l-QBiKt T : I [ X t> {Yt>Z)].
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.3.7.

Q.E.D.

We now show that the residuation rules of LBiKt for o- and •-structures are admissible in DBiKt; that is, they can be simulated by the propagation rules of DBiKt.
Lemmas 7.3.9 to 7.3.12 are proved by induction on |n|, and TTj (FFj resp.) is obtained
from rii (772 resp.) using the induction hypothesis.
Lemma 7.3.9 (Admissibility of rp,).
o(X > Y), W > Z such that |n'| = |n|.

//l-QBiKt n : X > Y, . ( W > Z) then l-oeiKt n ' :

Proof.

• Case when n ends with a propagation rule
Xand .(W^Z):

ni
X^,mA>Y,.{W>Z)

that moves a formula between

n'l
o(Xr,mA>Y),W>Z

Case when N ends with a propagation rule ORI that moves a formula out of
• (W>Z):

Hi

Case when Fl ends with

n'j

rule whose principal formula is in X:
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Hi
B)>A,Y,»{W>Z)
n;
o{Xi,A^B>A,Y),Wt>Z
o{Xi,A^

02
B,Bt>Y,»{Wt>Z)
B>Y,»iW>Z)
o{Xi,A^
B>Y),W>Z

^^

n^
B,B^Y),W>Z

^^

• Case when fl ends with — r u l e whose principal formula is in Z:
Hi
02
X>Y,»{Wt>A,ZuA-cB)
X>Y,»(B,W\>Zi,A^B)
X\>Y,»{W>Zi,A-<B)
n'l
n^
o{X>Y),]Nt>A,Z^,A-^B
o{Xt>Y),B,Wt>Zi,A-<B

^^

The cases involving other propagation and logical rules follow immediately from the
induction hypothesis, since they do not move formulae into or out of •Z.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.3.10 (Admissibility of rp.). //hoBiKt n : o(Xc>y),Wc>Z then hoBiKt n ' :
X>Y,»{W>Z)
such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.3.9.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.3.11 (Admissibility of rpo). If ^oBiKt n : X > y , o(Wi>Z) then l-oBiKt T :
• (Xt>Y),W>Z such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.3.9.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.3.12 (Admissibility of rpo). //l-DBiKt n : • ( X c > y ) , W > Z then l-QBiKt T :
Xt>Y,o{Wt>Z)suchthat
|n'| = |n|.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.3.10.
7.3.3

Q.E.D.

Admissibility of general contraction

The admissibility of general contraction on structures states that for any structure Y,
if l"DBiKt n : I[y,y] then hoBiKt H' : I[y]. The proof of admissibility of general
contraction again requires proving several distribution properties among structural
connectives, similar to DBiInt
in Chapter 5 and DKt in Chapter 6, but involving both
the > structural connective and either • or o. First, we need a basic distribution lemma
for i>-structures:
Lemma 7.3.13. For any context I and any structures X, Y, Z, W; //hoBiKt H : I [ ( X t>
y ) , ( Z > W ) ] then \-0BiKt n ' : I[(X,Zi>y,W)] such that \U'\ = |n|.
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.2.9.

Q.E.D.

Now we prove two distribution lemmas that involve both tense and bi-intuitionistic
structural connectives:
Lemma 7.3.14. For any context I and any structures X, Y, Z, W; if \-DBiKt n : I[o(Xc>
y), o(Z ^ W)] then hoBiKt n ' : I[o(X, Z > Y, W)] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof By induction on the height of 11. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.2.9, the
non-trivial cases are when FT ends with a propagation rule applied to the structures X,
y, Z, W. We consider the cases where I is a positive context; the cases where I is a
negative context are analogous.
• Case when FT ends with • r i rule that propagates a formula out of Y, note that
we apply the induction hypothesis to the context 1+ [A, []]:
ni

n',

• Case when n ends with •1.2 rule that propagates a formula into X > Y:

L[u, pyj >

ni
X > y), o(z t>

w), V]

L[U,DA\>o{X>Y),o{Z>W),V]
L[U,nA

n'l
D> o{A, X,Z\>Y, W), V]

L[U,DA>o{X,Z>Y,W),V]'

^^^
Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.3.15. For any context I and any structures X, Y, Z, W: z/hoBiKt H : I [ * ( X t>
Y), . ( Z t> W)] then hoBiKt n ' : I [ . ( X , Z > y, W)] such that |n'| = |n|.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.3.14.

Q.E.D.

Finally, we can prove the main lemma of contraction admissibility. Some of the
non-trivial cases use the distribution lemmas we just showed.
Lemma 7.3.16 (Admissibility of general contraction). For any structure Y: i/l-DBiKt H :
I [ y , y ] then l-DBiKt n ' : I [ y ] such that \T]'\ = \U\.
Proof By induction on the size of Y, with a sub-induction on |n|.
• For the base case, use Lemma 7.3.3.
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• For the case where Y is a >-structure, we show the sub-case where Y in a negative
context, the other case is analogous:
I-[(Yi>Y2),(YI>Y2)]
li(Yi,Yi>Y2)]

'

I-[(Y,>Y2)]
• Case where Y is a o-structure:
I[o(Yi>Y2),O(Y,>Y2)]
I[O(YI,YioY2)]
I[°(Y,>Y2)]
• Case where Y is a •-structure:
Ih(Yi>Y2),.(Yi^Y2)]
iRYi,Y,oY2)]
I[-(Yi>Y2)[
Q.E.D.
Once all structural rules of LBiKt are shown admissible in DBiKt, completeness
is straightforward.
Theorem 7.3.17 (Completeness). For any structures X and Y, z/l-LBiKt n : X

Y then

^DBiKt n ' : X > Y .
Proof. By induction on |n|, where Flj (FIj) is obtained from rii (172) using the induction
hypothesis. As usual, we use dashed lines to indicate that the conclusion is obtained
from the premise using the respective lemma.
• Case when 11 ends with Wi rule:
Hi

n',
>

Lemma 7.3.2

Case when Ff ends with ivr rule: analogous to the case for wi
Case when FI ends with cl rule:
Hi
X,Y,Y^Z
X,Y=>Z

^

n'l
X,Y,YoZ ^
" X"Y"> Z '
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• Case when n ends with cr rule: analogous to the case for ci
• Case when 11 ends with >r rule:
ni

u\
x,y>z
xV(y;
zj

^
X=^{Y>Z)

"

• Case when n ends with t>L rule: analogous to the case for [>r, using Lemma 7.3.7
instead.
• Case when FT ends with SL rule:
ni
(Xi[>X2),X2 ^ Yz ^
X i , X2 ^

y,,y2

n;
(Xi>X2),X2>y2

'

" x ^ ; x " 2 ; Vi", y z ' "

• Case when FI ends with SR rule: analogous to the case for SI, using Lemma 7.3.6
instead.
• Cases when FI ends with rpo'.
Hi
x=»y,o(w>z)
. ( X > y), w ^ z

n;
xt>y,o(w>z)
. ( X > y): wVz

ni
•{xt>Y),w^z
X ^ y, o(W > Z)

^

n'l
•(XD>y),w>z
xVy,

'o{W>Z)

• Cases when n ends with rp,: analogous to the cases for rpo, using Lemmas 7.3.9
and 7.3.10 instead.
• Case when n ends with a -^L rule:
Hi

n'l
X!>A,Y
x : ~ A : Y '

U2

^

^^^

X,A^BT>Y

n^
x,B>y
"x";^kbvy-

• Cases when n ends with ^ r and all rules for V, A: analogous to the case for
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Case when Tl ends with a Dt rule:
n'l
^i>(x>y)
~ Tr^ <
/";r "->7x7 ~ 7^7
/\,>(D/\>o(x>y))t>(x>y)

Hi
^

-

Lemma 7.3.2
^

.(•^>o(x>y))^(x>y)

•^=>o(x^y)

- .(D^-^o(xVy)),xVy '
a 4 V o ( X > y ) ; o ( X > y ) - Lemma 7.3.12
- - - I r - - - Lemma 7.3.16

• Case when TT ends with a

rule: analogous to the case for Dl.

• Case when n ends with a Dr rule:
n;

n
X ^ O(0>^)

•Ur

^

XoD/l, 0(00.4)

Lemma7.3.2

• Case when TT ends with a B r rule: analogous to the case for Dr.
• Case when Ff ends with a •i. rule:
n'l

n
. /li>0 =» X

-

^_

Z

Lemma 7.3.2

• Case when Ft ends with a OL rule: analogous to the case for •l• Case when n ends with a •r rule:

n;
(x>y)t>>i
Hi
. ( X o y) ^ •A

"(X > y) > o ( « ( x V y y > " m ) ; /
- xVy, o(.(x ; Y ) > i A j '
. ( X > n - ( X L e m m a

7.3.11

" " " . ( x " > yfoV/C - ~ "
• Case when O ends with a OR rule: analogous to the case for •R.
The cases when 11 ends with other logical rules follow immediately from the induction
hypothesis and the admissibility of weakening (Lemma 7.3.2).
Q.E.D.
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Theorem 7.3.18. For any structures X and Y, htBiKt n : X
XoY.

Y if and only if hoBiKt n ' :

Proof By Theorems 7.3.1 and 7.3.17.

7.4

Q.E.D.

Proof search

In this section we present a proof search strategy for DBiKt, which relies on a proof
search calculus version of DBiKt that we call DBiKti. The proof search strategy for
DBlKti closely follows the approaches presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Here we emphasize the aspects that are new/different because of the interaction between the tense
structures o and • and the intuitionistic structure o.
Our proof search strategy proceeds in three stages: saturation, propagation and
realisation. The saturation phase applies the "static rules" (i.e. those that do not create
extra structural connectives) until further application do not lead to any progress.
The propagation phase propagates formulae across different structural connectives,
while the realisation phase applies the "dynamic rules" (i.e., those that create new
structural connectives, e.g., ^ r ) . In the following, we outline a proof search calculus
which eliminates redundancy in proof search.
A context I [ ] is said to be headed by a structural connective # if the topmost symbol
in I [ ] is #. A context I [ ] is said to be a factor of I ' [ ] if I [ ] is a subcontext of I ' [ ]
and I [ ] is headed by >. We denote with I [ ] the minimal factor of I [ ]. We write
I [ X ] to denote the structure I i [ X ] , if I i [ ] = I [ ] .We define the top-level formulae
of a structure as: {|X|} = {A \ X = {A, Y) for some A and Y}. For example, if ! [ ] =
B > C, • ( D , ( £ > F ) >[])), then I[G] = (D, (E > F) >G), and {|D,(£>F)|} = { D } .
Let - ^ i ] and
denote two new derived rules (section 5.3 contains their derivations):
L-[A,A^B]

L+[A^B,B]

L-[A^B]
"
L+[A^B]
We now define a notion of a saturated structure, which is similar to that of a traditional sequent.
Definition 7.4.1. A structure X>Y is saturated if it satisfies the following:
1. { | x | } n { | Y | } = 0
2. IfAABe

{|X|} then A e {|X|} and B e {|X|}

3. IfAABe

{|Y|} then A e {|Y|} or B e {|Y|}

4. IfAvBG

{|X|} then A e {|X|} or B G {|X|}

5. IfAVB€

{|Y|} then A G {|Y|} and B G {|Y|}

6. IfAABe

{|X|} then ^ G {|Y|} or B G {|X|}
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7. IfA^B

e {|y|} then A G {|y|} or B e {|X|}

8. IfA^B

G {|X|} then A e {|X|}

9. IfA^BG

{|y|} then B e {|y|}

We define structure membership for any two structures X and Y as follows: X G y
iff y = X, X ' for some X', modulo associativity and commutativity of comma. For
example, (A>B) e (A,{At>B),o{C>D));mthiscaseX'
= A,o{C!>D). The realisation
of formulae by a structure X is defined as follows:
• A ^ B (A^B,
resp.) is right-realised (resp. left-realised) by X iff there exists a
stmcture Z>W€X
such that A G {|Z|} and B G {| W|}.
•

(0.4 resp.) is right-realised (resp. left-realised) by X iff there exists a structure o ( Z > W ) G X(resp. o(Wc> Z)) such t h a t G {|W|}.

• UA (4.4 resp.) is right-realised (resp. left-realised) by X iff there exists a structure • ( Z > W ) G X(resp. . ( W o Z ) G X) such that ^ G {|W|}.
We say that a structure X is left-realised iff every formula in {|X|} with top-level
connective — 0 or • is left-realised by X. Right-realisation of X is defined dually.
We say that a structure occurrence X in I [ X ] is propagated iff no propagation rules
are (backwards) applicable to any formula occurrences in X. We define the super-set
relation on structures as follows:
. Xi > y i D Xooyo iff {|Xi|} D {|Xo|} or {|yi|} d {|yo|}.
• o ( X i > y i ) D o ( X o > y o ) i f f - ( X i > y i ) D . ( X o > y o ) iff x , i > y j d X o > y o .
Definition 7.4.2. Given a structure I[v4], we say L[A] is propagated when its occurrence in
I [.4] is propagated, and we say that A is realised by I[y4] when I [.4] = ( X > y ) and either
• v4 G {|X|} and A is left-realised by X, or
• i4 G {|y|} and A is right-realised by Y
We now present simple modifications of DBiKt to obtain a calculus DBlKti that
is amenable to proof search. Our approach follows that of Chapter 5 since we define
syntactic restrictions on rules to enforce a search strategy. For example, we stipulate
that a structure must be saturated and propagated before child structures can be created using the — r u l e (see condition 2 of Definition 7.4.3). Termination for DBiKt]
then follows immediately from the termination arguments for DBiInt] (Chapter 5)
and DKt (Chapter 6), since propagation rules only add new formulae to nodes in
nested sequent trees, and the creation of new structures in the nested sequent trees is
controlled using the techniques of Chapters 5 and 6.
Definition 7.4.3. Let DBiKti be the system obtained from DBiKt with the following

changes:
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2. Add the derived rules ^LT.
2. Restrict

rules ^L,
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tnd

—^R ivith the following

condition:

the rule is applicable

L[A#B] is saturated and propagated, and A#B is not realised bi/I^A^,for#
3. Restrict rules >12 and >R2 ivith the following
A 0 {|y|}.
4. Restrict rules Oi, DR, ^L,
^#A]

ivith the following

condition:

the rule is applicable

condition:

G

——<.
only if

the rule is applicable only if

is saturated and propagated and #A is not realised byL[#A],for

5. Restrict rules •i.2,

only if

# 6 0,

•.

with the following

condition:

the rule is applicable only if A 4

6. Restrict rules Or2/ •r2 i^ith the following

condition:

the rule is applicable only if A ^

^LI,
7. Restrict rules -^I,
tion rules to the following.

C>RI, A J . , A R ,

my-

{\z\}.

>J.1/

VL,

V R

and all tense

propaga-

Let I[Xo] be the conclusion of the rule and let I [ X i ] (and I [ X 2 ] ) be the premise(s).
rule is applicable only if

Z) L[^and

The

D

We now define a mapping from nested sequents to trees of nodes, extending the
corresponding mappings of Chapters 5 and 6.
Definition 7.4.4 (Sequents to trees). Let T and A be sets of formulae;
a G {n,m,k,l,t,s}
and let:
X>

=

( X i > Y i ) , ••• , ( x „ > y „ )

=

( Z i o W i ) ,• •••

Uo

=

o(Ui),---

V.

=

•(Vi),---

=

•(Ri),---

let a > 0 for all

,{Zm>W„)

Qo
R.

Then given the sequent

the tree tree{Z) represented by E is rooted at node ( r . A), and has the children as given in
Figure 7.4:
Figure 7.5 gives a proof search strategy for DBiKti. Similarly to the proof search
strategies of previous chapters, the application of a rule deep inside a sequent can be
viewed as focusing on a particular node of the tree. The rules of DBiKti can then
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>

tree{Xit>Y:)
tree{Xn>Y„)
tree{U^)
tree{Uk)
tree{Vx)

tree(V,)
(r,A)

tree{Zx >Wi)
tree{Z„, >
treeiQ,)
treeiQ,)
tree{Ri
tree{Rs)

Figure 7.4: Translation from DBiKt sequents to trees.
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Function Prove (Sequent E): Bool
1. Let T = tree{E)
2. If the id,

or T r rule is applicable to any node in T, return True

3. Else if there is some node (F, A) G T that is not saturated
(a) Let p be the rule corresponding to the requirement of Definition 5.3.2 that
is not met, and let Ei (and E2) be the premise(s) of p. Return A Prove{Zi).
4. Else if there is some node @ that is not propagated
(a) Let p be the rule corresponding to propagation of formula that is applicable,
and let Ei be the premise of p. Return Prove{E\).
5. Else if there is some node (P, A) G T that is not realised:
(a) If some C = A ^ B G A {C ^ A-<B € T) is not realised then let Ei be the
premise of the -^R ( - < l ) rule applied to C e A (C G P). Return Prove{Ei).
(b) If some C =
G T (C =
G P) is not realised then let Ei be the premise
of the O l (•l) rule applied to C = 0/\ G P (C =
G P). Return Prove(Zi).
(c) If some C =
G A (C = >.4 G A) is not realised then let Ei be the
premise of the Dl (Bl) rule applied to C =
G A (C = MA G A). Return
Pwve(Ei).
6. Else return False
Figure 7.5: A proof search strategy for DBiKti
be viewed as operations on the tree encoded in the sequent. In particular. Step 3
saturates a node locally. Step 4 propagates formulae between neighbouring nodes,
and Step 5 appends new nodes to the tree. More specifically. Step 5a appends < and
> successors. Step 5b appends R^ and R5' successors, and Step 5c appends Rq and
R^^ successors.
Before showing the completeness of Prove, we show that it terminates. We define
the tense degree of a formula as the maximum number of nested modalities:
degip)
deg(A#B)
deg{#A)

=
=
=

0
max{deg{A),deg{B)) (or
{A,
1 f o r #G {•,<>,•,•}.

The degree of a set of formulae is the maximum degree over all its members. We
write sf{A) for the subformulae of A, and define the set of subformulae of a set 0 as
sf{@) = U/i€es/(^)- For a sequent Ewe define s/(E) as the union of the subformulae
of all the nodes in tree{E).
The following theorem can be proved by a straightforward combination of the
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techniques from Chapters 5 and 6.
Theorem 7.4.5. For any two sets of'Q±¥x-formulae T and A, Prove{r > A) terminates.
Proof Let m = |s/(r i> A)| and d = deg{r > A) < m. To show that Prove terminates,
we will argue about the tree T = tree{X d> Y), where X o Y is the parameter to the most
recent recursive call to Prove. That is, initially T = tree{r > A).
As was the case for DBilnti in Chapter 5, the saturation process for each node
in T is bounded by m. Therefore after at most m moves at each node. Step 3 is no
longer applicable to this node. Since formulae are only propagated to nodes that do
not already contain these formulae, after at most m propagation moves into each node.
Step 4 is no longer applicable to this node.
T is finitely branching, since new nodes are only created for unrealised
• , • formulae. Therefore after at most m moves at each node. Step 5 is no longer
applicable to this node. We will now show that the depth of T is bounded by m^,
extending the argument of Theorem 5.3.9 to the tense connectives.
Notice that every time we create a tense successor node Fj > Ai for some parent
node r > A, we have deg(r\ U Ai) = deg{r U A) — 1. Moreover, every descendant of
F] t> Ai will have a tense degree < deg{r U A) — 1, since there are no rules that can
increase the tense degree of a node. Therefore, after d < m applications of Steps 5b
and 5c on any one branch of T, no tense successor creation rules are applicable.
Secondly, note that there are no tense propagation rules that can increase the biintuitionistic degree of a node that we used in the proof of Theorem 7.4.5. Therefore
we can use the same argument as that of Theorem 7.4.5 to show that every sequence
of —> and ^ successor creation rules on a branch of T can be at most m^ long.
Therefore, every branch of T can be at most m^ long: in the worst case, a node may
have an m^ long chain of bi-intuitionistic descendants, followed by a tense descendant, followed by another m'^ long chain of bi-intuitionistic descendants, and so on at
most d < m times.
Q.E.D.
We will now show the completeness of Prove w.r.t. DBiKt, using the same method
that we used in Chapters 5 and 6. We first give a lemma which shows that if Prove
returns false for some sequent E, there is no DBiKt derivation of that sequent.
Lemma 7.4.6. Let Ebea sequent such that every node in tree{E) is saturated, realised and
propagated. Then E is not derivable in DBiKt.
Proof We prove the statement of the lemma by contradiction. That is, we assume
every node in tree(E) is saturated, realised and propagated, and that E is derivable in
DBiKt. Then there exists a shortest derivation Ft of E. We now consider all the rule
instances that FI could end with, and in each case show that there is an even shorter
DBiKt derivation of E, therefore contradicting our assumption that FI was the shortest
derivation.
• TT cannot end with the id rule, since every node in tree{E) is saturated.
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• Suppose n ends with the D t i rule, where E = I " [y4,
Xt> Y)] for some
I " [], and the last rule of TT applies to that particular occurrence of
X > Y)
in the context ! " [ ] . Note that since every node of tree{z.) is propagated, we
know that A is also present at the node where •(•^4, X > Y) is located. Then TT
must be of the form:
Hi
1-[A,A,»{DA,X>Y)]
Now, applying Lemma 7.3.3 to 111, we obtain a derivation 112 of

such that 11121 = iriil < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption that n is a
shortest derivation of E. Therefore FT cannot end with the rule Di.].
• All other cases involving tense propagation rules can be treated analogously to
• L I , using height preserving admissibility of formula contraction.
• Suppose n ends with the OL rule, where E = I " [0^4, o(X, /I > Y)] for some I " []
and the last rule of TT applies to that particular occurrence of
in the context
! " [ ] . Since every node in tree{E) is realised, we know that there is already a
structure o(X, > Y) for some X and Y, present at the node where OA is located.
Then TT must be of the form:
n,
I-[<»l,o(X,^i>Y)]

OL

By the distribution Lemma 7.3.14, there is a DBiKt derivation 02 of
L-lOA,o{X,A,AoY)]
such that |n2| = |ni|. Then applying Lemma 7.3.3 to 02 gives us a DBiKt
derivation TTs of
such that iTTsI = |n2| = |n]| < |n|. But this contradicts the assumption that TT
is a shortest derivation of E. Therefore TT cannot end with the rule OL• All other cases involving rules DR, • L and BR can be treated analogously to OL/
using the distribution lemmas for o and • structures (Lemmas 7.3.14 and 7.3.15)
and admissibility of formula contraction.
• TT cannot end with any of the other rules of DBiKt: the proof of Lemma 5.3.5
applies to those cases.
Since TT cannot end with any of the rules of DBiKt, this obviously contradicts the
assumption that it is a derivation in DBiKt. Therefore E is not derivable in DBilnt.
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Q.E.D.
Theorem 7.4.7. For any X and Y, Prove{X > Y) = True if and only r/l-oBiKt n : X > Y.
Proof.
• Left-to-right: obvious, since every step of Prove is a backwards apphcation of a
DBiKti rule, which is either a (possibly restricted) rule of DBiKt or a derived
rule.
• Right-to-left: we show that if Prove{X > Y) returns False then X i> Y is not derivable in DBiKt. Since each rule of DBiKt is invertible (Lemma 7.3.4), Steps 2
to 5 of Prove preserve provability of the original sequent. If Prove{X > Y) returns
False, this can only be the case if Step 6 is reached, i.e., the systematic bottom-up
applications of the rules of DBiKt] produce a sequent such that every node in
the tree of the sequent is saturated, realised, and propagated. By Lemma 7.4.6,
such a sequent would not be derivable in DBiKt, and since all other steps of
Prove preserve derivability, it follows that X o Y is not derivable either in DBiKt.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 7.4.8. BiKt is decidable.
Proof By Theorems 7.3.1, 7.3.17, 7.4.7 and 7.4.5.

Q.E.D.

A prototype implementation of DBiKti is available online at h t t p : / / u s e r s .
cecs.anu.edu.au/~linda/dbikt.zip.

7.5

Semantics

Our semantics for BiKt extend Rauszer's [100] Kripke-style semantics for B i l n t (recall
Section 2.2.4.4) by clauses for the tense logic connectives.
A BiKt frame is a tuple (W,
Rn) where W is a non-empty set (of possible
worlds) and < C (W x W) is a reflexive and transitive binary relation over W, and
each of R^ and RQ are arbitrary binary relations over W with the following frame
conditions:
FIO if X < y & xR^z then 3w. yR^w & 2 < w
F2n if xRuy &:y <z then 3w. x < w & wRaz.
A BiKt model extends a BiKt frame with a mapping V from Atoms to
persistence: \fv > w. w G V{p) => z; e V{p).

obeying

Definition 7.5.1 (Forcing). Given a model {W, <, R^, RQ, V), we say that iv e W forces
pifwG
V{p), and write this as w Ih p. We write w ly- p to mean {not){w Ih p); that is,
3v > w.v ^ V(p), and say that w rejects p. The relation Ih is then extended to the verum
andfalsum constants and compound formulae as given in Figure 7.6.
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for every w eW
for no ly G W

w\\- AAB
wW- AV B

iff w\\- A and w\\- B
iff W\\- AOTWW- B

w\\-A^B
w\h A-<B

iff if \/v>w.v\y- A then v\\- B
iff 3v <w.v\\- A andvf
B

w\\w Ih OA

iff 3v. wR^v and v\\- A
iff Vz.Vd. itw < Z and ZRQV theni; Ih

wlh ^A
w\\- MA

iff 3v. wR^^v and v\\- A
iff Vz.Vu. iiw <z and zR'^^v then v\\- A
Figure 7.6: Semantics of BiKt

Similarly to the case of bi-intuitionistic logic, we define the concept of rejection.
Definition 7.5.2 (Rejection). Given a model {W, <,
formula A, we say that w rejects A ifw
A.

Ra, V), a world we

Wand a BiKt

Now we can extend the concepts of forcing and rejection to sets of formuale.
Definition 7.5.3. Given a model (W, <, Ro, Rn, V), a world w € W and sets of BiKt formulae r and A, we write
1. w Ih r i f f y A e V.w Ih A
2. w-WAiffVAeA.wl}"

A

As usual, a BiKt-formula A is BiKt-valid if it is satisfied by every world in every
Kripke model. A nested sequent X > Y is BiKt-valid if its formula translation is BiKtvalid.
Our semantics differ from those of Simpson [104] and Ewald [39] because we use
two modal accessibility relations instead of one. In our calculi, there is no direct relationship between 0 and • (or • and •), but 0 and • are a residuated pair, as are
• and • . Semantically, this corresponds to R^ = R 5 ' and Rp = R^^ therefore the
clauses in Figure 7.6 are couched in terms of R^ and Rq only. Our frame conditions
FIO and FZD are also used by Simpson whose F2 captures the "persistence of being
seen by" [104, page 51] while for us F2n is simply the "persistence of
We now show that LBiKt is sound with respect to BiKt semantics.
Lemma 7.5.4. If ^ A is LBiKt-derivable

then A is BiKt-valid.

Proof We show that for each rule of LBiKt, if its premise sequents are BiKt-valid then
its conclusion is also BiKt-valid. The cases for rules relating to the bi-intuitionistic
fragment are straightforward; we show the cases for the tense connectives. In each
case, we assume that the formula-translation of the premise is valid and show that
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the formula-translation of the conclusion is valid. Recall that Figure 7.1 gives the
formula-translation of LBiKt sequents. For the rules rp" and rp'^, we actually prove
soundness of the following two simplified versions, from which the actual rules can
be easily derived using Si, Sr, >l and i>r:
x^oY

x ^ . r

Rule rpo (top-to-bottom): we assume that t - ( » X )
r+{Y) is valid and show
that T - ( X ) ^ T+(oy) is valid. That is, we assume that • t - ( X ) ^ T+(y) is
valid and show that t " ( X )
•T+(y) is valid. Since • t - ( X ) ^ T+(y) is
valid, we know that:
V(W, < , Ro, Ra, V)\fw e W. if w Ih • t - ( X ) then w Ih T+(y)

(7.5.1)

• T + ( y ) is valid, we will use proof by contradiction.
To show that T - ( X )
That is, we assume t ^ (X) ^ •T+(y) is falsifiable, which gives us a BiKt model
(W, < , Ro, Rq, V) and a world w e W such that:
ulhT-(X)

(7.5.2)

u f Dr+iy)

(7.5.3)

(7.5.3) means that there exist worlds 2, y G W such that:
u<z

(7.5.4)

zRav

(7.5.5)

i;l>^T+(y)

(7.5.6)

Now, by the persistence property of BiKt frames, (7.5.2) and (7.5.4) imply:
2lhT-(X)

(7.5.7)

Secondly, (7.5.7) and (7.5.5) imply that v Ih •T~(X). However, we already have
V ly- T+(y) by (7.5.6), which contradicts (7.5.1). Therefore our assumption that
T - ( X ) ^ •T+(y) is falsifiable was incorrect, and indeed t - ( X )
• T + ( y ) is
valid.
Rule rp" (bottom-to-top): we assume that r~(X)
T+(oy) is valid and show
that T " ( * X ) ^ T+(y) is valid. That is, we assume that t ~ ( X ) ^ • T + ( y ) is
valid and show that • t ~ ( X ) ^ T+(y) is valid. The rest of the proof is similar
to the case for rp" (top-to-bottom): we attempt to create a countermodel for
• t ~ ( X ) ^ T+(y) which contains worlds w, u such that w Ih • t " ( X ) and w 1/
T+(y), and uRqw and v Ih T " ( X ) . In this purported countermodel, we also
get V Ih •T+(y) from the assumed validity of T~(X)
• T + ( y ) , which gives
w Ih T+(y), thus contradicting w \f T+(y).
Rule rp", \ analogous to rp".
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• Rule DL: we prove the lemma for the following simplified rule:
A

Z

OZ

1^//

^

Note that the actual rule DL is an instance of

with Z = (X > Y).

We assume that A
T+(Z) is valid and show that OA —» • T + ( Z ) is valid.
Since Y4 ^ T"''(Z) is valid, we know that:
V(W,

< , R^, Ra, V)yxv

E W.

if

W IH A

then w

IH T + ( Z )

(7.5.8)

To show that
—» •T"'"(Z) is valid, we will use proof by contradiction. That
is, we assume OA —> • T + ( Z ) is falsifiable, which gives us a BiKt model (W, <
, Ro, Rq, V) and a world w G W such that:
u Ih

(7.5.9)

ul/nT+(Z)

(7.5.10)

(7.5.9) gives us that:
Vz.Vy. if u < 2 and zRav then v\\- A

(7.5.11)

While (7.5.10) gives us that:
3z'3v'm

< z' and z'Rav' and v' f T+(Z)

(7.5.12)

By (7.5.11), we also have v' Ih A. But this, together with (7.5.12) contradicts
(7.5.8). Therefore our assumption that
^ •T"'"(Z) is falsifiable was incorrect, and indeed 0.4
•T"'"(Z) is valid.
• The cases for rules Ml, OR and •R are analogous to the case for Di,.
• The cases for rules Ou •L/ DR/ ' R are obvious.
Q.E.D.
We now show the completeness of DBiKt with respect to the semantics of BiKt.
Theorem 7.5.5. If a BiKt-formula A is BiKt-valid then >A is

DBiKt-derivable.

Proof. To prove completeness, we assume that >^4 is not derivable, that is, there is
no DBiKt derivation of >A, and extract a countermodel for A. We follow the usual
coimter-model construction technique for intuitionistic and tense logics; the non-trivial
addition is showing that the resulting models satisfy the frame conditions FIO and
F2n. Specifically, we show that if \>A is not DBiKt-derivable, then there exists a BiKtmodel that makes A false.
Since we know by Theorem 7.4.7 that Prove is complete w.r.t. DBiKt, it suffices to
show that we can extract such a model from a failed Prove attempt. Consider the tree
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T such that T = tree{E) and Prove(E) = False, and Prove{E) was the last recursive
call invoked by Prove(>A). We will now show how we can turn T into a BiKt model.
We say that some tree T' rooted at (r,A) has a BiKt model if there exists a model
M = (W, <, Ro, Rq, V) such that there exists a world w € W such that w; Ih T and
wHIA.
We proceed by induction on the height of T. For the base case, T consists of one
leaf node (F, A). We create the following model:
•
•
•
•

Let W = {w}
L e t < = {{w,w)}
Let Ro = 0
Let Rn = 0

otherwise
The valuation V is defined so that every atom in T is forced by w, and every other
atom, including those in A, is rejected by w. Since we know that every node in T is saturated, it follows from Definitions 7.4.1 and 7.5.3 that every bi-intuitionistic formula
in r (A) is forced (rejected) respectively. Moreover, since every node in T is realised
and (r, A) has no successors in T, we know from Definition 7.4.2 that P and A do not
contain any tense formulae. Therefore we have it; II- F and w HI A.
For the induction hypothesis, we assume that for every tree V of height < k, there
exists a BiKt model for the root of T. Now consider a tree of height k. Denote its root
node with (F, A).
•
•
•
•

Let W =
Let < = 0
Let Ro = 0
Let Rn = 0

. Let y(p)
^ = [0
otherwise
I. For each child node (Fi, Aj) that is a > successor of (F, A) in T: By the induction
hypothesis, we know that the tree rooted at w = (Fi,Ai) has a model M =
(W, <', R^, V). We connect WQ to this model as follows:
(a) Let W = W U W
(b) Let < be the reflexive, transitive closure o f < U < ' U { ( u < w ; o ) }
(c) Let Ro = Ro U R^
(d) Let Rq = Rn u R^
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(e) Let V = V U V
2. For each child node (ri,Ai) that is a < successor of (r,A) in T: perform an
analogous construction to Step 1, but let < be the reflexive, transitive closure of
< U < ' U{(wo < " ) } instead.
3. For each child node (Pi, Ai) that is a
successor of (T, A) in T: By the induction
hypothesis, we know that the tree rooted at w = (ri,Ai) has a model M =
( W , <', R'^, R^, V'}. We connect WQ to this model as follows:
(a) Let W = W U W
(b) Let < be the reflexive, transitive closure of < U < '
(c) Let Ro = Ro U

U {(woRo")}

(d) Let Rn = Ro U R^
(e) LetV =

VUV'

4. For each child node (Pi, Ai) that is a R^^ successor of (T, A) in T: perform an
analogous construction to Step 3, but let Ro = Rn U R^ U {(uRoWo)} instead.
5. For each child node (Pi, Ai) that is a Rq successor of (P, A) in T: By the induction
hypothesis, we know that the tree rooted at u = (Pi,Ai) has a model M =
( W , < ' , R^, R^, V"). We connect WQ to this model as follows:
(a) Let W = W U W
(b) Let < be the reflexive, transitive closure of < U < '
(c) Let Ro = Ro U R^
(d) Let Ro = Rn U R^ U {(wqRdu)}
(e) Let V = V U V
6. For each child node (Pi, Aj) that is a R^^ successor of (P, A) in T: perform an
analogous construction to Step 5, but let Ro = Ro U R^ U {(uRo^o)} instead.
From the above construction, notice that every node in the nested sequent tree
becomes a world in the model. Now we need to show that the resulting model M is a
model for (P, A), which involves showing that:
L

P

2. w-\\A
3. M satisfies persistence and reverse persistence
4. M satisfies the the frame conditions FIO and F2n
We first prove (1) and (2) by simultaneous induction on the length of formulae in
P and A. For each such formula y4 e P U A:
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Base case If
is an atomic formula p, then the valuation ensures that w \\- p for all
p e r . Since we know that each node is saturated, we also know that T n A = 0
from Definition 7.4.1, then we also have that iv-\lq for all q e A.
Inductive case
If ^ = B A C e T: Then by Definition 7.4.1, we have that B e T and C e T,
and therefore by the induction hypothesis we have that w\\- B and w\\- C.
Therefore, by Definition 7.5.1, we have Ih B A C as required.
If y4 = B A C e A: Then by Definition 7.4.1, we have that either B 0 A or
C 0 A, and therefore by the induction hypothesis we have that either w HI B
or XV HI C. Therefore, by Definition 7.5.1, we have if; HI B A C as required.
If

= B V C G T: similar to the case for .4 = B A C.

If

= B V C G A: similar to the case for ^ = B A C.

UA = B
If y4 = B

C e T: similar to the case for A = B AC.
C e A: Then by Definition 7.4.2 using the rule -^R, we have

that there exists a < successor (Ti, Ai) of (P, A) in T,and B e H and C G Ai.
Moreover, at Step 2 above, we have created a world u such that u Ih H and
u HI Ai and w < u. Therefore, by Definition 7.5.1, we have wHI B —> C as
required.
If A ^ B - < C G T: similar to the case for >4 = B ^ C G A.
If y4 = B - < C G A: similar to the case foTA =

BAC.

If y4 = DB G T: By Definition 7.5.1 and Figure 7.6, to show that w II- DB,
we need to show that Vz.Vo. if w < z and zR[jv then v Ih B.
1. By reflexivity, we have w < iv, so we first show that Vy. if ivRav then v Ih
B. First, note that by Definition 7.4.2 using the propagation rule Dl2,
we have that every R\J successor ( r i , A i ) of (T, A) in T has B G Pi.
Moreover, at Step 5 above, we have connected the world v — (Pi, Ai)
to w using wRav, and by the induction hypothesis we have v Ih B.
2. We also need to show that for other every <-successor z = (P', A') of
(P,A),for every R o successor v = {V2, A2) of z, it is the case that B G P2.
Since we know that every node is propagated, rule >t,2 ensures that if
• B G P then DB G P'. Additionally, propagation rule
ensures that
(P2,A2) has B G P2. Again, at Step 5 above, applied to z = (P',A')
we have connected the world v — (P2, A2) to z using zR^v, and by the
induction hypothesis we have v Ih B.
Therefore, by Definition 7.5.1, we have xv Ih DB.
If yi = DB G A: By Definition 7.5.1 and Figure 7.6, to show that iv HI DB, we
need to show that 3z.3v.iv < z and ZRQV and v HI B. We use reflexivity and
take z = w, so we need to show 3v. wRgu and i;HI 6. By Definition 7.4.2
using the
rule, we have that there exists an R q successor (Pi,Ai) of
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(r. A) in T, such that B G Ai. Moreover, at Step 5 above, we have connected
the world v = {P], Aj) to w using wRav, and by the induction hypothesis
we have z; HI B. Therefore, by Definition 7.5.1, we have HI DB.
• If .4 = I B G T: Similar to the case for = DB e T.
• If y4 = BB € A: Similar to the case for .4 = DB G A.
• If ^ = OB G T: Similar to the case for = DB G A.
• If /I = OB G A: Similar to the case for A = DB eV.
• If = • B G T: Similar to the case for ^ = OB G T.
• If y4 = • B G A: Similar to the case for A = OB e A.
Showing that the resulting models satisfy persistence and reverse persistence is
easy: by Definition 7.4.2, we know that the propagation rules >i.i, i>ri, >l2 and >r2
have been applied to every node they are applicable to. Rules i>i.i and >i2 guarantee
forward persistence, while rules >f!i and >r2 guarantee reverse persistence.
We now need to show that resulting models satisfy the frame conditions FIO and
FZD; we give the case for FIO and the other is analogous. We need to consider all
fragments of models constructed that contain three worlds x, y and z such that x < y
and xR^z. Then we need to show that there exists a zv such that yR(^w and z < w.
We will take 2 to be the required w, which means we need to show that yR^z and
z < z. The latter follows immediately because < is reflexive. The former demands the
following:
1. If 1/1/ OB then z l / B
2. If 2 Ih UA then y\\- A
According to our construction, there are three ways of obtaining worlds x, y and
2 such that X < y and xR(^z. We now show that (1) and (2) above hold in each such
case:
• The world y has an >-successor x, and the world x has an
successor z. That
is, the sequent fragment corresponding to the model fragment is of the form
I[(o(Zi>Z2),Xi>X2),yit>y2], where a: = (Xi,X2), y = {Y^,Y2) and z =
(Zl,Z2).
1. We need to show that if OB G Y2 then B G Z2; then our construction above
will ensure that z 1/ B.
Recall that by Definition 7.4.2, we know that all propagation rules have
been applied to every node they are applicable to. Then the following
propagation rules give us the required: rule >r2 ensures that OB is propagated to node x, and rule 0r2 erisures that B is propagated to node Z. We
summarise the propagations in the following derivation fragment:
I[(o(Zi > Z2, B), Xi > X2, OB), Yi > Y2, OB] ^
I[(o(Zi > Z2), Xi ^ X2, OB), Yi > Y2, OB] ^ Or2
I[(o(Zi>Z2),Xit>X2),Yi>Y2,0B]
''
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e Yi. We achieve this using the
2. We need to show that if ByA in Zi then
propagation rules B t i and \>u, as illustrated in the following derivation
fragment:
{A, o{UA, Zi > Z2), Xi > X2), Yi > Y2] ^
•>L1
L[{A, ojmA, Zi > Z2), Xi > X2), Yi > Y2]
I[(o(B^,Zi>Z2),XI^X2),YI>Y2]
• The world x has a < successor 1/ and a R^ successor 2. That is, the sequent
fragment corresponding to the model fragment is of the form I[o(Zi o Z2), X j t>
X2/ (Yi 0 Y2)]. Again, we use propagation rules as illustrated in the following
derivation fragments:

1. We need to show that if OB e Y2 then B € Z2:
I[o(Zi > Z2, B), Xi > X2, (Yi > Y2, OB), OB]
I[o(Zi > Z2), Xi > X2, (Yi > Y2, OB), OB]
I[o(Z,C>Z2),X,>X2,(YI>Y2,0B)]

l^R 1

2. We need to show that if UA in Zi then A &Y]\
o{mA, Zi > Z2), Xi 0 X2, {A, Yi > Y2)]

o C A Z i > Z2), Xi > X2, (Yi > Y2)]
I[o(B/1,ZI>Z2),Xi>X2,(YI>Y2)]

0L2

The world 2 has a
successor x, and x has a < successor y. That is, the sequent
fragment corresponding to the model fragment is of the form I[Zi i> Z2, " ( X i i>
X2, (Yi > Y2))]. Again, we use propagation rules as illustrated in the following
derivation fragments:

1. We need to show that if OB £ Y2 then B e Z2:
I[Zi > Z2, B, «(Xi o X2, (Yi o Y2, OB), OB)]
I [ Z i > Z2, . ( X i o X2, (Yi > Y2, OB), OB)] ^
I[Zi>Z2,.(XI>X2,(YI>Y2,0B))]
2. We need to show that if

in Zi then A eY-[:

I [ Z i , UA > Z2, '{A, Xi > X2, (A, Yi t> Y2))] ^
I [ Z i , MA > Z2,*{A, Xi > X2, (Yi > Y2))] ^^^
I[ZI,B^>Z2,.(XII>X2,(YI>Y2))]

^^
Q.E.D.
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Modularity, extensions and classicality

We now show how we can obtain Ewald's intuitionistic tense logic IKt [39], Simpson's
intuitionistic modal logic IK [104] and regain classical tense logic Kt. We also discuss
extensions of DBlKt with axioms T, 4 and B but they do not correspond semantically
to reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry [104],

7.6.1

Modularity

Notice that the semantics of BiKt extends modularly that of intuitionistic or dual intuitionistic logic (i.e., the R components in the Kripke frames are irrevelant). So semantically, any formula composed using only (dual-)intuitionistic connectives is (dual)intuitionistically valid iff it is BiKt-valid. A analogous observation applies to other
fragments obtained by, say, restricting to purely modal or purely tense connectives.
We show a couple of modularity results for intuitionistic logic and a version of intuitionistic modal logic.
We denote with IntK the logic extending I n t with modal operators. The notions
of Int-validity and IntK-validity are defined in the obvious way.
A nested sequent is purely modal if contains no occurrences of • nor its formula
translates • and •. We write Dint for the sub-system of DBiKt containing only the
rules id, the logical rules for intuitionistic connectives, and the propagation rules for >.
The logical system DIntK is obtained by adding to Dint the deep introduction rules
for • and <>/ and the propagation rules D12 and Or2Observe that in DBiKt, the only rules that create • upwards are •L and BR. Thus
in every DBlKt-derivation 11 of an IntK formula, the internal sequents in FI are purely
modal, and hence H is also a DIntK-derivation. The following results follow immediately from the equivalence of LBiKt and DBiKt and these observations.
Theorem 7.6.1. An I n t (resp. IntK) formula
in Dint (resp. DIntK).

7.6.2

is I n t (resp. IntKj valid ijf > A is derivable

Obtaining Ewald's IKt

In order to obtain Ewald's IKt [39], semantically, we need to collapse
and RQ into
one temporal relation R and leave out our semantic clause for
That is, we need
to add the following conditions to the basic semantics: R^ C
and RQ C
Proof
theoretically, this is captured by extending LBiKt with the structural rules:
X ^ •(y>0)>.(0>z)
x=>«(yt>z)

X

o(y>0)>o(0>z)
x^o(r>z)

Simpson's intuitionistic modal logic IK [104] can then be obtained from Ewald's system by restricting the language to the modal fragment.
A BiKt-frame is an E-frame if Ra — R^- A formula A is E-valid if it is true in all
worlds of every E-model. An IKt formula /I is a theorem of IKt iff it is £-valid [39].
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We now show that the rules oOr and
are sound for £-frames; for simplicity we
replace the structures Y and Z with the atoms p and q.
Lemma 7.6.2. Rule ot>R is sound iffRo

Q Ro-

Proof.
We show that if the frame condition holds, then the rule is sound. We
assume that: (1) RQ C
and (2) that the formula translation
•(T ^
q) of the premise is valid. We then show that the formula translation D(p ^ q) of the
conclusion is valid.
For a contradiction, suppose that D{p —> q) is not valid. That is, assume there
exists a world u such that u iy- D(p —> q). Then (4) there exist worlds x and y such that
q.
u < X & xRay and y ly- p ^ q. Thus there exists a world z > y and z\\- p and z
Immediately, we also have z Ih
and z\y- T ^ q.
The pattern X R Q I / < z implies there is a world w with x < wRaz by FZD. The
frame condition (1) then gives ivR^z too, meaning that w II- 0 ( p - < - l - ) . From (2) we
get zv Ih • ( T ^ q), which gives us z Ih T ^
giving us the contradiction we seek.
Therefore the premise D{p
q) is valid and the rule is sound.
We show that if the rule is sound, then the failure of the frame condition gives
a contradiction. So suppose that the rule is sound. The soundness of the rule implies
that ( O ( p ^ - L )
• ( T ^ q))
( • ( p ^ q)) is valid. For a contradiction, suppose
we have a frame with RQ % RQ. That is, (5): there exist x and y such that xRay but
not xR^y. The following model (W, < , R^, Rq, V) satisfies (5), and has
M Ih 0 ( p ^ ± )

^

DCT

but
u 1/ a{p
W =

q)

{u,w,x,y,z]

<

^{{u,x),{x,w),{y,z)}

<

is the reflexive, transitive closure of <

Ro

=0

Rn

=

V(p)

{{x,y),{w,z)]
={2},V(^)=0

Thus, we have falsified ( O ( p ^ - L ) ^ D I T
q))
(•(p
q)); however, this
contradicts the soundness of the rule. Therefore our assumption was incorrect and the
frame condition must hold.
Q.E.D
Lemma

7.6.3.

Rule •[>R is sound iffR()

C

RQ.

Proof. Ro C RQ means Rm C R^; the rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of
Lemma 7.6.2.
QE D
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Theorem 7.6.4. If A is derivable in LBiKt+o>R + •Or then A is E-valid.

Proof. Straightforward from the soundness of LBiKt w.r.t. BiKt-semantics (which
subsumes Ewald's semantics) and Lemma 7.6.2 and Lemma 7.6.3.
Q.E.D.

Completeness of the extended LBiKt w.r.t. IKt and IK can be shown by deriving
the axioms of IKt and IK.

Theorem 7.6.5. System LBiKt + •>R + OOR is complete with respect to Ewald's IKt and
Simpson's IK.

Proof We show the non-trivial cases; the rest are analogous or easier. The following
is a derivation of Simpson's axiom 2 and Ewald's axiom 5:
id
"X'^•

o(B>0)^—T^
^ OB
—

rp.

{A\>(D) ^ A,»{(DoOB)
B , ( ^ > 0 ) ^ .(0>OB)
A ^ B,{A>9) ^ •(0c>OB)
->R
B
(yl>0)>«(0>OB)
^
• L
• (y4 ^ B) ^ o((A[>0)>>(0>OB))
(•(.4 ^ B)o0) ^ o((^[>0)>.(0>OB))
• {D(A ^ B)t>0) ^ ( ^ > 0 ) > » ( 0 > O B )
>0), >(•(>! ^ B)>0) ^ >(0> OB)
/lt>0 ^ •(•(^ ^ B)I>0)D>.(0>OB) •!> p
^ > 0 ^ >(D(/i ^ B)I>OB)
,
o(>l>0)
{a{A
B)i>OB) 7 *
OL
Qyj ^ (•(.4 ^ B)t>OB)
n{A^ B),OA^ OB
R x2
=> D{A
B) ^ {OA
OB)
The following is a derivation of Ewald's axiom 7:
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-id
(A>0) ^ ^
L
E>j?

/I ^ ±
n{A
•

(/lc>0)>»(0t>_L)
o((/\>0)>»(0i>±))

^ ±)=>

^ ±)>0 ^

^

o((^t>0)^»(0>±))

• ( • ( / t ± ) i > 0 ) =» ( ^ > 0 ) i > > ( 0 t > ± )
^ ±)>0)
>(0t>±)
•(•(^ ^ ±)[>0)>«(0>±)

o ( ^ > 0 ) ^ •(/!

•

^

Ol

^ ± ) ^ (0>l -

±)

x2
Q.E.D.

7.6.3

Regaining classical tense logic Kt

To collapse BiKt to classical tense logic we add the rules
and ot>^, giving Ewald's
IKt with R^ = Rq via Lemmas 7.6.2-7.6.3, and then add following two rules:
X i , X 2 =» Yi,Y2

_i

Xi,X2^yi,Y2

(Xi>yi),X2=> Y2

^

Xi ^ y i , ( X 2 > y 2 )

We can now derive the law of the excluded middle and the law of (dual-)contradiction
as shown below:

V ^ P/-L
(0i>p),p =» ±
(0t>p) ^

7.6.4

_i
-1
^
^^

p,T' ^ y
H'

_i

T^p,(pt>0}
( T ^ p ) =» (pt>0)

Axioms T, 4 and B

By utilising the power of deep inference for tense logic from our previous work in
Chapter 6, we can enforce the axioms T, 4, and B by adding numerous propagation
rules to DBiKt. Below we show the case for B but we need many other nesting combinations for full completeness:
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id
^^

. BO,
> ODp

p

R

We show the cases for T and 4 below:
id
TD
> Dp

p

•p>o(Dpt>ap)
ip^x>o(Yc>z),w]

^

/d
^^

•p>nnp
>np-^nnp

Dual rules allow derivations of p —> Op and OOp —» Op-

^^

Chapter 8

Related work

In this chapter, we survey existing sequent calculi for bi-intuitionistic logic and tense
logics, and some extended sequent calculi mechanisms that could potentially be applied to these logics.

8.1

Non cut-free sequent calculi

Although Rauszer presented a sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic [99] and
"proved" it cut-free, Pinto and Uustalu have recently given a counter-example [95]
to her cut-elimination theorem: the formula p —> (q V (r ^ ((p^q)
A r)) is valid in
bi-intuitionistic logic, but cannot be derived in Rauszer's calculus without the cut rule.
Similarly, Pinto and Uustalu's coimterexample shows that Crolard's sequent calculus
[27] for bi-intuitionistic logic is not cut-free. Pinto and Uustalu's counterexample fails
in both Rauszer's and Crolard's calculi because they limit certain sequent rules to singleton succedents or antecedents in the conclusion, and the rules do not capture the
interaction between implication and exclusion in a cut-free manner.

8.2

Deep inference

The concept of deep inference in nested sequent calculi has been developed independently by several authors over the last 40 years: Mints [87; 88], Ehann [35], Kashima [73]
and more recently Briinnler [17; 19; 20] and Poggiolesi [97].
Note that deep inference in the calculus of structures is a slightly different concept and was pioneered by Guglielmi [60]. In his work, inference rules can be applied
deep inside formulae, not just deep inside nested sequent structures. There has also
been work on deep inference in the calculus of structures for intuitionistic logic [110].
Moreover, computational linguists use a certain kind of deep inference to apply sequent rules deep inside the antecedents of their sequents, which are trees of formulae
due to the non-associativity of comma in the Lambek calculus [3; 13].
We now survey three very similar extended sequent mechanisms, which all use
nested sequent calculi and deep inference.
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8.2.1 Kashima's calculi

Kashima [73] proposes two kinds of nested sequent calculi for tense logics and some
extensions: a shallow inference calculus SKt where rules are only applicable to toplevel sequents, and a deep inference sequent calculus S2Kt where rules are applicable
at any level. Kashima's first system SKt contains structural connectives (proxies) for
0 and and explicit "turn" rules to capture the interactions between them. Thus,
it is similar to display calculi for tense logic [75; 51]. However, unlike in the case of
display calculi for tense/modal logics, Kashima does not prove cut-admissibility for
this system SKt. Instead, he:
1. shows that SKt is sound with respect to the Kripke semantics for tense logic;
2. gives another calculus S2Kt which allows rules to be applied at arbitrary depth.
This calculus has "enter" and "exit" rules which allow formuale to be moved
between nodes in the nested sequent tree, similar to our propagation rules of

DKt;

3. shows that if a sequent has a cut-free proof in S2Kt then it has a cut-free proof in
SKt;
4. shows that S2Kt minus cut is complete w.r.t. the Kripke semantics of tense logic.
All of the above together imply the completeness of SKt minus cut. Thus, Kashima
achieves a cut-free deep inference nested sequent calculus S2Kt for tense logic. However, urUike our work in Chapter 6, he arrives at S2Kt using a mix of syntactic and
semantic methods. In particular, he does not prove syntactic cut-elimination for SKt,
nor does he show that S2Kt is syntactically complete w.r.t. SKt.

8.2.2 Briinnler's work on nested sequent calculi

Brunnler [17; 19; 20] and Briinnler and Strafiburger [21] have developed two kinds of
deep inference nested sequent calculi for the basic modal logic K and several extensions. Both kinds of calculi share the same rule for introducing D-formulae, and differ
by the additional rules for capturing frame axioms such as reflexivity and transitivity. In [17] and [19], frame axioms are captured using different 0-propagation rules,
while in [21] frame axioms are captured using different structural rules. Briinnler's
habilitation thesis [20] covers both approaches.
The benefit of the propagation rule approach is that the calculi obtained this way
have semantic completeness proofs and terminating proof search procedures. However, note that Brtonler obtains termination by using essentially a global loop check.
More specifically, his proof search procedure blocks the application of rules to "cyclic"
nodes in the tree of nested sequents, where a leaf of a sequent is defined as cyclic if
there is an inner node in the sequent that carries the same set of formulas [20].
On the other hand, the structural rule approach yields modular sequent calculi,
meaning that each combination of these rules gives a calculus that is sound and complete for the corresponding modal logic. Brunnler and StraCburger show that both
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approaches are inter-derivable: [19] shows that the structural rules are admissible
given the propagation rules, while [21] shows that the propagation rules are adniissible given the structural rules.
Both kinds of calculi enjoy cut-elimination, although contraction needs special
care. In particular, [19] eliminates a multicut rule, even though many logical rules
have built-in formula contractions and structural contraction is admissible. On the
other hand, structural contraction is not admissible in [21]. Instead, structural contraction is replaced with formula contraction plus some logical rules with built-in
contraction and an additional structural rule called "medial"; then a multicut rule is
eliminated. The medial rule is essentially a distribution principle which allows to derive I [ o { r , A}] from I [ o { r } , o{A}], where o is the structural proxy for •. Recall that
in our deep iriference nested sequent calculus for tense logic DKt, we show instead
that this distribution principle is admissible (see Lemmas 6.2.5 and 6.2.6).
8.2.3

Poggiolesi's tree hypersequents

Poggiolesi [97] has developed deep inference nested sequent calculi for the basic modal
logic K and several extensions; she uses the term "tree hypersequents" and a slightly
different syntax than Briinnler. However, the more important differences relate to
Poggiolesi's cut rule, cut-elimination procedure and her treatment of contraction.
Poggiolesi's cut rule is multiplicative rather than additive. This approach is more
in line with traditional proof theory, however, it presents significant challenges when
nested sequents are considered. Poggiolesi defines a product relation on two sequents
as a tree merge operation, and then eliminates cut using a "merge" rule similar to the
"medial" rule in Briinnler and Strafiburger's work [21]. Poggiolesi has admissible
formula contraction, but her structural contraction rule is not admissible: it can be
defined in terms of formula contraction and the "merge" rule.

8.3

Hypersequents and other extended sequent calculi

Avron's hypersequents have been used for many modal [5], intuitionistic and intermediate logics [7; 25]. Similarly, Dosen's "higher level" sequents [33] can cater for many
different logics in one (cut-free) setting: for example, both intuitinistic logic, classical
logic and modal logics S4 and S5. But we know of no actual work which uses either
framework for tense or intuitionistic logics with a "converse" modality/connective
like Kt or Bilnt.
Other examples of extended sequent calculi include Trzesicki's calculus for tense
logic [113] and Indrzejczak's multiple sequent calculus [72].
Trzesicki's calculus is an extension of the traditional Gentzen calculus whereby
some formulae in the sequent may be tagged, and the sequent itself may be either
untagged, or tagged with an • or • tag. Tagged formulae are in a sense "hidden" in
the current sequent, but may be untagged (brought to the surface) by applications of
certain rules to tagged sequents. Thus Trzesicki's mechanism has some similarities to
display calculi and shallow inference nested sequent calculi, however, his tagging of
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formulae is not as expressive as the structures used in nested sequent calculi or display
calculi. Similarly to display logic, Trzesicki's calculus involves a large degree of nondeterminism, which is problematic for proof search: he remarks that "it is not always
immediately visible which rule was used as the last in the proof of a formula" [113].
Indrzejczak's multiple sequent calculus for tense logic is another extension of a
traditional Gentzen calculus, where the left and right hand side of the sequent is indexed by a number. This indexing system is effectively a syntactic representation of
the underlying Kripke model [72], and as such has similarities to labelled sequent calculi [89]. Indrzejczak's calculus lacks a natural notion of a cut rule and cut-elimination:
his cut rule is only defined for traditional sequents where both premises and the conclusion are indexed by 0.

8.4

Labelled sequent calculi

Pinto and Uustalu have given a cut-free labelled sequent-calculus for bi-intuitionistic
logic [95]. Their calculus uses labelled formulae, thereby utilising some semantic aspects, such as explicit worlds and accessibility, directly in the rules. It is also possible
to give proof calculi for many modal and tense logics using semantic methods such as
labelled sequent calculi [89] and graph calculi [23; 62], but in this thesis we focus on
purely syntactic methods.
We restrict our attention to purely syntactic methods for three reasons:
1. There is a certain proof-theoretic tradition of keeping proof calculi independent
of semantics: see, for example, Avron's discussion on "good" proof systems [5].
2. We want to answer the question of whether purely syntactic methods allow us
to achieve cut-free completeness for bi-intuitionistic and tense logic, and if so,
what extended sequent mechanisms are required to do so.
3. A purely syntactic sequent calculus opens the door for further investigations
into the computational content of bi-intuitionistic logic, and brings us one step
closer to finding a Curry-Howard isomorphism for it.
However, Pinto and Uustalu's recent work [96] on relating their labelled sequent
calculus [95] to our nested sequent calculus LBilnti for bi-intuitionistic logic shows
that the two methods are not entirely different. Specifically, [96] gives translations
between derivations in the two calculi, thus illustrating that nested sequent calculi
and labelled sequent calculi are somewhat related. Of course, this is not entirely surprising, since nested sequent calculi can be seen just as syntactic encodings of Kripke
trees.

8.5 Tableaux methods for description logics with inverse roles
Description logics are a family of knowledge representation languages [6] with applications in the semantic web [66]. These logics are syntactic variants of multi-modal
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logics. In recent years, there have been significant advances in efficient reasoning in
very expresive description logics.
For example, Horrocks et al. [69] have developed an efficient decision procedure
for ALCL^+, a description logic with transitive and inverse roles. Since ALCIR+ is
a syntactic variant of the multi-modal version of tense logic Kt.S4, it is also closely
related to bi-intuitionistic logic. Indeed, we could obtain a decision procedure for
bi-intuitionistic logic by translating it into the tense logic Kt.S4 [121], and using Horrocks' work. However, a translation into Kt.S4 provides no insights into bi-intuitionistic
logic itself, as it compiles away the constructive aspects of bi-intuitionistic logic.

8.6

Bellin's work on logic for pragmatics

As part of their research in logic for pragmatics, Bellin and his colleagues have studied term calculi for dual intuitionistic logic [10] and proof calculi for logics they call
"bi-intuitionistic logic" and "polarized bi-intuitionistic logic" [11; 9]. However, neither their "bi-intuitionistic logic" nor "polarized bi-intuitionistic logic" corresponds
to Rauszer's bi-intuitionistic logic, since Bellin's logics do not have any interaction
between the I n t and Dualint parts of the logic. Bellin's logics can be embedded
into S4 and bi-modal S4 respectively, rather than Kt.S4 as is the case for Rauszer's
bi-intuitionistic logic.
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Chapter 9

Further work and conclusions

In this chapter, we first outline some directions for further work. We then conclude
the thesis by summarising our methodological and technical contributions.

9.1
9.1.1

Further work
Proof search for reflexive-transitive tense logic Kt.S4

Recall that we gave a deep inference nested sequent calculus DS4 for Kt.S4 in Section 6.3.1. While DS4 calculus is free of contraction and residuation rules, it is still not
immediately suitable for proof search. The problem occurs even for the modal fragment S4 and has been solved using history-based loop checks [63] as well as dynamic
blocking in a labelled tableaux calculus for description logic [69]. Naive backward
proof search in S4 (and hence also Kt.S4) can loop due to the interaction of 0 and •
connectives (and similarly, • and •). The following DS4 derivation fragment illustrates the problem:

0\3A,UA,o{A,0nA,OA}

00.4, n ^
OD^

•

„
h

As can be seen above, we can keep applying the rules T^,, • and 4^ backwards ad
infinitum, creating a infinitely deep nested structure, where each node contains the
formulae A, OD^/
We now briefly comment on several potential solutions to this
problem.
Dynamic blocking Essentially the same problem we described above has already
been solved in a labelled tableaux calculus for the description logic ALClj^+ [69],
which is a multimodal variant of tense logic with transitive frames. Their solution
uses a technique called dynamic blocking. When deciding whether an expansion rule
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is applicable to a particular node in a tableau, they examine every node on the relevant branch of the tableau, and check whether some other node already contains the
relevant formula. A key feature of their approach is that a particular node may be
blocked and later become unblocked, as new formulae are propagated to this node.
Unfortunately, it is not immediately obvious how to adapt this technique to a purely
syntactic framework, unless we impose some side conditions on our rules that refer
to whole branches of the nested sequent tree.
Histories Heuerding has given a terminating sequent calculus for S4, which uses
histories for loop-checking [63]. Histories are sets of formulae stored in each sequent
that keep relevant information about sequents previously encountered in backward
proof search; the • rule is then blocked if the histories already contain the relevant
•-formula. Rather than storing the entire branch of nodes as in the case of dynamic
blocking, Heuerding's approach only stores certain • - and 0-formulae that are needed
for loop-checking. Heuerding's approach is very elegant, since he can syntactically
prove its completeness w.r.t. a sound and complete, but non-terminating history-free
calculus for S4.
We conjecture that it is possible to extend Heuerding's approach to Kt.S4, by augand
menting the histories with additional sets of formulae that also record the
•-formulae that are needed for loop-checking. We made some investigarions in this
direction, but found it difficult to extend Heuerding's syntactic completeness proof to
the tense logic case, when used in a nested sequent calculus rather than a traditional
sequent calculus.
Global loop-check Briinnler obtains termination for his nested sequent calculi for
modal logics by using essentially a global loop check. More specifically, his proof
search procedure blocks the application of rules to "cyclic" nodes in the tree of nested
sequents, where a leaf of a sequent is defined as cyclic if there is an inner node in the
sequent that carries the same set of formulas [20].
We conjecture that it is possible to extend Briinnler's approach to tense logics,
since it is the most general of all the approaches we have outlined in this section, and
has been designed for nested sequent calculi. We made some initial investigations
in this direction and again found it difficult to prove purely syntactically that such
an approach is complete. This is perhaps not surprising, given that Briinnler himself
proves the completeness of his approach semantically.
9.1.2

Proof search for display logic

We have only scratched the surface with our work on taming proof search for display
logic. It remains to be seen whether deep inference can be used to tame other display
calculi with more complex binary residuation principles like those in substructural
logics [3]. Our ultimate goal is to obtain a systematic way to "sequentialize" a given
display calculus to one with nested sequents, and derive a proof search strategy for
the latter. A promising first step in this direction could be to extend our results to the
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primitive extensions of modal tense logic in a more systematic way than was done in
Chapter 6.
9.1.3

First-order bi-logics

In this thesis, we have only considered propositional bi-logics. An interesting question is how many of our techniques can easily be applied in a first-order setting. An
approach to this might be to consider quantifiers as modal operators, with appropriate
display postulates, such as the ones developed in [118].
9.1.4

Global assumptions

In this thesis, we have focused on the derivability of sequents and the corresponding
semantic notion of validity. However, derivability of a formula from a set of global
assumptions, which semantically corresponds to logical consequence, is also a very
important problem. To cater for deciding derivability of a formula from a set of assumptions in our nested sequent framework, we would need to extend our notion
of nested sequents so that the nested structures also contain the global assumptions.
Additionally, we would need to take the global assumptions into account whenever
we create new nodes inside the nested structures.
9.1.5

Curry-Howard correspondence for bi-logics

As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, bi-intuitionistic logic has potential applications in the
area of type theory. Now that we have developed purely syntactic cut-free sequent
calculi for bi-intuitionistic logic, finding a Curry-Howard isomorphism for our calculi
is the next obvious step in this direction. Pinto and Uustalu suggest that our nested
sequent structures would be suitable for this task [95]. We conjecture that using our
nested sequent calculi to further develop Crolard's work on co-routines [28] might be
a good starting point.
Wansing has given a correspondence between intuitionistic tense logic and a lambda
calculus with set-theoretic operators [119]. His treatment of tense logic may prove useful when we want to develop a Curry-Howard isomorphism for bi-intuitionistic logic,
since both of these logics have strong similarities.
9.1.6

Optimised decision procedures

Finally, whilst we have developed very simple proof-of-concept implementations of
all the proof search calculi presented in this thesis, there is a lot of scope for optimisation in each of the implementations.
As a first step, it would be interesting to investigate how many of the traditional
optimisations for tableaux calculi for classical modal logics [64] are still applicable in
the case of intuitionistic logic. Empirical observations suggest that our deep inference
nested sequent calculi perform much better than either GBiInt or LBiInt2; we would
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therefore suggest that DBiInt might be a promising basis for an efficient theorem
prover for B i l n t .
Secondly, a technique called global caching has shown promise in efficient reasoning for some description logics [54; 91], including those with inverse roles [59].
This technique allows to significantly reduce the number of nodes to explore during
proof search by avoiding the redundant expansion of a node that has already been
expanded in another part of the search tree. It should be possible to apply this technique for efficient proof search in bi-intuitionistic logic, however, the persistence and
reverse persistence properties may cause some side-effects.

9.2

Conclusions

In this thesis we have studied several bi-Iogics from the perspectives of proof theory
and proof search: in particular, bi-intuitionistic logic, tense logic and some extensions
of it, and finally bi-intuitionistic tense logic.
Our work was originally motivated by the open problem of finding a cut-free sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic, which we first solved using a framework of
derivations and refutations. We then considered the broader problem of proof search
in display logic, and developed nested sequent calculi for all our bi-logics that come
in "shallow" and "deep" flavours.
Our methodological contributions are:
1. In Part I, we developed a framework of derivations and refutations as first class
citizens, and gave sequent calculi rules that allow to combine derivations and
refutations in order to achieve cut-free completeness in logics where traditional
calculi fail.
2. In Part II, we addressed the problem of taming proof search in display calculi
by using bi-logics as a case study. Specifically, we showed that for a range of bilogics, residuation rules and contraction on structures can be shown admissible
using deep inference in nested sequent calculi. Since residuation rules and contraction on structures are two of the biggest sources of non-determinism in backward proof search for display calcuh, our work is a significant first step towards
proof search in general display calculi. Our work is the first which establishes
a direct correspondence between proofs in a display-like calculus (with explicit
residuation rules) and proofs in a contraction-free deep-inference calculus (with
no explicit residuation rules).
Our technical contributions are:
1. In Chapter 3, we gave the first cut-free sequent calculus GBiInt for bi-intuitionistic
logic that is amenable to proof search. We showed GBiInt to be sound and complete with respect to Rauszer's semantics of B i l n t , and gave a decision procedure based on GBiInt.
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2. In Chapters 4 and 5, we gave nested sequent calculi LBiInt and DBiInt for biintuitionistic logic. LBiInt enjoys cut-elimination, while DBiInt can be derived
from LBiInt, is amenable to proof search and syntactically complete with respect to DBiInt.
3. In Chapter 6, we gave a syntactic cut-elimination procedure for Kashima's shallow inference nested sequent calculus SKt for tense logic, and a new nested deep
sequent calculus DKt for tense logic and some of its extensions. DKt is the first
sequent calculus that is amenable to proof search and shown to be syntactically
complete with respect to a calculus that has cut-elimination.
4. In Chapter 7, we gave the first cut-free sequent calculus for bi-intuitionistic tense
logic. We gave deep and shallow versions of it: the shallow calculus is derived
from display logic and enjoys cut-elimination; the deep calculus is complete
with respect to the shallow calculus and is free of contraction and display postulate structural rules. We gave a decision procedure for bi-intuitionistic tense
logic based on the deep calculus, and showed that the deep calculus is complete
with respect to the semantics of bi-intuitionistic tense logic. We also showed
how to capture well-known logics like Ewald's intuitionistic tense logic and
Simpson's intuitionistic modal logic.
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Appendix A

Display calculi

In this chapter, we review the basics of display calculi. We then describe Gore's display calculus <$BiInt for bi-intuitionistic logic, and compare it to our nested sequent
calculus LBiInt] for bi-intuitionistic logic. Finally, we discuss proof search in display
logic.

A.l

Gore's display calculus for bi-intuitionistic logic

Bebiap's Display Logic [12] (we prefer the term display calculi) is an extremely general
proof-theoretical framework. Display calculi can be seen as extensions of Gentzen's
sequent calculi: while the only structural connective in traditional sequent calculi is
the comma, which is interpreted as a conjimction on the left and a disjunction on
the right, in display calculi there is typically a set of structural connectives associated with each family of logical connectives. For example. Gore's display calculus for
bi-intuitionistic logic [53] contains Gentzen's comma, but also two binary structural
connectives " > " and " < " . Here > is a structural proxy for —>, and < is a structural
proxy for
Figure A.l shows the rules of Gore's calculus, and the bottom four rules
highlight the relationship between > and
and < and ^ respectively.
A display calculus obeys the display property: any sequent containing a particular
formula occurrence A can be transformed into another sequent in which the occurrence of A is either the whole of the antecedent or the whole of the succedent, using
only a subset of the rules called the display postulates. The occurrence of A is then said
to be displayed. The display property of a display calculus relies on residuation pritrciples, which are relationships between different structural connectives. For example.
Gore's display postulate rules (see Figure A.l) for the connectives > and < implement
residuation between comma and > as well as between comma and < .
The most pleasing property of display calculi is that if the rules of the display calculus enjoy eight easily checked conditions, then the calculus is guaranteed to obey
cut-admissibility [12]. That is, one single cut-admissibility proof suffices for all display
calculi. This modularity makes it an excellent framework for designing sequent calculi for logics, particularly when we wish to mix and match the intuitionistic, modal,
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or substructuraP aspects of different logics into a new logic. This approach has been
used e.g. by Wansing [116] and Gore [51] to develop display calculi frameworks for
a range of modal and substructural logics respectively. Indeed, Gore's display calculus ^Bilnt for bi-intuitionistic logic [53] is a specific instance of his general display
framework where a display calculus can be obtained for any substructural logic in a
systematic and modular way [51].
We now review a syntactic variant of 5BiInt and compare it to our nested sequent
calculi we introduced in earlier chapters. Formally, a ^Bilnt structure is defined by
the following grammar, where is a B i l n t formula:
X : = 0 I /I I ( X , X ) I X > X I X < X.
A 6BiInt sequent is of the form X ^ Y, where X and Y are ^Bilnt structures. The
set of ^Bilnt rules is given in Figure A.l.
As can be observed in the rules of ^Bilnt, the connectives > and < allow us to
form structures by nesting them inside one another, and the display postulates allow
us to reorganise the structures so as to bring sub-structures to the top level or hide
them. For example, the < l rule in Figure A.l can be read downwards as: given a
structure Z < Y on the LHS, bring Z to the top level (display Z) while forming the
structure X, Y on the RHS. The same rule can be read upwards as: given a structure
X, Y on the RHS, display X by hiding away Y in Z < Y on the LHS.
We now illustrate the use of ^Bilnt by showing a derivation of Uustalu's sequent [95] (see also Example 2.2.4).
Example A.1.1. The following is a cut-free derivation of Uustalu's sequent in ^Bilnt. As
before, the axioms contain the atoms p, q and r. When read backwards from the root, the
derivation uses the structural rule >i to "hide" the structure q > p while the rules for
implication and conjunction on the right are applied. It then uses >i, <i and commutativity
to transform q > p into p < q, so that finally the rule for exclusion on the right can be applied.
p<q^

p-<q
^^
q,q
' ' comR

q>p=>p-^q
{q>p),r^{p^q)Ar
r, {q> p)=^
q > p ^ r >

Ar
^^^^

(P^q) A r
((p^q)Ar)

q>p^r^({p^q)Ar)
p ^ ci,r

(ip^q)

>R

- -^R
Ar)

->L

'Briefly, substructural logics are characterised by the lack of one or more structural rules that are
present in the Gentzen calculus for classical logic - see e.g. Restall 1101] for details. For example, relevant
logic is characterised by lack of weakening [2], and linear logic is characterised by a lack of weakening
and contraction [47].
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Display postulates and cut:
Z<Y^X^

X^Z<Y

X,Y

^

^

X,Y^Z

x > z ^ y

r

^

Y^y

cut

y ^ x > z

Basic structural rules:

Further structural rules:

X,iY,Z)^W
{X,Y),Z^W

flssf,flssR—

W=^iX,Y),Z
—cortii
W^X,{Y,Z)

Y,X^Z
-J—comR
X,Y^Z

—

Z=>Y,X
Z ^

X,Y

Logical introduction rules:

-i-R

p^pid

A AB ^Z

0=>TTf

X,Y ^ A AB

A^X
B ^ y
AVB^X,Y
A<B^Z
A^B^Z

- y — ^ ^ L

^

X^ A
B^Y
A-->B^X>Y

w
^
A^X
X <Y

Z^A,B
,,
Z^AVB
^
Z^
Z^

Y^B
A-^B

^

A> B
A->B

Figure A.l: A syntactic variant of Gore's display calculus ^Bilnt for bi-intuitionistic logic [53].
Double lines indicate that the rule may be used both reading from top to bottom and vice
versa. Note that Gore's calculus uses a semicolon instead of a comma for the structural proxy
for conjunction/disjunction, but we have kept Gentzen's comma in order to make the presentation of display calculi more consistent with other sequent calculi discussed in this thesis.
Also, Gore uses h for the sequent turnstile, while we use
and reserve h for meta-level derivability. Finally, we use the connectives A and V for conjunction and disjunction, rather than
Gore's ® and © respectively.
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A.1.1

Belnap's conditions

In this section we review Belnap's eight conditions for cut-elimination [12]. As Belnap
proves, any display calculus that satisfies these conditions is guaranteed to obey cutelimination. We start by stating Belnap's definitions of parameter and congruence.
Definition A.1.2 (Parameter). Given an instance of a sequent rule, the constituents of the
rule that remain constant when passing from the premises to the conclusion are called parameters.
Note that in the case of a traditional Gentzen calculus, the parameters are the side
formulae.
Definition A.1.3 (Congruence). Given an instance of a sequent rule, the constituents occupying similar positions in occurrences of structures assigned to the same structure-variable
are called congruent.
We now describe each of Belnap's conditions, using 6BiInt as an illustration.
CI Preservation of formulas. This condition requires that for each rule instance, each
formula which is a constituent of some premise is a subformula of some formula
in the conclusion. This condition is easily verified by inspection of 6BiInt rules.
For example, in the Ar rule, the formula B is a constituent of the right premise,
and is also a subformula of A A B which occurs in the conclusion.
C2 Shape-alikeness of parameters. This condition requires that congruent parameters
are occurrences of the same structure, and as Belnap points out [12], it follows
immediately from Definition A.1.3 regardless of the sequent rules.
C3 Non-proliferation of parameters. This condition requires that each parameter is congruent to at most one constituent in the conclusion of each rule instance. This
holds for 5BiInt because each structure variable occurs exactly once in the conclusion of each rule. For example, the gci rule contains the structure X twice in
the premise and once in the conclusion. Note that an inverse of the contraction
rule would break this condition.
C4 Position-alikeness of parameters. This condition requires that congruent parameters
are either all antecedent or all succedent parts of the respective sequents. This
condition is also easily verified by inspection of ^Bilnt rules.
C5 Display of principal constituents. This condition requires that for each rule, the principal formula is either the entire antecedent or the entire succedent of the conclusion. This is perhaps one of the most striking differences between display
calculi and other sequent calculi formalisms, since this condition demands that
there can be no side formulae/structures in the antecedent of left introduction
rules, or in the succedent of the right introduction rules. This condition is also
easily verified by inspection of ^Bilnt rules. For example, the Ai rule demands
that A AB occupies the entire antecedent of the conclusion.
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Note that this condition may seem limiting, however, the display property ensures that any sequent can be transformed into a sequent where the desired substructure is either the whole antecedent or the whole succedent.
C6 Closure under substitution for succedent parameters. This condition requires that each
rule is closed under simultaneous substitution of arbitrary structures for congruent formulas which are succedent parts. In other words, it requires that all structural rules e.g. contraction are expressed in terms of general structures, rather
than just formulae. This is another significant difference between display calculi
and traditional sequent calculi, where structural rules are generally expressed in
terms of formulae. This condition is also easily verified by inspection of 5BiInt
rules.
C7 Closure under substitution for antecedent parameters. Same as C6, but applies to the
antecedent of each rule.
C8 Eliminability of matching principal constituents. This condition requires that for every two rule instances with conclusions (1) X
M and (2) M ^ Y with M
principal in both, either:
• (3) X => Y is identical to (1) or (2), or
• it is possible to derive (3) from (1) and (2) using the rules of the calculus
plus the following rule, where X' and Y' are arbitrary but M' is restricted
to proper subformulas of M:
X' ^ M'
M' => y
X'^Y'
Showing that a calculus obeys C8 effectively amounts to showing how to reduce
a cut on some formula to one or more cuts on its subformulae, in the case where
the cut formula is principal in both derivations above cut. We need to check
the cases for all logical connectives of 6BiInt; here we just illustrate the case for
implication and refer the reader to [51; 53] for details. Suppose M = A
B and
the given derivation ends as follows:
X^A>B

Y ^ A

B^Z

x ^ y > z
We then obtain the following derivation which uses cuts on the subformulae A
and B:
X ^
A>B
A,X=>B
B^Z
•.
cut
A,X^Z
z < X
]
y
y ^ z < x
.
y,x^z
x ^ y > z
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Relating Gore's ^Bilnt to our LBilnti

The differences between our calculus LBilntj presented in Chapter 4 and Gore's
^ B i l n t fall into two groups: differences in structures (items (1) to (3) below) and differences in logical rules (item (4) below). We now describe these differences in detail.
1. (5BiInt has explicit rules for associativity and commutativity of comma {assi,
assR, conii, comn), as well as manipulating the empty structure (Wr0, £ f q ^ ,
0+^). On the other hand, in LBilnti we simply stated that we consider structures modulo associativity of comma and assume the empty structure is unitary.
As a result, LBilnti lacks the rules assi, OSSR, conii, com^, Ver%, Efq$,
that are present in 5 B i I n t .
2. As Gore points out [53], in the presence of commutativity of the comma (semicolon in his notation), we only require one of < and > . That is, Y < X may be
replaced by X > Y and vice versa without losing provability. Now, notice that
other than the display postulates, the only ^ B i l n t rules which create > and <
rules (when viewed backwards) are the introduction rules for ^ on the right
and ^ on the left. Specifically, these rules manipulate < on the left and > on
the right. So in LBilnti we simplified the structures further and replaced both
< and > by >. We then interpret i> as a < or
in a negative context and we
interpret [> as a > or —> in a positive context - recall Figure 4.1.
3. The LBilnti rules i>i and > r are one half of the display postulates of i5BiInt.
LBilnti then has additional rules called sj. and s r , which can be seen as more
general versions of the other half of display postulates. These rules can also be
derived in ^ B i l n t , as we show shortly in Lemma A.1.4.
4. Every logical rule in ^ B i l n t requires the principal formula to be displayed, that
is, it must occupy either the entire right hand side or the entire left hand side
of the sequent - recall Belnap's C5 above. However, in LBilnti we allow side
structures for all our logical rules, in order to bring LBilnti closer to traditional
Gentzen systems. The logical rules of LBilnti can all be derived in 5 B i I n t .
For example, the following is a 5 B i I i i t derivation of the LBiInt] rule for conjunction on the right, where we " w r a p " a ^ B i l n t Ar rule instance between display/undisplay rules, and we use contraction on structures because disjunction
is additive in LBilnti but multiplicative in 6 B i I n t :

X^A,Y
^
X=>B,Y
^
X<Y^
A <L
X < Y =. >T.B .<L
{X <Y),{X <Y) ^ AAB
^ "
(X < Y) ^ ^ A B
^^^
• <L
X^ A AB,Y
Similar ^ B i l n t derivations may be obtained for other logical rules of LBiInt].
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A^C,{B>C)
{A <{B>C))^C
—^^

^^
RWi

^^

A<{B>C)^B>C
A^{B>C),{B>C)
A=>B>C
A^B^C
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^

^

Figure A.2: Non-terminating backward proof search attempt in 5BiInt

Lemma A.1.4. The following rules can be derived 6BiInt;

(Xi <yi),X2^y2
XI,X2^YI,Y2

^ Yi,(X2>y2)
XI,X2^YI,Y2

"

Proof. We show the case for si; the case for sr is symmetric.
(Xi < YI),X2=» Y2
X2=»((Xi<YI)>Y2).YI
X i > X 2 ^ ( ( X i < Y i ) >Y2),Yi ^
(XI,X2)<YI=^(XI<YI)>Y2
'
(XI<Yi),((XI,X2)<YI)^Y2
"
Xi<YI^Y2<((XI,X2)<YI)
J"
XI^(Y2<((Xi,X2)<YI)),YI
^
X1.X2 ^ (Y2 < ((Xi,X2) < Yi)),Yi ^^^
(Xi,X2) < Yi
Y2< ((Xi,X2) < Yi)
'
((XI.X2)<YI),((XI,X2)<YI)^Y2
J
(Xi,X2)<YI=^Y2 ^
<L
X i , X 2 ^ Y2,YI
conjR
X i , X 2 ^ YI,Y2
Q.E.D.

A.2

Proof search in display logic

While display calculi are very powerful because of their generality, they have a number of disadvantages for backward proof search. Firstly, the display postulates can
and must create large structures during the process of displaying a particular formula
occurrence. More specifically, the invertible display postulate rules (for example, > i ,
>R, < i and <R of ^Bilnt presented previously) allow "pointless" shuffling of struc-
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tures and easily lead to non-termination of proof search if applied naively. Since these
rules are at the heart of display calculi and guarantee the display property, eliminating
them without losing the display property is not obvious.
Another issue is the presence of explicit contraction and weakening rules in display calculi which are couched in terms of structures rather than formulae. Replacing these rules with ones based on formulae can break Belnap's condition (C6/C7)
that "each rule is closed under simultaneous substitution of arbitrary structures for
congruent formulas" [75]. Absorbing them completely to obtain a "contraction-free"
calculus is thus not an obvious step.
Figure A.2 illustrates both problems. Reading this derivation attempt backwards,
we start with the formula B ^ C in the succedent, which we then transform into the
structure B > C. We then apply contraction and a number of display postulate rules,
as well as weakening, and arrive at the sequent A ^ B > C. Since the latter is the
same as the second lowest sequent in the derivation, we could potentially repeat this
series of steps (and many others) ad irdfinitum.
To sum up, a disciplined proof-theoretic methodology for transforming a display
calculus into a more manageable traditional "contraction-free" and "display postulate
free" calculus whilst preserving cut-admissiblity is an important goal. Although display calculi were not designed for automated proof-search there is a surprising lack
of interest in the study of proof search for display logics: the only exceptions are the
works of Wansing [117] and Restall [101].
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B.l

Proofs for Chapter 5

Lemma 5.2.6 Admissibility of sr
For any context I[], ifl-DBiint H : I [ X > Y, (Z o W)] then l-oBiint n ' : I [ X , Z > Y, W]
such that |n'| < |n|.
Proof.

First we show the base case when I[] = []. We use a sub-induction on the height
of the derivation 11, and obtain TTj (resp. TT^ from rij (resp. 112) using the subinduction hypothesis.
- Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae within
the structures Z and W:

ni
X>Y,((^Z,>Z2)>W)

u[
"

Hi
X>Y,(Z[>(WI>W2,^))

X,(AZI1>Z2)>Y,W

n'l
^^

X,Z>Y,(WIOW2M)

Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the struchires X, Y, Z, W:
Hi
A,X>Y,{A,Z>]N)
A,X>Y,{Z>W)

n'l
A,A,X,Z>Y,VJ
^
- -.7,7 - Lemma 5.2.3
A,X,Z>Y,W
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n;

n;

Xt>Y,((Zi>Z2,^)>W,/l)
X>Y,{{Zi>Z2)>W,A)

X,{Z:>Z2,A)>Y,W,A
77-77^
,,
,
C"R2
X,{ZX>Z2)^Y,W,A

•

- Case when TT ends with the logical rule — w h e r e the principal formula is
in Z:
Hi
X>Y,{A-^

n2

B,Zi>A,W)
Xc>y,(/1 ^

X,A^

n'l
B,Zi>A,Y,W
X,A-^

Xt>Y,{A

^

B,B,Zi>W)

^

B,Zii>W)

^^

n^
X,A^B,B,Zi>Y,W
B,Z]>Y,W

- Case when TT ends with the logical rule ^

^

r where the principal formula

is in W:
Hi

02

X:>Y,{Z>Wi,A-<B,A)

Xt>Y, {Z,B>Wi,

A^B)

X\>Y,{Z\>WuA-<B)
n'l
n^
X,Z>Y,Wi,A~^B,A
X,Z,Bt>Y,Wi,A^B
X,Z\>Y,WuA^B

^

- The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the sub-induction
hypothesis, since they do not m o v e formulae across ^-structures.
• For the inductive cases, w e have either (1) I [ ] = I i [ ( [ ] , L/) o V] or (2) I [ ]

=

I i [Ji i> (V, [])] for some (possibly empty) structures U and V and s o m e context
^lOWe first show case (1) when I [ ] = I i [ ( [ ] , J J ) > V]. We consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context I [ ] to U, or from V into
the context ! [ ] . In each case below, w e obtain n'j from FFi using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context I i [].
- Case when 0 ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out from
I [ ] to U:
ni
L^[{{Xi,A>Y,{Z>W)),A,U)>V]
ii[((Xi,yit>y,(z>w)),u)D>v]

^
" "

n'l
Li[{{Xi,A,Z\>Y,W),A,U)>V]
L:[i(X^,A,Z>Y,W),U)>V]
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from V
into L\]:

§B.l Proofs for Chapter

Hi
Lr[{{X:>Y,{Zt>W),A),U)^Vi,A]
U[{{X>Y,iZ>W)),U)>V,,A]

5
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t>R2

n;
Li[{X,Z>Y,W,A),U>Vi,A]
- The cases when formulae are propagated within the context can be proven
identically to the case when I[] = [].
We now show case (2) when I[] = Ii[L/t> (V, [])]. We consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context I[] to V, or from U into
the context 1[]. In each case below, we obtain TT] from 11] using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context l i [].
- Case when 11 ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from 1[]
into V:
Hi
Li[U\>{V,{Xt>Yi,(Z\>W),A),A)]
•>R1
li[U>{V,{X>Yi,{Z>W),A))]
n'l
U[U>{V,{X,Z\>Yi,W,A),A)]
ii[L/>(y,(x,zc>y,,w,/i))]

I>R1

Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from U
intoI[]:
ni
U[UuA>{V,{A,X>Y,(Z>W)))]
>L2
U[Ui,A^{V,{{Xt>Y,(Zi>W)))]
n'l
U[U,,A>{V,{A,X,Z>Y,W))]
L,[U,,A>{V,{X,Z>YW))]

l>L2

Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2.8 Admissibility of [>r
For any context I[] such that either I [ = [] or I[] is a positive context, if l-oBiint
n : X, y > Z then hoBiint n ' : X > (Y > Z).
Proof.

• First we show the base case when I[] = []. We use a sub-induction on the height
of the derivation n, and obtain l l j (resp. n ^ from Hi (resp. 112) using the subinduction hypothesis.
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Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the structures Y and Z:

n,

n'l

X,A,Yit>{Z^t>Z2)

Xt>(/l,yit>(ZiD>Z2))

^^

Hi
K , ( Y I > Y 2 , A ) > Z U A

n;
^^^^

^

X > { { Y ^ > Y 2 , A } > Z ^ , A

X , { Y i t > Y 2 ) > Z i , A

X \ > ( { Y i > Y 2 ) > Z I , A )

Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae between
the structures X and Z:

n'l
A , X u Y > { A , Z , t > Z 2 )

^^^

-

~A, X ; > { A ~ Y > { A ,

> Z^)

j

•>L2
A,X,t>iY>iZ^t>Z2))

n'l
( X i > x 2 , A } , Y t > z ^ , A

^^^

' { x ; > x ; , ~A) >

(Xi>X2),YoZI,>1

( Y ^ z , :
iX^>X2)v>{Y>Zi,A),A

(Xi>X2)>(y>ZiM)
Cases when n ends with a propagation rule that moves formulae within
the structures Y and Z:

ni

n'l

X , A , { A , Y x ^ Y 2 ) ^ Z

X > { A , ( A , Y I > Y 2 ) > Z )

X , { A , Y , t > Y 2 ) > Z

X > { { A , Y , ^ Y 2 ) > Z )

Hi
^'y>{Zi>Z2,A),A
X , Y > { Z , > Z 2 , A )

Case when U ends with a

n'l
X>(y>((Zi>Z2,.4),A))

^
-

X > { Y > { Z , ^ Z 2 , A ) )

rule where the principal formula is in X:

§B.l Proofs for Chapter 5

Hi
Xi,A^B,Y>A,Z
XuA^
Xi>{A

02
XuA-^B,B,Yt>Z
B,Yt>Z
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_
^^

n'l
n^
^ B,Y>A,Z)
Xit>iA-^B,B,Y>Z)
_
Xi\>{A ^ B,Yt>Z)
x \ : A ^ - B \ - C A - ^ ' B : Y > z j Lemma5.2.2
->L2
Xi,/4
^B>{Yt>Z)

- Case when Fl ends with a
rule where the principal formula is in Y:
Hi
02
X,A-^B,Yi>A,Z
X,A
B,B,Yit>Z
X,A ^ B,Y^>Z
n;

n^

X>{AB,Yi>A,Z)
X\>(A^

X\>{A^B,B,Y^oZ)
B,Yi\>Z)

- Case when H ends with a
rule where the principal formula is in Z:
n,
02
X,YoZi,A^B,A
X,Y,B>Zi,A-<B
<R
X,Y\>Zi,A-<.B
n;

n^

Xt>{Yt'Zi,A^B,A)
X\>{Y,B>Zi,A^B)
Xt>{Yt>Zi,A~<B)
- The cases involving other rules follow immediately from the induction hypothesis, since they do not move formulae across >-structures.
• For the inductive case, we have I[] = I j [li > (V, [])] for some (possibly empty)
structures U and V and some context Ii[]. We now consider sub-cases when
a formula is either propagated out from the context I[] to V, or from U into
the context ![]. In each case below, we obtain n'j from Hi using the induction
hypothesis, applied to the context I i [].
- Case when n ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula out from
![] to V:
Hi
L^[U>V,{X,YoZ^,A),A]
•>R1
Ii[L/i>V,(X,yt>Zi,/l)]
n'l
U[U>V,{X>{Y>ZuA)),A]
i i [uVv, (X > (VVzi,".!):^)", :4r C^R 1
ii[L;>y,(x>(y>Zi,^))]

• t>Rl
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- Case when FT ends with a propagation rule that moves a formula from U
intoI[]:
Hi
L,[UuAt>V,{A,X,Y>Z)]
>L2
U[U,,A>V,{X,Y>Z)]
n;
L,[Ui,A>V,{A,X>{Y>Z))]

>L2

- The cases when formulae are propagated within the context can be proven
identically to the case when I[] = [].
Q.E.D.
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